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Abstract

In recent years, ”Big Data” has become an important topic in academia
and industry. To handle the challenges and problems caused by Big Data,
new types of data storage systems called ”NoSQL stores” (means ”Not-only-
SQL”) have emerged.

”Wide-column stores” are one kind of NoSQL stores. Compared to re-
lational database systems, wide-column stores introduce a new data model,
new IRUD (Insert, Retrieve, Update and Delete) semantics with support for
schema-flexibility, single-row transactions and data expiration constraints.
Moreover, each column stores multiple data versions with associated time-
stamps. Well-known examples are Google’s ”Big-table” and its open sourced
counterpart ”HBase”. Recently, such systems are increasingly used in busi-
ness intelligence and data warehouse environments to provide decision sup-
port, controlling and revision capabilities.

Besides managing the current values, data warehouses also require man-
agement and processing of historical, time-related data. Data warehouses
frequently employ techniques for processing changes in various data sources
and incrementally applying such changes to the warehouse to keep it up-to-
date. Although both incremental data warehousing maintenance and tem-
poral data management have been the subject of intensive research in the
relational database and finally commercial database products have picked up
the ability for temporal data processing and management, such capabilities
have not been explored systematically for today’s wide-column stores.

This thesis helps to address the shortcomings mentioned above. It care-
fully analyzes the properties of wide-column stores and the applicability
of mechanisms for temporal data management and incremental data ware-
house maintenance known from relational databases, extends well-known ap-
proaches and develops new capabilities for providing equivalent support in
wide-column stores.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

”Big Data” currently receives significant attention in research and industry
[ML09, Uni, DMGG15, HWCL14], and it is generally characterized as ”4v”s
[Jac09, Fvs], namely, volume, velocity, variety and veracity. To deal with the
issues and challenges due to Big Data, new types of data storage systems
called ”NoSQL stores” [Nosa, SF12, RW12] have emerged. These systems
manage tremendous data volume in off-the-shelf commodity hardware with
support for elastic scalability, high availability and robust fault tolerance.

”Wide-column stores” are one type of NoSQL stores which organize the
data in a structured way and store the data which belong to the same col-
umn contiguously on disk. Such systems can be conceived as key-value stores
with support for a timestamped/versioned data model, new IRUD (Insert,
Retrieve, Update and Delete) operations, single row transactions and value
or data expiration constraints. Moreover, in contrast to relational database
systems, data analysis tasks performed against wide-column stores are usu-
ally implemented by programmers at the application layer as wide-column
stores lack a powerful query processing engine. Well-known examples are
Google’s ”Big Table” [CDea06, CDea08] and its open-sourced counterpart
”HBase” [Hba, Geo11].

1.1 Motivation

Recently, wide-column stores are increasingly utilized as data sinks, e.g. busi-
ness intelligence tools and data warehouse environments to provide decision
support, controlling and revision capabilities. A data warehouse is a data
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repository which stores extracted data values from various data sources for
further data analysis. Besides managing up-to-date values, a data warehouse
also requires to store and process historical and time-related data.

Each table in a data warehouse [KC04] can be viewed as a materialized
view which is derived from different data sources. For processing changes
made on data sources, a data warehouse incrementally applies such changes
to the corresponding tables to keep them up-to-date. Although both in-
cremental data warehouse maintenance [LGM96a, LYea00, MQea97, JMS09]
and temporal data management [CC87, DBS96, SAea94, GR09, MZ15] have
been the subject of research in the relational database area, such capabili-
ties have not been systematically explored for today’s wide-column stores.
For example, in contrast to relational database systems, each column in a
wide-column store can maintain multiple data versions. In consequence, the
tuple-time-stamping model [JSS94, JSS, BOea98] (in which each a tuple is as-
sociated with a temporal interval) is not the only choice for modeling tempo-
ral data. More discussions of suitable temporal data models for wide-column
stores will be given in Chapter 4.

1.2 Goals

To systematically explore the capabilities of temporal data management and
temporal data processing for wide-column stores, this thesis mainly focuses
on the following two aspects:

1. How to effectively manage and process temporal data in wide-column
stores.

2. How to incrementally re-compute materialized temporal computation
results in wide-column stores.

1.3 Contributions

The thesis carefully analyzes the properties of wide-column stores and stud-
ies the applicability of mechanisms for temporal data modeling and pro-
cessing and incremental data warehouse maintenance known from relational
databases. Based on the characteristics of wide-column stores, we extend
well-known approaches and develop new capabilities to provide equivalent
support:

6



Chapter 1. Introduction

• We propose two alternative temporal data representations [HD14a,
HD15b], namely, explicit-history representation (EHR) and tuple-time-
stamping representation (TTR) based on the data model supported by
wide-column stores. The new data models avoid wrong or misleading
temporal query results caused by the default temporal interval repre-
sentation.

• To analyze data in wide-column stores, users can either write low-
level programs, such as MapReduce [Dea04] procedures or utilize high-
level languages, such as Pig Latin [Pig] or Hive [Hiv]. Nevertheless, all
of these approaches require users to explicitly implement the desired
semantics of temporal query processing. Hence, two temporal operator
models (based on the previous two temporal table representations), i.e.
TTRO and CTO [HD14a, HD15b] are defined to facilitate the temporal
query specification.

• To incrementally update the data warehouse, we first describe how to
model and extract temporal deltas (change data). We build a logical
delta model to support the characteristics of wide-column stores, such
as multiple granularities of operations, schema flexibility and expira-
tion of data items. Based on the temporal data representations and the
corresponding temporal operator models, two temporal delta represen-
tations are described, namely, row-level representation and (enhanced)
attribute-level representation. To capture temporal deltas in required
formats, we investigate different change-data-capture (CDC) [HQ12,
HD13, HD14b] approaches, based on Timestamps, Audit-columns, Trig-
gers and Snapshot-differential. The Time-stamped-based approach de-
veloped in this thesis is a new, wide-column-store-specific approach. In
view of the characteristics of each individual CDC approach, not all of
them can produce complete delta sets.

• For incrementally propagating complete temporal deltas, we first intro-
duce a set of temporal propagation rules based on the TTRO model.
When the CTO model is used, the column-level temporal delta propa-
gation can lead to additional tuple reconstruction if the complete tuples
are needed. However, such reconstruction tasks can be avoided by an
enhanced attribute-level-representation [HDH16]. Moreover, we also
address the issues where, due to the capture mechanisms in use, deltas
are only partially available [HD15a].
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1.4 Outline

In this thesis, we present our work on temporal data management and incre-
mental data re-computation with wide-column stores and MapReduce. The
thesis is mainly divided into 4 parts.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

• Chapter 2 first gives a short overview of NoSQL stores and de-
scribes the characteristics of wide-column stores. As wide-column
stores usually do not offer the sophisticated SQL engines, we then
describe the popular parallel data processing framework for wide-
column stores.

2. Temporal data management and processing in wide-column stores

• In Chapter 3, we review the general approaches for temporal data
modeling and temporal data processing. The review covers both
research efforts in the last decades and state-of-the-art methods
utilized by commercial database vendors.

• Chapter 4 describes how to manage temporal data in wide-column
stores. We first analyze the semantics of timestamp (TS) sup-
ported by wide-column stores and indicate the drawbacks of its
default temporal interval representation. Then, two explicit tem-
poral interval representations are proposed.

• We represent how to process temporal data in wide-column stores
in Chapter 5. Two temporal operator models (corresponding to
the previous two temporal models) are defined to facilitate the
temporal query specification.

3. Incremental temporal data processing

• We review the existing incremental re-computation approaches
proposed in both non-temporal and temporal context in Chapter
6.

• Chapter 7 describes the issues of temporal change-data capture
(CDC). We first introduce our temporal delta model and its cor-
responding delta representations. Then, five feasible CDC ap-
proaches are depicted.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

• The incremental temporal data re-computation based on two tem-
poral operator models are described in Chapter 8. This chapter
only considers how to propagate the complete temporal deltas.

• The incomplete (partial) temporal delta propagation is introduced
in Chapter 9.

4. Conclusion

• In Chapter 10, the thesis ends with a conclusion drawn from the
preceding studies and provides an outlook for future work.
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Chapter 2

NoSQL data stores

In this section, we first give an overview of NoSQL [Nosa, Ria, Red, Ber,
CDea06, Hba, Mon, Cou, Cas, EFH+11] history and briefly describe various
NoSQL data stores. Then, we introduce wide-column stores (WCS) with re-
spect to their data model, data operation model and data consistency model.
As WCS usually lacks the high-level query languages and the sophisticated
query engines, we finally describe the popular parallel data processing frame-
works utilized by WCS.

2.1 Overview

Although NoSQL is a well-known term in these days, there still exists a
lot of debates and discussions about it. In this section, we first describe
the history of ”NoSQL” to clarify where it comes from and what it means.
Then, we introduce various types of NoSQL stores and indicate their general
characteristics.

2.1.1 NoSQL history

Relational database systems have dominated the database area for several
decades. They are always considered as the first choice to build applications,
from small to large. However, at the beginning of 2000, their dominance
has been challenged by a new type of database system called NoSQL stores
[Nosa, Ria, Red, Ber, Hba, CDea06, Mon, Cou, Cas, EFH+11, SF12]. The
emergence of NoSQL stores is motivated by the rapidly growing usage of
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Internet services such as social network, search engine, blog, e-commerce and
so on. These web-based applications bring more critical system requirements
for database systems, such as high throughput, elastic scalability, flexible
data structure, 24/7 availability and robust fault-tolerance. Moreover, people
wish to obtain the previously described features at a low-cost (or even free).

The term NoSQL first appeared in 1998. It was used by Carlo Strozzi
[CSN] to name his database. His database stores tables as plain text files
without supporting the SQL query language. In 2009, Eric Evans, a software
developer at Rackspace, reused this term during a conversation [NoSb] with
an organizer who wanted to organize a meeting for open-sourced, distributed,
non-relational databases.

After that, the term ”NoSQL” was widely used. As no one ever gave
an explicit definition of ”NoSQL stores”, different people have different un-
derstanding. At the beginning, it was obvious that NoSQL stores do not
support SQL. For example, if we trace back to the early versions of NoSQL
data stores, such as HBase [Hba], Cassandra [Cas] and MongoDB [Mon],
we find they did not have SQL support. This feature coincides with some
person’s understanding ”No SQL”.

However, after a while, people found that querying the data in NoSQL
stores was cumbersome and complicated (as most NoSQL stores require users
to implement query processing by themselves). In consequence, people de-
cided to rebuild high level languages for NoSQL stores to facilitate the query
specification. In these days, people prefer to interpreting ”NoSQL” as ”Not
only SQL” which means NoSQL stores can be seen as a complement of rela-
tional database systems and offer more choices when building desired appli-
cations.

Please notice that the term ”NoSQL stores” used today mainly denotes
database systems developed with the emergence of web 2.0 (in early 21st
century). Non-relational database systems which were developed before that
time are usually not considered as ”NoSQL stores”, e.g. object-oriented
database systems [RW12].

2.1.2 Classification of NoSQL stores

Today, there are numerous NoSQL stores in both academia and industry.
Generally, they can be classified using four categories, which are key-value
stores, wide-column stores, document-oriented stores and graph stores.

12



Chapter 2. NoSQL data stores

Key-value stores [Ria, Red, Ber] are the simplest NoSQL stores which
organize and record data as key-value pairs. They utilize a hash-table data
structure in which each tuple is allocated, distributed and retrieved based
on the key. In general, a key for each tuple can be automatically generated
by database system or provided by user. The structure of a value associated
with a key may vary. For example, the value can have a simple scalar type
such as string or integer or a complex type such as list or map. As key-
value stores are schema-less, there is no system-level meta-data which can
be exploited to interpret the data. Moreover, the values of key-value stores
are usually stored as byte-arrays. In consequence, we can store two totally
different key-value pairs in the same key-value store, e.g. the value part of
tuple A has a relational structure where the value part of tuple B utilizes
a JSON data representation. These characteristics point to the fact that
detecting and extracting the real structure of a value is the responsibility of
the application program.

As the structure of values is uncertain, key-value stores generally do not
support high-level query languages. Users can acquire fast access through
simple CRUD (create, retrieve, update and delete) operations, but more
complex query processing, such as join or group-by has to be implemented
manually. Well-known examples are Riak [Ria], Redis [Red] and Berkeley
DB [Ber].

In 2006, Google published a paper [CDea06] to describe how the database
in their back-end works. This paper can be considered as the first paper that
provides a detailed description of wide-column stores (WCSs). Like relational
database systems, WCSs keep the notion of tables, rows and columns. More-
over, they introduce a new concept called ”column family”. A column-family
can be seen as a prefix of column names which denotes all the columns which
belong to the same column-family will be stored contiguously on disk. Al-
though WCSs have relational structure, no ”NULL” values are stored. This
property is usually known as ”sparse data sets”. When creating a table,
only table name and column-family name must be predefined. The name
of column is only specified when data is inserted. Moreover, each column
can contain multiple data versions which are sorted based on their corre-
sponding timestamps. Unlike relational database systems, the DML (data
manipulation languages) of WCSs supports various data granularities. For
example, the delete operations can be applied to a data version, a column
and a column family. Well-known examples of wide-column stores are Big
table, HBase and Cassandra [Cas].
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As there are usually no built-in SQL engines for WCSs, users have to write
low-level programs to analyze the data. Nevertheless, large IT companies
such as Yahoo! and Facebook attempt to build high-level languages for query
processing. More details will be given in Section 2.3.

Document-oriented stores can be seen as a refinement of key-value stores.
Each table in a document-oriented store is called collection. Each collection
is composed by a set of documents (analogy to tuples). Each document
has an unique ID and a series of attributes (which can be genreated on-
the-fly). Internally, document-oriented stores manage data by using BSON
(binary JSON) format. Different from key-value stores and wide-column
stores, document-oriented stores support for secondary indices, aggregation
and views. Moreover, users can access data in document-oriented stores by
exploiting high-level query languages and user-defined functions. Well-known
examples are MongoDB [Mon] and CouchDB [Cou].

Graph stores [RWE11] are widely used in social network applications and
are based on graph theory. In contrast to the relational data model, data in
graph stores are organized as nodes and edges. Nodes represent entities, e.g.
people or accounts. Edges denote the relationships between nodes. Generally,
each node and each edge can contain any number of properties or attributes
which specify their individual information. Again, each property is formed
as key-value pair. In general, each node in graph stores can have different
meta-data. Moreover, the attributes of each node or edge can be indicated
on-the-fly. To traverse the data in a graph database, either depth-first search
or breadth-first search can be exploited based on the selection criteria. To
query the data in graph stores, users can write low-level programs or use
third-party tools.

Although the various NoSQL stores have different properties, all of these
systems share a number of common design features:

• Horizontal scalability: Databases must support a horizontal scale-out
strategy using many commodity hardwares.

• Network-parition tolerance: Although the network in the cluster is not
stable, messages transferred and received between nodes must be guar-
anteed.

• Basic Availability: Systems must always respond to the user’s require-
ments even when a failure occurs, such as a network failure or power
outage.
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• Elasticity: Computation nodes in the cluster can be added or removed
dynamically without heavily influencing the usage of database systems.

• Horizontal data partitioning: Data content is physically partitioned and
distributed.

• Multiple data replica: For recovery and performance reasons, one data
object can have multiple data replicas which reside in different physical
data nodes.

• De-normalized tables. One column can maintain multiple data versions
(which violates first-normal-form). As NoSQL databases do not sup-
port join operation, different but logically related tables are stored as
a single physical table.

• Schema flexibility: Data can be inserted into the database without
predefining the schema.

• Simple access pattern: The database systems lack sophisticated query
processing and only support a simple client API. Complex query tasks
have to be implemented at the application layer.

• Fault tolerance: Databases have the ability to handle certain failures
automatically without requiring the concern of developers or system
administrators.

• High throughput: The database systems must have the capability to
deal with large amounts of data in a reasonable amount of time.

• Weak consistency: In order to guarantee availability during network
failures, NoSQL stores usually support weak consistency.

2.2 Wide-column stores

In this section, we will give a detailed description of wide-column stores
(WCSs) [Geo11, Hew10, SF12]. We first introduce the data model of WCS
and indicate how its data is organized and stored in a distributed file system.
Then, we use examples to explain how users can modify the state of WCSs.
Finally, we introduce their data consistency models and compare WCSs with
relational database systems.
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2.2.1 Data model

In addition to the concepts of table, row and column, WCS introduces a
new concept called “column family”. In analogy with RDBMS, a column-
family can be considered as a ”table” and columns which belong to the same
column family will be stored contiguously on disk. Each table in a WCS
is partitioned based on the row keys. For a given tuple, one column may
store multiple data versions that are sorted by the corresponding timestamps
(TSs). The value of TS should be unique and indicates when the data version
is generated. Each data version in a column is stored as a key-value pair in
a distributed file system. The key part is composed of information such as
row key, column-family name, column name and TS. The value part contains
the data value. Moreover, users can indicate a ttl (time-to-live) property for
each column family to denote the life time of a data item. When data items
expire, WCSs will make them invisible. The actual data deletion occurs at
data compaction time.

Logical view of data Web-surfing 

Tom

Web: Page
ttl=10s

Web:Content
ttl=10s

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Spiegel.de : 4,
Yahoo.com : 1 

Politics :4,
Sport :1

Physical view of data

Tom/Web/Page/4 : Spiegel.de
Tom/Web/Page/1: Yahoo.com
Tom/Web/Content/4: Politics
Tom/Web/Content/1 : Sport
Tom/Network/Supplier/1 : Telecom
Tom/Network/Speed/2 : 1155K
Tom/Network/Speed/1 : 815K

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Telecom:1
1155K :2,
815K : 1

Cluster

Data Format:
Value : Timestamp

Data Format:
Key : Value

Distributed 
File System

DB 
Metadata, 

e.g. ttl 

Figure 2.1: Example of wide-column stores

Figure 2.1 shows an example defined in ”HBase” to illustrate the afore-
mentioned data model concepts. The ”Web-Surfing” table records the infor-
mation when a user browses the internet. It contains two column families,
i.e. ”Web” and ”Network” and each column-family includes 2 columns. For
row ”Tom”, ”Web:Page” column contains two data versions with the cor-
responding timestamps. The ttl property for the ”Web:Page” column is 10
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seconds, which indicates data version ”Yahoo.com:1” will be invisible at 11
seconds. For the ”Network:Supplier”, the value of ttl is infinite which denotes
the data versions in that column have no time expiration constraints. The
logical view of data represents the data structure as presented to the user.
In contrast, the key-value pairs which are persisted in distributed file system
depict the physical view of data.

2.2.2 Data processing model

In an RDBMS, insertion and deletion will generate and discard a complete
row. An update of a row will overwrite the old value by a new value. However,
WCSs do not distinguish update from insertion. A new data version (no
matter the row key already exists in the table or not) for a specific column
will be generated by the ”Put” command. 1 When issuing a ”Put” command,
users need to denote the parameters such as row key, column-family name,
column name, value and TS (optional). For example, to generate the data
version ”1155K:2” for ”Network:Speed” column for row ”Tom” in Figure 2.1,
a Put command will be first initialized with the row key ”Tom”, and then
the Put.add(Network, Speed, 1155K) method is utilized to add the desired
column value. After executing the ”Put” command, a new data version will
be inserted without overwriting the older ones.

Following the data model of WSC, data deletions can partially prune a
row by eliminating the column values at various granularities, namely, data
version, column and column family. A row deletion is generally realized by
a set of column-family deletions. When issuing a ”Delete” command, users
need to specify parameters such as the row key. For the different delete types,
more information such as column-family name, column name and TS can be
indicated. For example, to delete the data version ”1155K:2” in the ”Net-
work:Speed” column for row ”Tom” in Figure 2.1, a delete object is initialized
with the row key ”Tom” and the Delete.deleteColumn(Network, Speed, 2s)
method is exploited to indicate the deleted data version. In contrast to
RDBMS, delete operations in the WCS will not delete data right away but
insert a marker called ”tombstone” to mask the data values whose TSs are
less than or equal to the TS of the tombstone. The physical data deletions
take place at data compaction time.

1Note that ”Put” is used by HBase and Cassandra uses ”Set”, in the rest of the thesis
we use ”Put” to represent both.
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Tom/web/page/Put/2:Spiegel.de
Tom/web/page/Delete/1:
Tom/web/page/Put/1: Yahoo.com

Data Version 
Deletion

Column 
Deletion

Tom/web/page/DeleteColumn/3:
Tom/web/page/Put/2:Spiegel.de
Tom/web/page/Put/1: Yahoo.com

Column Family 
Deletion

Tom/web/ /DeleteFamily/3:
Tom/web/page/Put/2:Spiegel.de
Tom/web/page/Put/1: Yahoo.com

Figure 2.2: Various deletion levels of wide-column stores

Figure 2.2 shows how a tombstone is formatted as key-value pair with
respect to each individual deletion granularity in HBase. For each tomb-
stone, the type of deletion is embodied into the key part, such as Delete,
DeleteColumn and DeleteFamily, where the value part is empty.

To read the content of a WCS table, users can either use a ”Get” com-
mand to read the data versions of a specific row or a ”Scan” method to
access the whole table. For example, for retrieving the contents of column
”Web:Page” for row ”Tom”, a Get command will be first initialized with the
row key ”Tom”, and then we can call Get.addColumn(Web, Page) method
to obtain the desired contents. We summarize the operations supported by
WCSs in table 2.1:

Data commands Descriptions
Put Generate new data versions

Delete Delete data versions
Get Obtain the contents of a single row
Scan Access the whole table contents

Table 2.1: Commands supported by wide-column stores

2.2.3 Data consistency model

The ”CAP” theorem [GL02, Bre12] which was proposed by Eric Brewer in
2000 has become a guideline for designing NoSQL systems. CAP is the
shorthand for consistency, availability and partition tolerance. The premises
of the CAP theorem are:

1. One data object may have multiple data replicas distributed across
different physical nodes.
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2. A system (cluster) can’t guarantee message delivery (message can get
lost).

3. Each node can execute read and write operations, and propagate new
values to the other nodes.

The first premise implies that at a certain point of time, if the system can-
not guarantee strong consistency, the values of data replicas may be different;
the second precondition means the system doesn’t guarantee the communi-
cation between each node through the network; the third one implies each
node in the cluster is equal and any of them can be a coordinator node which
is responsible for managing and scheduling processing tasks or a worker node
which is responsible for executing processing tasks.

The meaning of each CAP property is described as followed:

• Consistency (C): All the replicas of the same data object share the
same value at the same time.

• Availability (A): The system can accomplish the data access (read and
write) requests during an acceptable response latency.

• Partition tolerance (P): The system has the ability to handle the “mes-
sage lost” issue and continues to operate.

The theorem states that any highly scalable system can only satisfy two
out of three of them. Let’s take a look at the combinations of these properties
and indicate what features the corresponding system will get:

• A+C: implies there are no data replicas existing in different nodes (all
replicas reside on one data node).

• P +C: if the system wants to keep consistency, each replica must hold
the same data value. Data replica synchronization will influence the
availability. For example, if a write operation is issued, the client has
to wait until data synchronization completes. However, our premise
2 makes this waiting time undecidable with respect to the network
partition. It will cause high latency and give the client the impression
that the system is down.
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• A + P : provides low latency, but cannot guarantee data consistency.
This implies that a client can see different versions for the same data
object and requires the applications to handle the stale and inconsistent
data.

To build a data storage system in a large cluster, there is a general agree-
ment that the partition tolerance (P) is an important factor. Hence, besides
satisfying P, different NoSQL stores choose to satisfy the rest of CAP prop-
erties due to the system and application requirements. In the WCS context,
HBase prefers C+P where Cassandra fulfills A+P with tunable consistency
[Com08, Hew10].

To achieve data consistency, HBase routes all the data read and write
requests for the same row to the same data node (called ”RegionServer”
in HBase). This strategy guarantees that different applications will not see
various data replicas at the same time. The replicas in HBase are mainly
utilized for crash recovery rather than the availability or the performance
enhancement. However, in contrast to RDBMSs, HBase only supports single-
row transactions.

Cassandra supports tunable data consistency by requiring users to explic-
itly set the relationships between the number of replicas (N), the number of
replicas needed to acknowledge receipt of updates (W ) and the number of
replicas contacted when data is read (R). For example, when strong consis-
tency is required, formula R+W > N should hold. Generally, the throughput
of read and write operations of Cassandra is higher than HBase [CST+10],
as it supports eventual consistency, i.e. W < N and W + R <= N . Al-
though weak consistency can reduce the response time for data accessing, it
requires applications to deal with the inconsistent data and hence increases
the burden of programmers.

2.2.4 Comparison with relational database systems

In this section, we summarize the differences between RDBMS and WCS in
table 2.2. In contrast to the previous sections, we add some nontechnical
aspects, e.g. hardware requirements, cost and so on.
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Aspects RDBMS WCS
Hardware powerful machines commodity hardware

Logical Data model relation relation (column family)
Row key optional mandatory

Data versioning not supported supported
Schema flexibility no yes
Normalized data yes no

Physical data representation record key-value pairs
Operational granularity row level various levels

SQL support yes no
Secondary index supported not supported

View supported not supported
Transaction yes limited (single-rows)

Open-sourced yes yes
Cost vendor-specific free

Table 2.2: Comparisons between RDBMS and WCS

2.3 Data processing framework for wide col-

umn stores - state of the art

As WCSs usually lack sophisticated SQL engines, we give a short overview of
the state-of-the-art for parallel data processing frameworks which are mostly
utilized for WCSs. We first introduce the MapReduce [Dea04, Whi12] frame-
work which was proposed by Google in 2004. Then, we describe two high-
level query languages, namely Hive [TSea09, TSea10, LLea, Hiv] and Pig
Latin [ORea, Pig], which are built on top of MapReduce.

2.3.1 MapReduce framework

MapReduce [Dea04, Whi12] is a programming model and an associated im-
plementation designed for parallel processing of massive data sets in clusters
that are built using commodity hardware. Its programming model, namely
Map and Reduce, is inspired by functional programming. The tasks such as
data partitioning, intermediate results caching and delivery, distributed task
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scheduling, network communication and fault tolerance are handled by the
MapReduce run-time system.

The programming model of MapReduce shown in the original paper
[Dea04] is described as follows:

map : (k1, v1)→ list(k2, v2) (2.1)

reduce : list(k2, v2)→ list(v2) (2.2)

• Map function. A Map function takes an input key-value pair (k1, v1)
and produces a set of intermediate key-value pairs (k2, v2). The list(k2, v2)
can contain several elements which share the same key.

• Reduce function. A Reduce function merges the intermediate key-value
pairs (k2, list(v2)) together to produce a smaller set of values list(v2).

The definition of Reduce function from the original MapReduce paper
suggests that the output key of the Reduce function must be the same as
the input key. However, in real applications, the output key of the Reduce
function is always different from the input key. Hence, we use the following
definition for the Reduce function:

reduce : list(k2, v2)→ (k3, v3) (2.3)

Please note that v3 could be either a single value or a set of values, e.g. list.
Algorithm 1 shows an example which uses the MapReduce paradigm to

count the number of users for each Internet supplier based on Figure 2.1.
The Map function takes the value of each row as input and produces a pair
of (Internet− supplier, 1) for each present Internet-supplier. To reduce the
amount of data delivered to the Reduce nodes, we insert a Combine function
between Map and Reduce functions. The functionality of Combine is the
same as the Reduce function which summarizes the count for each Internet
supplier. However, different from the Reduce function, Combine only ag-
gregates the values, which exist on the same physical (worker) node. After
Combine is finished, the MapReduce framework will deliver the intermediate
key-value pairs to different reducers. In general, this process is accomplished
by the Partitioner. The default partition strategy supported by MapReduce
is hash partitioning, namely fun(key, value)%n, in which we first calculate a
value using function fun(key, value) (by the way, only utilizing key or value
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for calculation is also possible), and then a mod (%) operation is executed
based on the number of reducers (indicated by n). After data partitioning
finishes, the data will be sent to each Reducer for final calculation. Note
that, all Reducers have to wait until all Mappers (or Combiners) accomplish
their work and the intermediate values are persistent on disk. This strategy
guarantees that

• if something goes wrong in the Map function, no intermediate results
will be seen by Reducers, and

• if errors occur during the execution of the Reduce function, it is always
possible for Reducers to re-fetch the input data from Mappers.

Algorithm 1 Word Count

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: for each user within a specific Internet supplier do
3: emit(Internet− supplier, 1);
4: end for
5: Combine(Internet-supplier, list of values)
6: int sum = 0;
7: for each value of list do
8: int sum = int sum + value;
9: end for

10: emit(Internet− supplier, int sum);
11: Reduce(Internet-supplier, list of int sums)
12: fin sum = 0;
13: for each value of list do
14: fin sum = fin sum + value;
15: end for
16: emit(Internet− supplier, fin sum);

Although MapReduce is widely used for large volume data processing,
it has been sharply criticized by David DeWitt and Michael Stonebraker
[DS08a, DS08b]. They considered MapReduce as ”a major step backwards”
and lack of novelty. The key comment for this argument is that MapRe-
duce misses a lot of technologies which are common for today’s database
systems, e.g. high-level query language, indexing, transaction supporting,
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integrity constraints, views, query optimization and so on. They wrote a pa-
per [PPRea09] to compare the performance of MapReduce and a distributed
database system. They concluded that distributed database systems beat
MapReduce in many areas and show tremendous benefits.

However, the MapReduce advocates rejected such statements and point
out that it is inappropriate to compare MapReduce with modern distributed
database systems as they serve different purposes. They state that MapRe-
duce is mainly designed for batch mode data processing and transformation
based on a massive data volume. In consequence, technologies such as index-
ing, random data access and so on are unnecessary for MapReduce. More-
over, they claim that MapReduce is more scalable and can handle a higher
data volume than any existing distributed databases.

2.3.2 Hive and Pig Latin

As we have already seen in the previous sections, users have to manually
implement query processing when utilizing the MapReduce framework. This
hand-coded data analysis has several limitations and constraints [TSea09,
TSea10, ORea]:

1. Requirement of programming skill. MapReduce requires users to have
the knowledge of programming languages, e.g. Java, C++ or Ruby.
This limitation sets a huge obstacle to people who have no experience
with programming and increases the learning curve when utilizing the
MapReduce framework.

2. Limited reuse and increased likelihood of errors. As data processing is
implemented manually, it is possible that two programmers write dif-
ferent MapReduce procedures to accomplish the same task. Moreover,
there is increased likelihood that programmers write wrong or invalid
statements during coding. In consequence, code-debugging is essential
and cumbersome.

3. Unreliable query optimization. In general, query optimization is a key
component for query processing, e.g. in SQL engines. However, for the
MapReduce framework, this task is accomplished by applications. Or
to be more specific, the programmers should decide which optimiza-
tion strategy is more suitable in a certain situation. Generally, not all
programmers are knowledgeable about database systems. Hence, it is
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difficult for them to choose the right query optimization for a specific
query. For example, to implement a join operation in MapReduce, we
can implement it either as a single Map function or a combination of
Map and Reduce. It depends on the size of input tables to decide which
strategy to use. However, it is difficult for programmers to figure out
what is ”large” and what is ”small”. It is possible that one table is
considered ”large” when the capacity of work node is small. However,
it can become ”small” when more memory and larger disks are later
added in the cluster. In consequence, the optimization of query pro-
cessing is unreliable and depends on the experience and background of
programmers.

4. Hard documentation. As data processing is implemented in Java or
C++, it is mandatory for programmers to write comments or descrip-
tions for their code. If someone writes ”misleading” descriptions, this
enforces people to dig into the code.

To avoid the aforementioned pitfalls, a lot of companies built their own
high-level languages on top of MapReduce. The two most famous are Hive
[TSea09, TSea10, LLea, Hiv] and Pig Latin [ORea, Pig]. Hive is an SQL-like
declarative query language proposed by Facebook in 2009. Pig-Latin is a
data-flow (procedural) query language which was introduced by Yahoo! in
2006. Both high-level languages support a large range of primitive types, e.g.
integer, float or string and a set of complex types such as array, map and
bag. Moreover, they contain a set of high level operators which can be used
for query specifications.

Table 2.3 lists the high-level operators supported by Pig Latin and Hive.
The first six operators have the same semantics as the typical relational
operators. Cogroup by in Pig Latin is a new operator which takes more than
one operands and performs join and group by at the same time. Different
from Hive, Pig Latin supports bag (multi − set) type. When a bag type
is used, a column can store multiple data values. However, as the data
processing operators, e.g. filter, join and group by, can only be applied to
the atomic attribute (flat relation), we need Flatten operator to unnest the
nested attributes. Multi − insert and Split into are two operations which
can be used to insert data values into different outputs.

To operate with wide-column stores (WCSs), Hive and Pig Latin follow
different strategies.
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Hive Pig Latin
Select (project) Foreach generate

Filter Filter by
Group Group
Union Union
Sort Order by/Limit
Join Join by

Cogroup by
Flatten

Multi-insert Split into

Table 2.3: High-level operators of Hive and Pig-Latin

•Integrating WCS with Hive

Algorithm 2 Hive DDL

1: CREATE TABLE Web-surfing(key string, page string,
2: content string, supplier string, speed int)
3: STORED BY ’org.apache.hadoop.hive.hbase.HBaseStorageHandler’
4: WITH SERDEPROPERTIES (
5: ”hbase.columns.mapping” = ”:key, Web:Page, Web:Content, Net-

work:Supplier, Network:Speed”);

Before processing data from WCSs, Hive first requires users to utilize
a data definition languages (DDL) to specify the schemata of tables. Sup-
pose we want to process the ”Web-surfing” table (in Figure 2.1) by Hive.
Algorithm 2 shows the appropriate DDL. Hive supports a default built-in
function, namely, ”HBaseStorageHandler” to map the table information be-
tween Hive and WCSs. When the following DDL expression is executed, it
will only create a directory in the distributed file system and no data is yet
loaded.

After schema information is specified, we can use the INSERT OVER-
WRITE command to load the data into Hive. Algorithm 3 shows an example
of how we can use Hive to calculate the average Internet speed for a specific
Internet supplier.
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Algorithm 3 Calculating AVG of Internet speed by Hive

1: SELECT supplier,AVG(Speed) as Speed
2: FROM Web-surfing
3: GROUP BY supplier;

Note that, the execution of ”HBaseStorageHandler” and ”INSERT OVER-
WRITE” command will only load the current data versions without including
timestamps. When users wish to load multiple data versions, a customized
load function has to be manually coded and an array type should be used
for each column.

•Integrating WCS with Pig Latin

Algorithm 4 Calculating AVG of Internet speed by Pig Latin

1: Web = LOAD ’hbase://Web-surfing’
2: USING org.apache.pig.backend.hadoop.hbase.HBaseStorage(
3: ’Web:Page, Web:Content, Network:Supplier, Network:Speed’, ’-loadKey

true -limit 5’)
4: AS (id:string, page:string, content:string, supplier:string, speed:int);
5: Groups = GROUP Web BY supplier;
6: Average = FOREACH Groups GENERATE group, AVG(speed);

Like Hive, Pig Latin supports default built-in functions for WCS. How-
ever, different from Hive, schema information is indicated when data is pro-
cessed, namely, data definition language and data manipulation language
exist in a single script. Algorithm 4 shows a Pig Latin example which calcu-
lates the average speed for a specific Internet supplier. The data processing
is represented as a data flow in which users have to understand both input
and output schemata for each statement. For example, GROUP BY will
generate a default group attribute for the output data.

Again, the default built-in function will only load the latest data value
for each column. When multiple data versions are required, a customized
load function has to be provided.
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2.3.3 Pitfalls and limitations

As described previously, Hive requires users to first define the table schema
before any data can be loaded into the table. This strategy is sometimes
called ”schema on write”. The main benefit of this approach is that Hive can
check the type of each column when loading data and make certain optimiza-
tions at query compile time. However, the requirement for a fixed schema
contradicts one core property of NoSQL stores, namely, schema flexibility.
Moreover, Hive gives users an illusion that the query is executed where the
data is located and no data transfer occurs between Hive and WCSs. Nev-
ertheless, the truth is that Hive’s table-creation command will generate a
file directory in the distributed file system and load the data from WCS to
Hive. In consequence, Hive’s query will only be performed on the copy of
WCSs instead of real data. This strategy may be a problem when the WCS
is frequently modified. The only solution to this problem is to refresh the
copies in Hive. Obviously, when the size of extracted tables is very large,
this loading process will be very long. Even worse, Hive utilizes overwrite-
loading instead of incremental loading. The overwrite-loading will overwrite
everything even when only a small part has been changed.

Pig Latin requires users to define the structure of data before any data
can be processed. However, recently, the Pig Latin community introduced
some new advanced features and claims that it is unnecessary to explicitly
define meta-data information for query processing. Users can utilize posi-
tional notation, e.g. $0$, to reference attributes in query processing. Even
more, Pig Latin has the ability to guess the type of an attribute when it is
not explicitly denoted. Although this strategy increases programming flex-
ibility, Pig Latin cannot guarantee the ”correctness” of query results. The
term ”correctness” means the desired or expected query results. Suppose we
store the date attribute as a string but utilize it to compare with an integer,
e.g. date ≥ 4 . When the date type is not explicitly specified, Pig Latin will
try to interpret date as an integer instead of string. Obviously, it has a high
possibility that unexpected query results will be generated.

Different from Hive, Pig Latin combines data definition statement and
data manipulation statement in the same script. This strategy is also called
”schema on read”. The main benefit of this approach is that the schema only
needs to be defined through the data processing. Nevertheless, one big prob-
lem of this approach is that data definition language must appear in every
Pig Latin script and different programmers may point to the same data sets
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with different notations. Hence, it is hard to detect the similarities between
different Pig Latin scripts and program re-usability is therefor decreased.

2.4 Summary

In this section, we first reviewed the NoSQL history and explained the mean-
ing of ”NoSQL”. NoSQL stores can be seen as complementary to relational
database systems (RDBMSs). Different from RDBMSs, NoSQL stores have
limited SQL support. Data is partitioned and distributed in the cluster. In
general, they support high scalability and robust fault tolerance.

Wide-column stores (WCSs) are one kind of NoSQL stores. They intro-
duce new data models and properties, such as column-family, data versioning
and time-to-live constraints. Column-family can be viewed as column prefix
and the columns which belong to the same column-family are stored con-
tiguously on disk. Data versioning means that one column can hold multiple
data versions which are sorted by timestamps. Time-to-live is a property
which indicates how long a data version is kept in the system. Different
from traditional DBMS, WCS only support simple client APIs and single-
row transactions (or tunable data consistency).

As WCS lack SQL engines, users can write either low-level programs
for query processing, such as MapReduce procedures, or exploit high-level
languages, such as Pig Latin or Hive. Pig Latin and Hive are built on top of
MapReduce and try to facilitate query specification and avoid certain pitfalls
and restrictions existing in the MapReduce framework.
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Chapter 3

Temporal data management
and processing – state of the
art

Temporal data modeling and temporal data processing has been extensively
researched for several decades and a lot of approaches have been proposed.

In this chapter, we first describe how temporal data can be modeled in the
point-based view of temporal data model [BOea98, BBJ] and the interval-based
view of temporal data model [DBS96, SAea94, JSS94, JSS, TG89, Tan97].
Although the point-based temporal data model is closer to how we model
time, it is not as widely used as the interval-based temporal data model.
When utilizing the interval-based temporal data model, two approaches can be
adopted. The first one is to append each table with two additional columns
to denote a validity interval (tuple time-stamping temporal model [DBS96,
SAea94, JSS94, JSS, KeM11]). The second one is to associate each attribute
with a temporal interval (attribute time-stamping temporal model [TG89,
Tan97]). The tuple time-stamping model is currently supported by the SQL
standard and most commercial database vendors, such as IBM, Oracle or
SAP.

To process temporal data, two main approaches can be followed:

• The first one is to transform temporal data and temporal queries into
their non-temporal counterparts [DBG12, SBea97]. This approach treats
the temporal attributes (in which time information is stored) as non-
temporal (or normal) attributes and temporal queries which are applied
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on temporal data will be translated into non-temporal queries based on
a set of transformation rules.

• The second one is to directly manage and process temporal data with-
out auxiliary temporal query and temporal data transformations [DBS96,
SAea94, JSS94, JSS, TG89, Tan97, KeM11].

In the following sections, we will introduce the approaches mentioned
above and discuss their advantages and pitfalls.

3.1 Various temporal data models

In this section, we will give an overview of how temporal information can
be modeled. We first introduce the point-based model in which each tuple or
each individual attribute value is associated with a timestamp (TS). Then,
we describe the interval-based model in which each tuple or each individual
attribute value is associated with a temporal interval.

3.1.1 Point-based model

In the real world, time is generally considered as an infinite continuous
stream. However, in the scientific world, for simplicity, time is usually mod-
eled as an infinite set which consists of discrete time instants with a total
order. Each element in such a set is assigned with a non-negative integer.

In the non-temporal database context, an entity can be modeled by either
first-normal-form (1NF ) [Cod70]1 or non-first-normal-form (NF 2) [Mak77]:

• A relation (table) is in 1NF if the domain of each column contains only
atomic values, and the value of each attribute contains only a single
value from that atomic value domain.

• A relation (table) is in NF 2 if the domain of each column can be non-
atomic, e.g. set, bag or array, and each column can therefor store
multiple complex values.

12NF , 3NF and BCNF (Boyce-Codd Normal Form) are considered as refinements of
1NF
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Name Salary Month

Hans 1000 1

Hans 1000 2

Hans 1000 3

Salaries

1NF

Name Salary

Hans
(1000,1)
(1000,2)
(1000,3)

Salaries

NF2

Figure 3.1: Point-based model with 1NF and NF 2

In consequence, to model temporal data, we can either utilize 1NF in
which the whole tuple is appended with a timestamp (TS) or use NF 2 in
which TS is embodied in each attribute value. Figure 3.1 shows examples
when utilizing 1NF and NF 2, respectively. Suppose the ”Salaries” table
stores the salaries for employee ”Hans” from first month to third month.
When 1NF is used, three tuples should be stored. Nevertheless, when NF 2

is used, only one tuple will be stored in which the ”Salary” column contains
three data values. Obviously, the NF 2 model maintains less data than 1NF ,
e.g. string ”Hans” exists three times when 1NF is used.

Although the point-based model is simple and straightforward, it has
several pitfalls:

• Data redundancy. Back to the previous example, if we want to store
the annual salary for ”Hans”, 12 tuples have to be inserted into the
”Salaries” table. Otherwise, we have to change the granularity of time,
from month to year.

• Limited expressiveness. Suppose we wish to denote a data item is
”infinitely” valid. As the point-based model stores valid data for each
time instant, it is impossible to represent a time-point for infinity. One
can argue to use ∞ as a symbol to denote infinity. However, it is still
unclear how to calculate the number of time points between a specific
starting point and infinity.
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3.1.2 Interval-based model

To overcome the limitations and constraints caused by point-based model, a
new temporal model called interval-based model is proposed [DBS96, SAea94,
JSS94, JSS, TG89, Tan97, KeM11]. In contrast to the point-based model,
the interval-based model appends two attributes for each data item to form
the start- and end-time point to indicate how long the data item is valid.

Name Salary Start

Hans 1000 1

Hans 1500 4

Joe 2000 5

Salaries

1NF

Name Salary

Hans
(1000, [1,3]),
(1500, [4, 7])

Salaries

NF2

End

3

7

12
Joe (2000, [5,12])

Figure 3.2: Interval based model with 1NF and NF 2

In analogy to the point-based model, a temporal interval (TI) can also be
introduced in 1NF or NF 2. In most research papers, the first option (1NF +
TI) is usually called tuple-timestamping model [DBS96, SAea94, JSS94, JSS,
KeM11] and the second one (NF 2 + TI) is named attribute-timestamping
model [TG89, Tan97].

Figure 3.2 shows the examples for the interval-based model with 1NF and
NF 2, respectively. The ”Salaries” table in 1NF now contains two columns,
namely, ”Start” and ”End” to denote how long a specific salary for an em-
ployee is valid. For the NF 2 relation, the ”Salary” column consists of a
pair (value, temporal interval). Such a pair is also called ”temporal atom”
[TG89, Tan97] which is treated as an atomic data unit (analogy to string,
float, integer and etc. in relational database systems).

In recent years, most database vendors, such as IBM, Oracle and Mi-
crosoft as well as the SQL standard [KeM11] have picked up the capability
to support temporal data management and processing. They utilize the
tuple-timestamping model and refine the semantics of time into two different
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categories:

• Valid time (also known as application time) is a time period during
which a tuple (fact) is (or was) true in the real world. The value
of valid time can be assigned or changed by users and tuples can be
updated and overwritten.

• Transaction time (also known as system time) is a time period during
which a tuple (fact) stored in database systems is considered to be true
or current. In contrast to valid time, users are not allowed to modify the
time information. Instead, values of transaction time are automatically
generated by the database system itself. Moreover, a delete operation
will not discard a tuple but update the interval end of that tuple. An
update operation will cause a temporal interval modification of the
current row and the generation of a new row. Figure 3.3 shows this
example. Suppose we update the salary of tuple ”Joe” (in Figure 3.2)
from 2000 to 2500 at time instant 8. The update operation will cause
two data modifications, namely modifying the TI-end of updated tuple
(from 12 to 8) and inserting a new tuple ”(Joe, 2500, 8, 12)”.

Name Salary Start

Hans 1000 1

Hans 1500 4

Joe 2000 5

Salaries

1NF

End

3

7

8

Joe 2500 8 12

Figure 3.3: Update Salaries table with transaction time

When a table maintains both Valid time and Transaction time, it is called
”Bi-temporal relation”.

Although interval-based model is widely used, it has several limitations
and constraints:
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• It is expensive to detect data redundancy, e.g., two tuples may share the
same non-temporal attributes but have temporal period overlapping.

• Detecting conflicting data is complicated and cumbersome, e.g., two
”versions” (tuples) which represent the same ”object” may have the
time period overlapping but with different non-temporal attributes.

3.2 Temporal data processing

In this section, we mainly focus on how to query and process temporal
data. As the technologies of non-temporal database systems e.g. relational
databases are mature, the first option is to transform the temporal data
and temporal query into their non-temporal counterparts. Although this
approach can be seamlessly integrated with the existing database systems,
the query performance may not be desirable. In consequence, attempts are
made to build temporal operators and corresponding temporal query engines
to directly process temporal data.

3.2.1 Processing temporal data with non-temporal op-
erators

As the theories and technologies of non-temporal databases, e.g. relational
databases, are extensively studied and increasingly mature, some approaches
extend the relational databases with additional functionality to support tem-
poral data processing [DBG12, SBea97]. This approach generally contains
three steps:

1. Transforming temporal query and temporal data into their non-temporal
counterparts;

2. Applying non-temporal operators into transformed non-temporal data;

3. Rebuilding temporal query results based on non-temporal query results.

To process temporal data with non-temporal operators e.g. relational al-
gebra, the first task is to transform the temporal data into non-temporal data.
To guarantee the correctness of temporal query processing, people proposed
a notion called Snapshot Reducibility [SBea97, DBG12]. When Snapshot Re-
ducibility is used, temporal data will be translated into non-temporal data
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at each individual time point by discarding the temporal information. This
approach works fine when predicates and functions do not include temporal
comparisons. However, as temporal information is discarded, it is impossible
to rebuild the temporal relation after query processing.

Extended Snapshot Reducibility [LO09] is an extension of Snapshot Re-
ducibility in which temporal information is kept in each snapshot but will be
treated as non-temporal attributes. To achieve that, authors in [DL02, LO09]
proposed two operators UNFOLD and FOLD. The UNFOLD operator will
transform each interval-based tuple into point-based tuple where FOLD col-
lapses value-equivalent tuples over consecutive time points into interval-based
tuples over maximal interval length. Two tuples t1 and t2 are value-equivalent
if the non-temporal attributes of t1 and t2 share the same values. Authors in
[DBG12] proposed two temporal primitives, i.e. Temporal Splitter and Tem-
poral Aligner to accomplish the same task. Different from the approaches
described in [DL02], [DBG12] exploits temporal intervals as the intermediate
temporal information representation instead of time points.

To transform temporal queries into their non-temporal counterparts, a
set of transformation rules are proposed by [DBG12] based on the relational
algebra. However, such rules are not straightforward and can generate very
complex non-temporal queries after query transformation.

Although processing temporal data based on non-temporal operators can
be seamlessly integrated with existing database systems, the query perfor-
mance can be heavily decreased when the volume of temporal data is large
(as it increases the time for temporal data and query transformation).

Note that, as relational databases are usually utilized as query processing
engines, the tuple-timestamping model is mainly adopted for this approach.

3.2.2 Processing temporal data with temporal opera-
tors

To avoid temporal query and temporal data transformation, researchers pro-
posed a set of temporal operators which can be directly applied to temporal
data [DBS96, SAea94, JSS94, JSS, TG89, Tan97, KeM11]. In this section,
we first give a short overview of temporal relational algebra which is an ex-
tension of relational algebra. Then, we introduce how to handle the attribute-
timestamping model.
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Processing tuple-timestamped relations

To process relations in the tuple-timestamping model, the relational alge-
bra is extended to temporal relational algebra [DBS96, SAea94, JSS94, JSS,
KeM11]. In contrast to the non-temporal algebra, temporal relational algebra
introduces several new notions, e.g. ”value-equivalent tuples” and ”temporal
duplicates”, to guarantee the correctness of temporal query processing and
a set of syntactic sugar, e.g. meet and overlap, to facilitate temporal query
specification.

We give a short description of each temporal relational operator as follows.
Please note that the semantics of each temporal operator is based on the
temporal language TSQL2 [SAea94, JSS94] and its extensions [JSS, DBS96].

• Project πtt
(A,TI)(R) outputs the desired attribute values from temporal

table R which are specified in A and are valid during TI.

• Filter σtt
p (R) selects tuples in R which satisfy the filter predicate p,

where p can include temporal and non-temporal comparisons. To sim-
plify the specifications of temporal comparisons, syntactic sugar in term
of temporal predictions is defined, e.g. ”after”, ”precede”.

• Natural Join R1 ontt
p R2 joins tuples from two temporal tables R1 and

R2 in which they satisfy the join predicate p and are valid during the
same period of time.

• Union R1 ∪tt R2 combines two temporal tables and coalesces tuples
which are value-equivalent and their TIs are overlapping or adjacent.

• Difference R1 −tt R2 outputs tuples in R1 which do not ”exist” in R2.
When value-equivalent tuples are found in both R1 and R2, the TI of
result tuples is the difference of TIs of the value-equivalent tuples.

• Intersect R1 ∩tt R2 generates tuples from R1 and R2 in which they are
value-equivalent and are valid during the same period of time.

• Cartesian-product R1×ttR2 concatenates each tuple in the first relation
with every tuple in the second relation which are valid during the same
time period.

Notice that, the πtt
(A,TI)(R) operator does not eliminate duplicates or com-

bine tuples which are value-equivalent and have TIs which are overlapping or
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adjacent. Instead, users need to utilize a ”Coalesce” [BSS96] operator to do
this task. Temporal operators such as ”Splice”, ”Snapshot” and ”Drop-time”
[SAea94] are not described, as they can be considered as syntactic sugar and
can be represented by the temporal operators described above. For example,
operator Snapshot(R, t) can be represented as πtt

(A,TI)(R) in which A contains

all non-temporal attributes of table R and TI is formed as [t, t+ 1). [t, t+ 1)
is a interval representation of time instant t.

Different from the non-temporal aggregation, various forms of temporal
aggregations can be defined:

1. Instantaneous temporal aggregation [KS95] in which the time-line is
partitioned based on the finest time granularity supported by the tem-
poral database and the aggregation value at each time t is calculated
by all the tuples which are valid at time point t.

2. Moving-window or cumulative temporal aggregation [SGM93] in which
the time-line is partitioned based on the finest time granularity sup-
ported by the temporal database and the aggregation value at each
time t is calculated by all the tuples which are valid during [t −m, t]
where m denotes the length of the moving window.

After partitioning the tuples, a set of aggregation functions, such asMIN ,
MAX, AV G can be applied to each individual group.

Processing attribute-timestamping relations

To process the attribute-timestamping model, two approaches can be adopted.

• The first one is to translate the attribute-timestamping model into the
tuple-timestamping model and reuse the temporal relational algebra.

• The second one is to directly define nested temporal operators for the
attribute-timestamping model.

For the first approach, [TG89, Tan97] define a series of temporal table and
temporal atom transformation functions, namely, Unnest ν and Temporal
Atom Decomposition % to translate the attribute-timestamping model into
the tuple-timestamping model. Then, temporal relational algebra can be
applied to the tuple-timestamping tables. Finally, functions such as Nest µ
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and Temporal Atom Formation τ can be exploited to rebuild the attribute-
timestamping tables.

For the second approach, we describe a set of nested temporal operators
based on [Tan97]:

• Project πat
(A,TI)(R) outputs attribute values specified in A that are valid

during TI.

• Filter σat
p (R) outputs the tuples which satisfy p. Note that, a complete

tuple will be generated even if only a subset of that tuple satisfies p.

• Union R1 ∪at R2, Difference R1 −at R2 and Intersect R1 ∩at R2. These
three operators are defined as same as their relational algebra counter-
parts, i.e. no temporal semantics is supported.

• Cartesian-product R1×atR2 concatenates each tuple in the first relation
with every tuple in the second relation. Different from ×tt described
in the previous section, ×at does not require that all the data versions
are valid during the same time period.

• Join R1 onat
p R2 is represented as a combination of Cartesian-product

×at and Filter σat
p .

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no proposals which specify how
to define temporal aggregation based on the attribute-timestmaping model
until now.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, different models for representing temporal data, namely,
point-based model and interval-based model are introduced. For each indi-
vidual temporal model, we can further refine it by distinguishing whether
the temporal information is attached to the whole tuple (tuple-timestamping
model) or each individual attribute (attribute-timestamaping model).

For processing temporal data, two ways can be followed. The first ap-
proach is to translate temporal queries and temporal data into their non-
temporal counterparts and reuse technologies for non-temporal data pro-
cessing, e.g. approaches and optimization strategies utilized for relational
database systems. Although this approach can be seamlessly integrated with
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existing database systems, transforming temporal queries is not a trivial task
and temporal data transformation can heavily decrease query performance.

To avoid the transformation of temporal queries and temporal data, re-
searchers proposed a set of temporal operators which can be directly applied
to temporal data. Temporal relational algebra is an extension of relational
algebra with support for tuple-timestamping model. When the attribute-
timestamping model is used, a general approach is to first translate attribute-
timestamping model into the tuple-timestamping model and then utilize the
temporal relational algebra. After temporal processing is finished, origi-
nal table structure (attribute-timestamping model) will be rebuilt. Although
there exist several proposals for nested temporal operators, they reuse the set
operators such as Union, Difference, Intersect and Cartesian-product which
ignore the temporal semantics kept in each tuple.
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Chapter 4

Managing temporal data in
wide-column stores

Recently, it has become increasingly popular to build data warehouses based
on wide-column stores (WCSs). Besides storing the current data, a data
warehouse also maintains historical data for the purpose of decision support,
controlling and revision capabilities.

In this chapter, we introduce how temporal data can be maintained in
WCSs. Although each data version in a WCS contains a corresponding times-
tamp (TS), its semantics is ambiguous. In consequence, we first illustrate the
meaning of TS. As we have already described in Chapter 2, each column in
a WCS can maintain multiple data versions. However, its default temporal
interval (TI) representation can lead to wrong or misleading temporal query
results. To overcome such problems, we propose two alternative temporal
interval representations, in which each tuple (or data version) contains an
explicit TI. Finally, we describe how these different representations can be
transformed to each other.

4.1 Semantics of timestamp

Before discussing the semantics of timetamp (TS), we first present a formal-
ization of WCSs.

A schema R for a WCS table is a collection of columns of the form R
= (rk, CF1:Col11, . . . , CFn:Colnn), where rk is shorthand for row key and
the subscript n denotes the number of column families (CF s). Each CFi is
composed of a set of columns (Coli1, . . . , Colij). The value of a column is a set
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of data versions in which each data version Dm can be further decomposed as
a pair (V alue, TS). V alue denotes the content of Dm and TS denotes when
that data version is generated. For each column, TS functionally determines
the Value, i.e. TS −→ V alue.

A WCS table r is an instance of a WCS schema R. Dom() is a function
which maps an attribute name into its value domain. In the WCS context,
Dom(rk) has usually a string type. Dom(V alue) can be any set of atomic
values, such as integer, float, string and etc. Dom(TS) is assigned as a
discrete time domain which consists of a set of long nonnegative integers
with an ascending order. Dom(CF : Col)= Dom(V alue)×Dom(TS) and
Dom(R) = Dom(rk)×Dom(CF1 : Col11)×. . . ×Dom(CFn : Colnn), where
× is Cartesian product. Moreover, a so-called time-to-live (ttl) property can
be specified based on each CF to denote how long a data version can exist
in that CF . When ttl is not specified, its default value is infinity ∞.
∞ is a symbol to denote a data version (or a tuple) always ”alive”. Its

value can be set to either NOW [SAea94, YW98] or the maximal time in-
stant based on the time granularity supported by the temporal table [KeM11].
NOW is a symbol which represents the current time and its value automat-
ically increases when time elapses. SQL:2011 standard chooses the second
option, e.g. the value of ”Sys End” column in a System-versioned table is
set to ”9999-12-31 23:59:59”. For representing ∞ in WCSs, we also choose
the second option. Although we have chosen the same strategy as SQL stan-
dard, the value of ∞ varies based on the finest time granularity supported
by the WCS table. For example, when the finest time granularity of a table
is Y EAR, ∞ has value ”9999”.

Network:Supplier Network:Speed

1&1: 5
Telecom : 1

1270K : 5,
920K : 4,
1115K : 1

Tom

Network-speed

RK

Figure 4.1: WCS example

Clearly, a WCS table does not satisfy 1NF , as the attribute type of each
tuple is not atomic. However, different from the general NF 2 relations, the
nesting level of a WCS table is fixed, i.e. 1 (we view the nesting level of
1NF as 0). In the following, we use t[S] to denote the value of navigation
path S of a tuple t and Attr(A) to indicate a set of attributes that belong to
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A, where A can be a table name, a column-family name or a column name.
Corresponding example is shown in Figure 4.1.

Due to the previous description, WCSs follow an attribute-timestamping
approach by attaching a TS to each data version. However, in contrast
to temporal databases, the explicit TS just represents the start of a time
interval. The TI is only implicitly represented when we assume the end of
the interval to be determined by the start-TS of the subsequent version (or∞
for the most recent version), which is consistent with the semantics of version
timestamps. This interpretation constrains the derived TIs belonging to the
same column to form a contiguous time interval, e.g. the TIs of data versions
”Telecom:1” and ”1&1:5” in Figure 4.1 are [1, 5) and [5,∞), respectively. In
addition, the time interval for the most recent version is also limited by the
ttl property. For example, suppose we set the ttl property for column family
”Network” to 10. Although ”1&1:5” is the latest data version, its TI is [5, 15).
As the TI for each data version is implicitly represented inside the column, we
call the original table representation implicit history representation (IHR).

Furthermore, another question in terms of the semantics of TS in WCSs
arises. In the temporal database literature, there are two orthogonal time
dimensions: 1) Valid time, which indicates the time interval during which
a data value reflects the state of the real world; 2) Transaction time, which
denotes when a data item is recorded in the database. Valid time and trans-
action time are usually depicted as a time period [t1, t2) which denotes that
a data value holds at time t where t1 ≤ t < t2. The valid time can be as-
signed and modified by users, whereas the transaction time is generated and
maintained automatically by the database system.

In WCSs, due to the different usages of the Put and Delete commands,
the TS can be either arbitrarily specified by users or automatically generated
by the system. If the TS is denoted by users, this implies that any data
versions can be inserted or discarded at any point of time in the version
history of each column. Consequently, the Put and Delete commands with
the explicit TS assignments may cause TI modifications of existing data
versions (not only the latest data version). For example, in Figure 4.1 if a
data version ”800K:3” is inserted between versions ”1115K:1” and ”920K:4”,
the TI for ”1115k:1” is implicitly changed to [1, 3). In this situation, the TS
in WCS has valid time semantics.

However, when TS is automatically generated by WCS, 1) for the Put
command, the TS of new generated data version will be greater than all
the existing data versions; 2) for the Delete command, either the current
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(latest) data version will be deleted (data version deletion) or the whole
column/column-family will be discarded (column and column-family dele-
tions). Hence, either only the current data version will be changed (Put
command and data version deletion) or all the data versions will be elim-
inated (column and column-family deletions). For example, if a data ver-
sion ”800K:8” (where TS 8 is generated by the WCS) is inserted into ”Net-
work:Speed” column in Figure 4.1, the TI of ”1270K:5” is changed from [5,
∞) to [5, 8) where the TI for ”920K:4” and ”1115K:1” are still [4, 5) and [1,
4), respectively. In this situation, TS in WCS is close to transaction time.

Hence, the temporal semantics of TS in WCS is ambiguous, namely, it can
be understood as either valid time or transaction time based on the usages
of Put and Delete commands. Consequently, the user or application has to
make consistent use of temporal concepts supported by WCSs. The TS for a
single column should have the semantics of either valid time or transaction
time but not both. Moreover, if Bi-temporal data needs to be maintained
(i.e., both transaction and valid time data are needed), additional columns
need to be added by the application to keep the time information. For the
usage of WCS, we assume that the application is aware of this.

4.2 Drawbacks of default temporal data rep-

resentation

Although the implicit history representation (IHR) supported by WCS is
suitable for data storage, it can cause wrong or misleading results during
query processing.

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Vordafone : 4
Telecom : 1

1270K : 4,
1855K : 2,
1115K : 1

Tom

Network-speed

Implicit History Representation

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Vodafone : 4
1&1: 3

Telecom : 1

1270K : 4,
920K : 3,

1855K : 2,
1115K : 1

Tom

Network-speed

Figure 4.2: Select network supplier whose speed is faster than 1000K by
using IHR

Suppose we use the ”Network-speed” table in Figure 4.2 as an input and
wish to select Tom’s Internet suppliers whose speed has at some points been
faster than 1000K. The filter operation will discard ”1&1:3” in the ”Supplier”
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column and ”920K:3” in the ”Speed” column. The right-hand side shows the
filter results. As the TI for each data version is implicit, directly discarding
data versions will cause TI changes of the remaining data versions, e.g. the
valid TI of ”Telecom:1” is changed from [1, 3) to [1,4). Obviously, this
produces incorrect results.

Besides causing the misleading temporal query results, IHR also has lim-
ited ability for modeling temporal data. For example, it is impossible for
IHR to store the real world events which occur in the future.

4.3 Two explicit temporal interval represen-

tations

To solve the issues described in the previous section, we can directly associate
each data version with an explicit TI. The TI of each data version is deduced
from the column as [TSc, TSs), where TSc denotes the timestamp of that
data version and TSs indicates the TS of its successor. Figure 4.3 shows
the equivalent representation of the ”Network-speed” table on the left and
the correct results of filter processing on the right. We call this new table
representation explicit history representation (EHR).

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(Vodafone,[4,∞)),
(Telecom,[1,3))

(1270K,[4,∞)),
(1855K,[2,3)),
(1115K,[1,2))

Tom 

Network-speed-EHR

Explicit History Representation

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(Vodafone,[4,∞)),
(1&1,[3,4)),

(Telecom,[1,3))

(1270K,[4,∞)),
(920K,[3,4)),

(1855K,[2,3)),
(1115K,[1,2))

Tom 

Network-speed-EHR

Figure 4.3: Select network supplier whose speed is faster than 1000K by
using EHR

In contrast to the original data version definition, we model a data version
D in the WCS as a pair (V alue, TI) where:

• V alue indicates the value of D;

• TI denotes how long D is temporally valid and has the form [Start,
End).

As an alternative to grouping multiple data versions with explicit TIs in
a single column, we can also adopt the tuple-timestamping approach by split-
ting each IHR tuple into several tuples in which each column contains only
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single data version and the row key includes the valid TI to guarantee its
uniqueness. We call this table representation tuple-timestamping represen-
tation (TTR). Figure 4.4 shows the TTR example derived from ”Network-
speed” on the left and the correct results for filter processing on the right.
For better readability, we specify the row key in TTR as a pair (srk, TI)
where srk denotes the original row key value extracted from the correspond-
ing IHR table and TI indicates the valid time interval which has the form
[Start, End).

Tuple time-stamping representation

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/2

Network-speed-TTR

Telecom : 2 1855K : 2Tom/2/3

1&1 : 3 920K : 3Tom/3/4

RK/Sta/End

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/2

Network-speed-TTR

Telecom : 2 1855K : 2Tom/2/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

RK/Sta/End

Figure 4.4: Select network supplier whose speed is faster than 1000K by
using IHR

Although both TTR and EHR can guarantee the soundness of query
processing, each of them has drawbacks. For storing TTR tables in WCSs,
the TI has to be encoded in the row key to guarantee its uniqueness, as
composite keys are not supported by WCSs. Moreover, this strategy can also
cause significant data redundancy. For example, in Figure 4.4, the strings
”Tom” and ”Telecom” appear three times and twice, respectively. As WCSs
usually manage a tremendous volume of data, the TTR tables will need large
disk capacity.

EHR has an optimal structure for data storage, but its physical repre-
sentation in WCSs is very complicated. For example, in HBase, we have to
”encode” the pair (V alue, TI) as the data value (e.g. JSON string) and
TI.Start as the TS for each data version. Moreover, when a data version
satisfies a filter predicate, to generate a complete row, the TI of that data
version will be utilized as a selection criterion to fetch the corresponding data
versions from the other columns in which their TIs have overlapping. Hence,
the data processing tasks for EHR will be more complicated and need more
time to ”extract” the actual data values compared to TTR.

In consequence, choosing the table representation for temporal query pro-
cessing is a trade-off between data capacity and data processing complexity.
We study the influence of temporal query performance based on various WCS
table representations with their corresponding temporal operators in Section
5.4.
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4.4 Transformations between three temporal

representations

Based on the previous descriptions, an IHR table has to be translated into
an EHR or a TTR table when the correctness of temporal query processing
needs to be guaranteed. To model the same type of temporal entities, an
EHR table maintains less data redundancy than a TTR table. However, as
the data model supported by TTR is simpler than EHR, complicated tempo-
ral queries can be easily defined and implemented by using TTR representa-
tion. In this section, we study how these three different table representations
can be transformed into each other.

We define 4 table transformation operations which transform IHR to
EHR (TIE), IHR to TTR (TIT ), EHR to TTR (TET ) and TTR to EHR
(TTE), respectively. In the following algorithms, we use function emit to
insert data values in WCS. In real applications, ”emit” can be replaced by
”Put” command (for HBase) or ”Set” (for Cassandra).

TIE:

Algorithm 5 Transforming IHR into EHR

1: Input: IHR table
2: Output: EHR table
3: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
4: for each data version Dn in a column do
5: if Dn is not current then
6: Dn.T I = [Di.TS,Dj.TS), Dj is the successor of Di ;
7: emit(RowKey, Dn)
8: else
9: if ttl 6=∞ then

10: Dn.T I = [Di.TS,Di.TS + ttl);
11: else
12: Dn.T I = [Di.TS,∞);
13: emit(RowKey, Dn)
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for

TIE takes an IHR table as an input and outputs its corresponding EHR
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table. The explicit TI of a data version Dn in an EHR column is derived
from its corresponding data version Di in the IHR column and formed as
[Di.TS,Dj.TS), where Dj is the immediate successor of Di. When Di is the
current data version, its end point of TI is either denoted by ∞ or calcu-
lated by using ttl. Algorithm 5 describes how TIE can be implemented using
MapReduce.

TET :

Algorithm 6 Transforming EHR into TTR

1: Input: EHR table
2: Output: TTR table
3: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
4: SortedList TSL;
5: for each data version Dn in a column do
6: TSL.add(Dn.T I.Start);
7: TSL.add(Dn.T I.End);
8: end for
9: for each element TSi in TSL do

10: if TSi is not the last element then
11: TI = [TSi, TSj), where TSj is the successor of TSi;
12: for each data version Dn in a column do
13: if Dn.T I ∩ TI 6= ∅ then
14: emit(RowKey+TI, Di);
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for

TET takes an EHR table as an input and outputs its corresponding TTR
table. For every tuple in EHR, TET will first collect the TIs (start time point
and end time point) of all data versions, and then the TI which is formed
by two adjacent time points will be exploited as a derived TI. Finally, the
derived TI will be utilized as a selection criterion to select the data versions
from EHR columns. The corresponding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6.

We illustrate the TET operation in Figure 4.5. The TI set of row ”Tom”
in EHR is represented graphically at the top right corner in which the time
point set consists of 1, 2, and 3. The corresponding derived TIs are indi-
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cated at the bottom right which are [1, 2) and [2, 3), respectively. TET then
exploits each derived TI ([1, 2) or [2, 3)) as a selection criterion to scan both
”Network:Supplier” and ”Network:Speed” columns to find the matching data
versions. The resulting TTR is shown at the bottom left.

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

1&1 : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/2

Network-speed-TTR

1&1 : 2 1855K : 2Tom/2/3

RK/Sta/End

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(1&1,[1,3))
(1855K,[2,3)),
(1115K,[1,2))

Tom 

Network-speed-EHR

time

0 1 2 3

1&1

1115K

1855K

time

0 1 2 3

Figure 4.5: Transforming EHR to TTR

TTE:

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Telecom : 1Tom/1/2

Network-sup-TTR

Telecom : 2Tom/2/3

1&1 : 3Tom/3/4

RK/Sta/End

Vodafone : 4Tom/4/∞

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

(Vodafone,[4,∞)),
(1&1,[3,4)),

(Telecom,[1,3))

Tom 

Network-sup-EHR

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

(Vodafone,[4,∞)),
(1&1,[3,4)),

(Telecom,[2,3))
(Telecom,[1,2))

Tom 

Group 
based on 
Tom

Column 
Coalescence 
processing

Figure 4.6: Transforming TTR to EHR

TTE takes a TTR table as an input and outputs its corresponding EHR
table. TTE first groups the TTR tuples which share the same rk.srk together.
At the same time, the TI in the row key will be attached to each data version.
At last, several data versions that have the same value will be coalesced into
a single data version when their TIs are overlapping or adjacent. Figure 4.6
shows an example of TTE. Two arrows indicate the data processing tasks
described above.

Algorithm 7 describes how to transform a TTR table into an EHR table.
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Algorithm 7 Transforming TTR into EHR

1: Input: TTR table
2: Output: EHR table
3: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
4: for each data version Dn in a column do
5: Meta = RowKey+Column-family+Column;
6: emit(Meta, Dn+TI);
7: end for
8: Reduce(Meta, List)
9: Map<Value, SortedList> maps;

10: for each element Di in List do
11: maps.keySet.add(Di.V alue);
12: maps.SortedList.add(TI);
13: end for
14: for each SortedList in maps do
15: TInew = Compact TI from SortedList;
16: emit(Meta, Dn + TInew);
17: end for

TIT :

TIT takes an IHR table as an input and outputs its corresponding TTR
table. TIT can be represented as a TIE operator followed by a TET operator.
Note that, these two-phase transformations are only used to facilitate intro-
ducing the functionality of TIT . In the real implementation, an IHR table
will be directly transformed into a TTR table.

Due to the descriptions of table transformations, each IHR table can
be mapped to one EHR table and one TTR table. Moreover, one EHR
table can be mapped to one TTR table and vice versa. We omit to define
the EHR to IHR and TTR to IHR transformations, as not every EHR
table or TTR table can be transformed back to IHR. We utilize the EHR
table at the right-hand side in Figure 4.3 as a counter-example, as the TIs of
column ”Network:Speed” do not form a contiguous time interval. It is hence
impossible to rebuild the corresponding IHR. The same counterexample for
TTR can be found at the right-hand side in Figure 4.4.

The reasons for inapplicable transformations (EHR to IHR or TTR to
IHR) are due to the characteristics of IHR, namely,
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1. The valid temporal interval for each column can only be [OSta,∞) or
[OSta, LSta+ ttl), where OSta and LSta denote the start-time of the
oldest data version and the start-time of the latest data version in that
column, respectively;

2. The TI for each data version among the same column has to be con-
tiguous, namely, for any two data versions D1 and D2 in an IHR col-
umn, if D2 is the immediate successor of D1, it denotes D2.T I.Start =
D1.T I.End.

In consequence, any EHR or TTR table can be transformed to its cor-
responding IHR table if and only if the aforementioned two conditions are
satisfied.

IHR EHR

TTR

Figure 4.7: Transformations between IHR, EHR and TTR

We represent the table transformations between IHR, TTR and EHR
in Figure 4.7. The dotted lines indicate the transformations may not be
possible where the solid lines denote the transformations are always feasible.

As IHR is the default table representation supported by WCSs, it is
more natural for users to directly issue queries against IHR. However, as
we have already seen in Figure 4.2, the implicit TI representation strategy of
IHR can cause wrong or misleading results during query processing. Hence,
to guarantee the soundness of query processing, an IHR table has to be
translated into either a TTR table or an EHR table.

The table transformation tasks could be either automatically inserted by
the query processing engine or explicitly specified by users. The former would
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correspond to a model where users issue the queries against IHR and the
EHR and TTR are only used internally for query processing. However, as
not every EHR or TTR table can be transformed back to an equivalent IHR,
it is possible that users unexpectedly see the internal table representation
in the query result. If users are allowed to perform table transformations
explicitly, it implies that the users should also have the ability to process
the EHR or TTR tables and the corresponding algebra operators need to
be defined. As the first approach is not really transparent to the user, the
second approach is more preferable. However, both approaches may be worth
considering and are supported by the algebra we present in this thesis. The
temporal operators of EHR and TTR will be introduced in Chapter 5.

4.5 Technical constraints of WCSs to support

explicit history representation

In section 4.3, we have introduced how the explicit history representation
(EHR), in which, each attribute value is attached with an explicit TI, can be
supported by wide-column stores (WCSs). Although EHR causes less data
redundancy than TTR (tuple-timestamping representation) and reduces the
requirement of disk capacity, it is restricted by technical constraints of WCSs,
namely:

1. The contents of a single row cannot be separated into two different
physical nodes.

2. Each table partition can only store a predefined data volume.

3. No physical ”update-in-place” support.

4. Data versions which belong to the same row are stored separately on
disk.

When a column is frequently modified, the table partition which contains
that column will reach its predefined volume threshold fast. When the volume
threshold is met, WCS splits the ”parent” partition into two sub-partitions
with the same capacity and re-distributes the data in the cluster. During
the re-distribution, all the partitions (including both parent partition and
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sub-partitions) will be off-line and database access for those partitions will
be blocked.

It is possible that at some point the whole partition contains only a
single row (as we assume a column in WCS can contain an infinite number of
data versions). However, the WCS cannot accept new updates for that row
anymore, as the new data version will cause a partition split which may lead
the contents of the same row to be stored on different physical nodes. Hence,
storing arbitrary number of data versions in an EHR table is impossible.

Different from the relational database systems, a WCS does not physically
support ”update-in-place”. A new data value is appended at the end of the
corresponding file (in HBase, files stored in the distributed file system are
called ”HFiles”). Hence, it is usually the case that the contents of one row
are separately stored in multiple HFiles. As WCSs have no index support,
a sequential access pattern, i.e. scanning all HFiles one by one, is the only
way to access the whole contents of a tuple. In consequence, it will be very
inefficient to obtain a data value when a row contains a lot of data versions.

Due to discussions in the HBase community, a general number of data
versions contained for each column is between 1000 to 2000 [Hba]. Note
that this number can be increased or decreased when the size of data version
varies.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced how temporal data could be maintained in
WCSs. Although a column in a WCS table can contain multiple data ver-
sions, its implicit temporal interval (TI) representation can cause wrong or
misleading temporal query results. To avoid that, we proposed two alter-
native temporal representations, namely, tuple-timestamping representation
(TTR) and explicit history representation (EHR). TTR appends each tuple
with an explicit TI where EHR attaches TI into each data version. Compar-
ing these two table representations, EHR stores less data redundancy than
TTR.

However, due to the technical constraints of WCSs, it is impossible to
store large number of data versions in EHR. Moreover, as a WCS usually has
no index support and the contents of a single row may be stored in different
files on disk, the performance of data access can be heavily decreased when
utilizing EHR.
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Chapter 5

Processing temporal data in
wide-column stores

As we have already seen in Chapter 4, the implicit history representation
(IHR) has to be translated into the explicit history representation (EHR) or
the tuple-timestamping representation (TTR) to avoid wrong or misleading
results during temporal query processing.

In this chapter, we first describe the architecture of a temporal data ware-
house based on WCSs. Then, we introduce a set of temporal operators based
on TTR and EHR, respectively. Finally, we describe how these temporal
operators can be implemented and compare their performance to indicate
which one is more suitable for temporal data processing.

5.1 Architecture of temporal data processing

Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of a temporal data warehouse based on
WCSs. The data sources (denoted by superscript I) have the default WCS
table representations, i.e. each data version has an implicit TI representation.

The ETL (extract, transform and load) processing monitors and reports
the data changes made at the source data, transforms implicit temporal
intervals into explicit temporal intervals and loads the results into the DW.

Each extracted table (indicated by superscript T ) in the data warehouse
has an explicit temporal interval representation and is utilized as a base rela-
tion to construct the temporal view definitions (denoted as ET (ST , ..., RT )).
Different from the temporal DW architecture described by [YW98], we store
base relations physically in DW. Each base relation stores a complete data
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history and no data will be deleted or overwritten. For performance reason,
we cache the results of temporal queries (materialized temporal views) in the
data warehouse (denoted as MT ) and the materialized temporal views are
modified based on the change of the base relations.

S
I

R
I…...

Extract            TI_Transform                  Load 

S
T

R
T…...

E
T
(S

T
,.., R

T
)

M
T Materialized 

Temporal View

Temporal View 
Definition

TI explicit 
representation

TI implicit 
representation

Data 
Sources

Data Target 
(Warehouse)

Figure 5.1: Architecture of temporal data warehousing based on WCSs

Notice that, in contrast to the general ETL processing, the functionality
of ”transform” phase in Figure 5.1 is limited. It only transforms the implicit
temporal intervals into the explicit temporal intervals (Temporal interval
transformation will be described in Chapter 7) and temporal data analytic
is performed in DW.

5.2 TTRO temporal operator model

If temporal relational data is modeled by exploiting tuple-timestamping, the
temporal relational algebra, which is an extension of the relational algebra,
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can be used for temporal data processing. In the context of WCSs, the
TTR tables follow the tuple-timestamping model. Intuitively, we can directly
utilize the temporal relational algebra for processing TTR tables.

However, different from the general tuple-timestamping tables, to guar-
antee the unique row key value, each TTR table in the WCSs must integrate
the time interval into the row key rather than representing it as separate
column(s). Hence, we model the row key in TTR as a pair (srk, TI). srk
denotes the row key value derived from its corresponding source (IHR) table
and TI indicates the valid time interval which has the form [Start, End).

Moreover, as the row key is mandatory for WCS (TTR) tables, it still
must be included in the final results even if it is not indicated in the query.
Hence, to satisfy the characteristics of the TTR tables, we extend and
customize temporal relational algebra to a temporal operator model called
TTRO for the TTR relations. Before presenting the details of TTRO oper-
ators, let us first adapt some concepts and definitions from [DBS96] to the
TTR context.

Definition 5.2.1 (Value Equivalent). Let r be any TTR table. Two
tuples t1 and t2 on r are considered as value equivalent (written t1 ∼= t2) if
and only if all families : columns and rk.srk in both tuples share the same
values.

Definition 5.2.2 (Temporal duplicates). Let t1 and t2 be two tuples in
table S. We say t1 is a temporal duplicate of t2 when t1 ∼= t2 and t1.T I ∩
t2.T I 6= ∅.

Definition 5.2.3 (Overlap operation). The functionality of the Overlap
operation is to calculate the intersection of two TIs, namely, overlap(TI1, T I2) =
TI1 ∩ TI2.

Definition 5.2.4 (Coalesce operation). The functionality of the Coalesce
operation (denoted by �) is to combine all the value-equivalent tuples of a
TTR table together, when their TIs are overlapping or adjacent.

The coalesce operation can be seen in analogy to duplicate elimination in
the relational database context. The implementation of � based on MapRe-
duce is described in Algorithm 8.

The Map function takes the TTR table as input. The intermediate key
of output is composed by (srk +RowResult), which causes all tuples which
share the same row key and the same column values to be delivered to the
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Algorithm 8 Coalesce operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: emit(srk + RowResult, TI);
3: Reduce(srk + RowResult, List of TIs)
4: SortedList SL based on TI.Start;
5: for each TI in List do
6: SL.add(TI);
7: end for
8: TIn = TI0; // TI0 is the first element in SL
9: for each TIi in SL where SL.length > i > 0 do

10: if overlap(TIn, T Ii) 6= ∅ then
11: TIn = [TIn.Start, T Ii.End);
12: else
13: emit(srk + TIn, RowResult);
14: TIn = TIi;
15: end if
16: end for

same Reducer. The intermediate value is TI of each tuple. In the Reduce
function, we first sort the received TI based on TI.Start in an ascending
order. Then we check the relationship between TIi and TIj where TIj is the
successor of TIi. If overlap(TIn, T Ii) 6= ∅, we combine these two intervals
(lines 12-13). Otherwise, no TIs can be coalesced and a result tuple will
be generated. Note that, we can optimize this implementation by adding a
Combine function between the Map and Reduce functions.

In the following sections, to simplify the definition of TTRO operators, we
utilize t.T I, t.T I.Start and t.T I.End to indicate the temporal interval, the
start point of TI and the end point of TI for tuple t (Please notice that the
temporal interval in TTR is represented as a part of the row key instead of a
separate column. Consequently, t.T I is shorthand of t.rk.T I). Furthermore,
besides giving the formal definition for TTRO operators, we also explain how
to use MapReduce to implement them.

5.2.1 Union ∪T

Let r1 and r2 be two TTR tables which share the same schema definitions.
The union of these two tables is defined as follows:
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r1 ∪T r2 = �(r1 ∪ r2),where ∪ is the relational union operator. (5.1)

In the definition, we first union the tuples from two tables together and
then apply the coalesce operation to combine multiple tuples which are value-
equivalent and their TIs are overlapping or adjacent.

∪T

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/2

Network-speed

Telecom : 2 1115K : 2Tom/2/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

RK/Sta/End

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-speed‘

RK/Sta/End

= Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-speed‘‘

RK/Sta/End

Figure 5.2: Example of TTRO Union operator

Algorithm 9 TTRO Union operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: emit(srk + RowResult, TI);
3: Reduce(srk + RowResult, List of TIs)
4: SortedList SL;
5: for each TI in List do
6: SL.add(TI);
7: end for
8: TIn = TI0; // TI0 is the first element in SL
9: for each TIi in SL where SL.length > i > 0 do

10: if overlap(TIn, T Ii) 6= ∅ then
11: TIn = [TIn.Start, T Ii.End);
12: else
13: emit(srk + TIn, RowResult);
14: TIn = TIi;
15: end if
16: end for
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The implementation of ∪T based on a MapReduce program is described
in algorithm 9.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of ∪T . Tuple ”Tom/1/2” and Tuple ”Tom/2/3”
are value-equivalent and their TIs are adjacent. Hence, they are coalesced
into ”Tom/1/3”.

5.2.2 Difference −T

Let r1 and r2 be two TTR tables which share the same schema definitions.
The difference of these two tables is defined as follows:

r1 −T r2 = {t|((t ∈ r1) ∧ (⇁ ∃t2 ∈ r2|(t ∼= t2) ∧ (overlap(t, t2) 6= ∅)))∨
(∃t1 ∈ r1,∃t2 ∈ r2|(t1 ∼= t2) ∧ (t ∼= t2) ∧ (t.T I ∈ {(t1.T I − overlap(t1, t2))}))
∧ ({(t1.T I − overlap(t1, t2))} 6= ∅) ∧ (overlap(t1, t2) 6= ∅)}.

(5.2)
In the difference definition, tuples in r1 will be directly emitted, when

there does not exist any tuples in r2 in which they are value-equivalent and
their TIs have overlaps (line 1). Otherwise, TIs in r1 need to be modified.

time

t1

t2

End EndStaSta

time

t2 t1

Sta Sta End End1 2

3

time

t1 t2

Sta Sta End End

Figure 5.3: Various temporal relationships between t1 and t2

Figure 5.3 displays 3 possible temporal relationships between t1 and t2 to
denote the values of (t1.T I − overlap(t1, t2)), namely:

1. [t1.T I.Sta, t2.T I.Sta);

2. [t2.T I.End, t1.T I.End);

3. [t1.T I.Sta, t2.T I.Sta), [t2.T I.End, t1.T I.End).
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-T
Network:Supplier

ttl=∞
Network:Speed

ttl=∞
Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/2

Network-speed

Telecom : 2 1115K : 2Tom/2/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

RK/Sta/End

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-speed‘

RK/Sta/End

=

Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-speed‘‘

RK/Sta/End

Figure 5.4: Example of TTRO Difference operator

Please notice that, for the third situation, one tuple in r1 will be split into
two tuples.

An example of –T is shown in Figure 5.4. Tuple ”Tom/1/3” and Tuple
”Tom/1/2” are value-equivalent and their TIs are overlapping. Hence, the TI
of ”Tom/1/3” is changed into [2, 3). For tuple Tom/4/∞, no value-equivalent
tuples can be found in r2.

Algorithm 10 TTRO Difference operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: Meta = TI + tag;
3: emit(srk + RowResult, Meta);
4: Reduce(srk + RowResult, List of Metas)
5: TIList LTI1, LTI2; //TIs from r1 and r2

6: for each TI1 in LTI1 do
7: TIt = TI1;
8: for each TI2 in LTI2 do
9: TIt = TIt − TI2;

10: end for
11: if TIt 6= ∅ then
12: emit(srk + TIt, RowResult);
13: end if
14: end for

The implementation of −T is depicted in Algorithm 10. To implement
the −T operator, the Map function adds a tag to each intermediate key-value
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pair to denote whether the value belongs to r1 or r2 (line 2). All the tuples
which are value-equivalent but with different TIs will be delivered to the
same Reduce node. In the Reduce function, two array-lists (LTI1 and LTI2)
are created to store the TIs from table r1 and r2 (line 5), respectively. For
each TI in LTI1, we subtract it with each TI in LTI2. When result TI is
not empty, we emit the result tuple.

5.2.3 Intersection ∩T

Let r1 and r2 be two TTR tables which share the same schema definitions
and the definition of ∩T is given as follows:

r1 ∩T r2 = {t|(∃t1 ∈ r1,∃t2 ∈ r2|(t ∼= t2 ∼= t1) ∧ (t.T I = overlap(t1, t2) 6= ∅)))
(5.3)

We can also derive the definition of ∩T from −T , such as:

r1 ∩T r2 = r1 −T (r1 −T r2). (5.4)

Algorithm 11 TTRO Intersection operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: Meta = TI + tag;
3: emit(srk + RowResult, Meta);
4: Reduce(srk + RowResult, List of Metas)
5: TIList LTI1, LTI2; //TIs from r1 and r2

6: for each TI1 in LTI1 do
7: TIt = TI1;
8: for each TI2 in LTI2 do
9: TIt = TIt ∩ TI2;

10: if TIt 6= ∅ then
11: emit(srk + TIt, RowResult);
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

The implementation of ∩T is described in Algorithm 11. The functionality
of Map is identical to Algorithm 10. In Reduce, we detect whether TIs in r1
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are overlapping with TIs in t2 (lines 8-13). When such a TI overlap can be
found, we emit the result tuple.

5.2.4 Filter σTp

Let r1 be a TTR table. Let p denote a selection condition over attributes
of r1. For a better explanation, we classify predicate p into four different
categories:

1. No predicate: p = empty;

2. Non-temporal predicate: p = aθb, where θ ∈ {≤, <,≥, >,=, 6=}, a and
b can be atomic value constants, rk.srk, Column.V alue;

3. Temporal predicate: p = aθb, where θ ∈ {≤, <,≥, >,=, 6=}, a and b
can be temporal constants, TI.Start, TI.End;

4. Predicate with logical connectives: pθp, where θ ∈ {∧,∨}.

The definition of σT
p is given as follows:

σT
p (r1) = {t|(t ∈ r1) ∧ (p(t) = true)}. (5.5)

The corresponding example of filter operation can be found in Figure 4.4.
The implementation of σT

p based on MapReduce is described in Algorithm
12.

Algorithm 12 TTRO Filter operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: if RowResult makes p true then
3: emit( RowKey, RowResult);
4: end if

Please note that temporal comparison operators (syntactic sugar) such as
Allen’s interval operators [All83] or period predicates supported by SQL 2011
[KM12] can be easily translated into temporal conditions (line 3) with logical
connectives (line 4). For example, the Contains(TS, TI) predicate detects
whether a time instant TS is included in a temporal interval TI. This can be
specified as a temporal predicate TI.Start ≤ TS < TI.End. To denote the
current time in filter predicate, symbol NOW is used. The value of NOW
automatically increases when time elapses.
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5.2.5 Projection πTA

In the temporal relational algebra, a project operation will return the columns
which are indicated by the set of desired projection attributes A. Moreover,
TI will be calculated in the final result even if it is not explicitly specified in
the projection attributes.

In the TTR context, to guarantee that the output of projection is still
consistent with the data model of WCSs (TTR tables), the row key must be
”implicitly” included in each tuple. We say ”implicitly” because the row key
must not be specified in the projection attributes. The definition of πT

A is
given as follows:

πT
A(r1) = {t|∃t1 ∈ r1|(t.srk = t1.srk) ∧ (t[A1] = t1[A1]) ∧ ...∧

(t[An] = t1[An])}.
where each Ai is the name of a column or a column-family.

(5.6)

The implementations of πT
A is described as follows:

Algorithm 13 TTRO Projection operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: Result = RowResult[A];
3: emit(RowKey, Result);

To implement πT
A, only a Map function is needed.

5.2.6 Cartesian product �T

Let r1 and r2 be two TTR tables. The Cartesian product of these tables is
defined as follows.

r1 �
T r2 = {t|∃t1 ∈ r1,∃t2 ∈ r2|(t[Atrr(R1)− rk] = t1[Atrr(R1)− rk])∧

(t[Atrr(R2)− rk] = t2[Atrr(R2)− rk]) ∧ (t.srk =

concat(t1.srk, t2.srk)) ∧ (t.T I = (overlap(t, t2)) ∧ (t.T I 6= ∅))}.
(5.7)

As WCSs do not support composite keys (one table can only contain a
single row key column), we define a concat function to concatenate the srks
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Company:Name
ttl=∞

1&1 : 2Jim/2/3

Manager-info

Vodafone : 7Joe/7/9

RK/Sta/
End

⊠T

Telecom : 2 1115K : 2
Tom/Jim/

2/3

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-info

RK/Sta/
End

=Telecom : 1 1115K : 1Tom/1/3

Vodafone : 4 1270K : 4Tom/4/∞

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Network-speed
RK/Sta/

End

1&1 : 2

Company:Name
ttl=∞

Vodafone : 7 1270K : 7
Tom/Joe/

7/9
Vodafone : 7

Figure 5.5: Example of TTRO Cartesian operator

from both tuples (line 3). Moreover, both tuples have to be temporally valid
during the same time period (line 3).

Figure 5.5 shows an example of �T . The result table contains only one tu-
ple, i.e. ”Tom/Green/7/9” which is derived from ”Tom/4/∞” (in ”Network-
speed” table) and ”Green/7/9” (in ”Manager-info”).

The implementation of r1 �T r2 is not trivial in MapReduce. In general,
three approaches are possible:

1. Using DistributedCache mechanism supported by MapReduce

Algorithm 14 TTRO Cartesian operation

1: DistributedCache.addCacheFile(URI, JobConf);
2: Configure(JobConf)
3: File f = new File(Path);
4: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
5: for each tuple t1 in f do
6: TIn = overlap(RowKey.TI, t1.T I);
7: if TIn is not empty then
8: srkn = RowKey.srk + t1.srk;
9: Result = RowResult+ t1.V alue;

10: emit(srkn + TIn, Result);
11: end if
12: end for
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DistributedCache is a facility provided by the MapReduce framework to
cache files (text, archives, jars etc.) needed by applications. Applications
specify the files via URLs and the framework will copy the necessary files
to a slave node before any tasks for the job are executed on that node.
Utilizing this facility, we can store a small table in the distributed cache.
The implementation is described in Algorithm 14.

Line 1 illustrates how to add a file to the distributed cache. Configure
(line 2) is a method which is called before the Map function is executed. It
initializes a File object f (which references table r1) and copies r1 to every
work node. The Map function takes every tuple t2 in r2 as input and checks
if t2.T I has a TI overlapping with r1.T I. Please note that the maximum file
size which can be stored by DistributedCache is 10G.

2. Duplicating a table by using the HBase API
In contrast to the first approach, we can also duplicate the small table

by utilizing the HBase API, namely, calling the ”Scan” operation inside the
Map function. This strategy avoids the volume limitation of Distributed-
Cache. Algorithm 15 describes how this approach can be implemented in
the MapReduce framework.

Algorithm 15 TTRO Cartesian operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: Result re = Scan(r1);
3: for each tuple t1 in re do
4: TIn = overlap(t1.TI,RowKey.TI);
5: if TIn is not empty then
6: srkn = t1.srk +RowKey.srk;
7: resn = t1.V alue+RowResult;
8: emit(TIn + srkn, resn);
9: end if

10: end for

Suppose we have two tables r1 and r2 where size(r1) = m, size(r2) = n
and m < n. We will then broadcast table r1 to each Map node. To imple-
ment r1�T r2, for every tuple t2 in r2, we scan r1 (line 2) and check whether
t2 has a TI overlapping in r1 (lines 3-4). When such tuples are found, we
concatenate the row keys from those two tuples and generate the result tuple
(lines 5-10).
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3. Defining a customized file input format

The third approach is to define a customized file input format, e.g. Carte-
sianInputFormat. This input format takes two tables as input. For every
split of r1, we append the complete table content of r2 with it. At last, a
user-defined RecordReader, .e.g. CartesianRecordReader, denotes how input
key-value pairs for the Map function can be built.

Notice that, the first and the third approaches are only suitable for pure
MapReduce environment and hence force us to dump the content of two WCS
tables in the distributed file system e.g. the Hadoop File System. After data
processing is finished, we have to insert the result table back into WCSs. The
second approach can avoid both table dumping and table insertion. Hence,
we prefer the second one.

5.2.7 Theta-Join onT
p

The Theta-join operation onT
p can be considered as a Cartesian product �T

of two TTR tables followed by a filter operation σT
p . The definition of onT

p is
given as follows:

r1 onT
p r2 = σT

p (r1 �
T r2). (5.8)

As p may contain non-equal predicates, onT
p can only be implemented by

duplicating the ”small” table. The corresponding algorithm can be found
in Algorithm 15. Note that, when specifying the temporal natural join op-
eration, a temporal project πT

A is needed to discard the common attributes.
When implementing the temporal natural join, we can either perform it on
the Map side or on the Reduce side. Algorithm 16 describes how to im-
plement the Temporal Natural Join by utilizing the Reduce function. The
Map function utilizes the join attributes as the intermediate output key and
attaches each tuple with a tag to denote to which table it belongs. The
nested-loop mechanism is implemented inside the Reduce function. Besides
checking the join predicates, we also explicitly evaluate if two tuples are valid
during the same period of time.
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Algorithm 16 TTRO Natural Join

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: rkn = RowResult[Atrri(p)];
3: valn = RowResult+ tag;
4: emit(rkn, valn);
5: Reduce(rkn, List of valn)
6: List l1, l2;
7: for each tuple t in List of valn do
8: if tag==r1 then
9: l1.add(t);

10: else
11: l2.add(t);
12: end if
13: end for
14: for each element t1 in l1 do
15: for each element t2 in l2 do
16: TIn = overlap(t1.TI, t2.T I);
17: if TIn is not empty and p(t1, t2) == true then
18: srkn = t1.srk + t2.srk;
19: resn = t1.V alue+RowResult;
20: emit(TIn + srkn, resn);
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for

5.2.8 Temporal aggregation fA′(γT(A,TG,W ))

In the context of data warehousing and OLAP (online analytical process-
ing), grouping tuples based on different categories and then applying aggre-
gation functions are the most common forms of data processing. In SQL,
the aggregation result is generated by the optional Group-by combined with
aggregation functions, such as SUM , AV G, MIN , MAX and Count.

In the non-temporal context, tuples in a table can be grouped based on
one or more than one non-temporal attributes. In the temporal context,
tuples in a temporal table can be grouped based on:

1. non-temporal attributes;
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2. temporal information (temporal instance or temporal interval); and

3. both (i.e. the combination of 1 and 2).

When grouping a temporal table based on temporal information (situa-
tion 2), several kinds of temporal aggregation can be defined:

1. Instantaneous temporal aggregation (ITA) [KS95] in which the timeline
is partitioned based on the finest time granularity supported by the
temporal database and the aggregation value at each time t is calculated
using all the tuples which are valid at time t. Consecutive time instants
which share the same aggregation value will be coalesced together.

2. Moving-window or cumulative temporal aggregation (CTA) [LO09, JG09]
in which the timeline is partitioned based on the finest time granular-
ity supported by the temporal database and the aggregation value at
each time t is calculated using all the tuples which are valid during
[t − m, t] where m denotes the length of the moving window. Con-
secutive time instants which share the same aggregation value will be
coalesced together.

In contrast to non-temporal aggregation, each result of the temporal ag-
gregation should be associated with a temporal validity interval (TI). Al-
though the aggregation functions for both ITA and CTA are evaluated at a
single time point, the main difference between them is that ITA groups the
tuples based on each single time point t where CTA groups tuples which are
valid before each single time point t (during [t−m, t]).

We use fA′(γT(A,TG,W ))(r) to denote the temporal aggregation based on
table r:

• γT(A,TG,W ) is a temporal group-by operator where

– A denotes the non-temporal grouped attributes;

– TG indicates the finest time granularity of r and its value can be
second, minute, hour, day and so on.

– W can be assigned by non-negative integer.

• fA′ represents the aggregation functions, such as SUM , AV G, MIN ,
MAX and Count, which are applied to attribute A′.
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Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

Telecom : 1 1000K : 1Tom/1/5

Network

Telecom : 2 900K : 2Jim/2/8

RK/Sta/End

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(Tom, Telecom, 1000K)

(Jim, Telecom, 900K)

Time
8

Figure 5.6: Tabular and graphical representations for Network

To specify non-temporal aggregation, TG and W are not set (or set to
null). To specify different types of temporal aggregation,

1. we set TG to the finest time granularity of r and W to 0 to indicate
ITA.

2. we set TG to the finest time granularity of r and W to positive integer
to denote CTA.

For example, suppose we have the following queries and ”Network” table
in Figure 5.6. The finest granularity of ”Network” is day. For simplicity,
we use ”Speed” and ”Supplier” to represent ”Network:Speed” and ”Net-
work:Supplier”, respectively.

• Query 1: What is the average Internet speed of different Internet
suppliers for each day?

This query is ITA and specified as AV GSpeed(γ
T
(Supplier,day,0))(Network).

• Query 2: What is the average Internet speed of different Internet
suppliers last two days?

This query is CTA and specified as AV GSpeed(γ
T
(Supplier,day,2))(Network).

Before giving the formal definitions of ITA and CTA, we extend the times-
lice operator St [SAea94] to S(t,w). S(t,w)(R

T ) returns a temporal point-based
relation based on the value of w.
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Definition 5.2.5 (Extended timeslice operator S(t,W )). Let RT be a
TTR table with schema (Anon, T I) where Anon and TI indicate the non-
temporal attributes and temporal interval of RT , respectively. The schema
of output of S(t,W )(R

T ) is represented as (Anon, TP ) where TP denotes time
point.

S(t,w)(R
T ) ={r|∃r1 ∈ RT |(r1.T I ∩ [t− w, t] 6= ∅)∧

(r[Anon] = r1[Anon]) ∧ (r[TP ] = t)}.
(5.9)

When w is 0, S(t,w)(R
T ) returns a point-based relation which contains

tuples that are valid at time t. When w is assigned by a positive integer,
tuples which are valid at t are calculated based on tuples that are valid during
[t− w, t].

We give the definition of ITA and CTA as follows:

fA′(γT(A,TG,W )(R
T ) = FOLD(fA′(γ(A,TG)(

n⋃
i=1

(S(ti,w)(R
T )))),where ti ∈ RT .T I,

γ is non-temporal group-by operator and ∪ is non-temporal union operator.
(5.10)

In the previous definition, we first calculate aggregation groups based on
different time points and non-temporal attributes γ(A,TG)(

⋃n
i=1(S(ti,w)(R

T ).
Then, aggregation function f is applied to attribute A′. Finally, FOLD
operator is used to consolidate the consecutive temporal instants which share
the same values. The formal definition of FOLD can be found in [LM97].

Res:AVG
ttl=∞

1000K : 1Telecom/1/2
1450K : 2Telecom/2/5
900K : 5Telecom/5/8

GP/Sta/End

a

Res:AVG
ttl=∞

1000K : 1Telecom/1/2
1450K : 2Telecom/2/7
900K : 7Telecom/7/8

GP/Sta/End

b

Figure 5.7: Results for different sorts of temporal aggregations

In Figure 5.7, tables a and b show the results of queries 1 and 2. We use
GP to denote the values of non-temporal grouped attributes. For Query 1,
only one tuple ”(Tom, Telecom, 1000K)” is valid at time point 1. Hence, the
aggregation result is ”(1000K, [1, 2))”. At time point 2, two tuples ”(Tom,
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Telecom, 1000K)” and ”(Jim, Telecom, 900K)” are valid and the aggregation
result will be ”(1450K, [2, 3))”. Time points 3-4 have the same aggregation
value as time point 2. Consequently, their temporal aggregation results are
coalesced into ”(1450K, [2, 5))”. For time points 5-7, only one tuple ”(Jim,
Telecom, 900K)” is valid. For Query 2, the aggregation value of each time t
is calculated based on tuples that are valid during [t− 2, t]. In consequence,
time points 5 and 6 have same aggregation value as time point 4.

To implement ITA and CTA based on MapReduce, two MapReduce jobs
are needed. The first one is to group and calculate the aggregation value
based on each distinct non-temporal grouped attribute and time instant.
The second one is to coalesce the adjacent time-points which share the same
aggregation value with the same non-temporal attribute.

5.3 CTO temporal operator model

As described in Chapter 4, theEHR representation uses the attribute-timesta-
mping model. Each column in an EHR table maintains multiple data versions
associated with explicit temporal intervals (TIs). To process an attribute-
timestamped table, [TG89, Tan97] extend the relational algebra to so-called
historical relational algebra.

The historical relational algebra can be seen as a mixture of non-temporal
relational algebra and temporal relational algebra with a set of temporal ta-
ble and temporal tuple reconstruction operators. For example, they reuse
the non-temporal relational operators, such as Intersection, Union, Differ-
ence and Cartesian product as the basic operations without considering the
temporal properties kept in each tuple. Moreover, the filter operator will
select a complete row even if only a subset of data versions of that row
satisfy the filter predicates. Like the temporal-project operator utilized to
process tuple-timestamped tables, the project operator in the historical rela-
tional algebra will only output the columns which are specified as projection
attributes.

To process temporal data in the EHR context, we propose a novel tem-
poral operator model called CTO. The CTO model is defined based on the
following goals:

1. Each CTO operator can be directly applied to EHR tables without
first changing the table representation.
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2. The temporal operator should generate the correct temporal tuples
(data versions). For example, when a data version satisfies the selec-
tion predicate, to generate a complete row, the TI of that data version
will be utilized as a selection criterion to fetch the data versions from
the other columns which have a temporal overlap with it.

3. The class of EHR tables is closed under the CTO model, namely, the
output of each CTO operator must still be an EHR table.

To define the semantics of each CTO operator, we have two options:

• The first one is to define each operator directly.

• The second one is to utilize the table transformation operations TET

and TTE (described in Chapter 4) together with the TTRO operators.
We call this approach ”indirect definition”.

In general, the first approach is more complicated and difficult to un-
derstand (compared to the second one), as the relationships between data
versions need to be specified in the definition. For better comparison of
these two approaches, we will give both direct and indirect definitions for the
Union operator ∪T as examples.

Moreover, for each CTO operator, we also indicate how to implement it
by utilizing the MapReduce framework. Please note that, as the granularity
of DML (data manipulation language) in WCS is based on version, a row-
insertion is decomposed of a set of version-insertions.

5.3.1 Union ∪c

Let r1 and r2 be two EHR tables which share the same schema definitions.
The direct and indirect definitions are given as follows.
Direct definition:

r1 ∪c r2 = {t|(t ∈ r1) ∧ (∀t2 ∈ r2, t[RK] 6= t2[RK]) ∨ (t ∈ r2)∧
(∀t1 ∈ r1, t[RK] 6= t1[RK]) ∨ (∃t1 ∈ r1,∃t2 ∈ r2|
(t[RK] = t1[RK] = t2[RK]) ∧ (∀CFm ∈ Attr(R1)|
∀Colmn ∈ CFm|(t[CFm.Colmn] = �(t1[CFm.Colmn] ∪ t2[CFm.Colmn]))},
where ∪ is a set union operator and � is the coalesce operation.

(5.11)
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Tuples from both tables will be included in the final results if there is
no tuple in the other table which has the same row key. Otherwise, we will
first union the data versions of equally named columns and then apply the
coalesce operation to combine value-equivalent data versions in which the
TIs are overlapping or adjacent.
Indirect definition:

r1 ∪c r2 = TTE(TET (r1) ∪T TET (r2)). (5.12)

To achieve the same operational semantics described in the equation 5.11,
two EHR tables will be first transformed into their corresponding TTR
tables via TET operation. Then, TTRO Union operator ∪T is applied to
these two relations. Finally, the result TTR table will be transformed back
to its correlated EHR table. Notice that, the semantics of coalesce operation
is implemented inside TTE.

∪c

=

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(Telecom,[1,5))
(920K,[4,5)),
(1115K,[1,4))

Tom 

Network-speed_1

RK

(Vodafone,[2,∞))
(1003K,[6,∞)),
(1100K,[2,6))

Jim

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(1&1,[6,∞)),
(Telecom,[2,4))

(1120K,[6,∞)),
(1115K,[2,4))

Tom 

Network-speed_2

RK

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(1&1,[6,∞)),
(Telecom,[1,5))

(1120K,[6,∞)),
(920K,[4,5)),
(1115K,[1,4))

Tom 

Network-speed_3

RK

(Vodafone,[2,∞))
(1003K,[6,∞)),
(1100K,[2,6))

Jim

Figure 5.8: Example of CTO Union operator

As illustrated by the previous two definitions, we can notice that the in-
direct definition uses less space and is easier to understand. In the following
sections, we therefore utilize the indirect way, namely, TTRO operators to-
gether with the table transformation operations (TET and TTE) to define the
semantics of CTO operators. Note that this is only for definitional purposes.
The implementations of CTO operators do not perform transformations to
TTR and back to EHR.
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The corresponding example of ∪c is shown in Figure 5.8. When tuples
from two tables share no key values, they will be directly placed in the
final result. Otherwise, we first union the data versions from two columns
together and later apply the coalesce operation. In Figure 5.8, row ”Jim” in
table ”Network-speed 1” cannot find any tuple in ”Network-speed 2” with
the same row key. Hence, it is directly included into the final result. Row
key ”Tom” exists in both tables. To generate the desired data result, we first
union each column together. Then, for every column, we will consolidate data
versions which are value-equivalent and their TIs are overlapping or adjacent.
For example, data version ”(Telecom, [1, 5))” in ”Network-speed 1” and
data version ”(Telecom, [2, 4))” in ”Network-speed 2” are combined into
”(Telecom, [1, 5))” in ”Network-speed 3”.

Algorithm 17 CTO Union operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: for each data version D in RowResult do
3: rkn = RowKey + Col + CF +Dv;
4: emit(rkn,DTI);
5: end for
6: Reduce(rkn, List of DTI)
7: SortedList sl;
8: for each TI in List of DTI do
9: sl.add(TI);

10: end for
11: TI temp;
12: temp = sl.get(0);
13: for each element TIi in sl, where 0 ≤ i < sl.size() do
14: if overlap(TIi, temp) 6= ∅ or temp.End == TIi.Start then
15: temp = temp ∪ TI;
16: else
17: resn = rkn.Col + rkn.CF + rkn.Dv + temp;
18: emit(rkn.RowKey, res);
19: temp = TIi;
20: end if
21: end for

The implementation of U c based on the MapReduce programming model
is described as above.
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The intermediate key of the Map function is formed as row key, column-
family name, column name and the value of each data version. This strategy
guarantees that tuples from two tables which share the same row key and
same column value will be sent to the same Reducer. In the Reduce function,
the TI of value-equivalent data versions will be consolidated together. We
first detect if the two data versions have TI overlapping or their TIs are
adjacent (line 14). In that case, two TIs will be combined. Otherwise, a
result data version will be emitted (lines 17-19).

5.3.2 Difference −c

Let r1 and r2 be two EHR tables which share the same schema definitions.
The difference of these two tables is defined as follows:

r1 −c r2 = TTE(TET (r1)−T TET (r2)). (5.13)

The equation above indicates that tuples in r1 do not match tuples in r2

with the same row key can be directly placed into the final result. Otherwise,
for each column in r1, the TIs of data versions in which they are value-
equivalent and have TI overlapping with data versions in r2 will be modified.

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(1&1,[6,∞)),
(Telecom,[1,5))

(1120K,[6,∞)),
(920K,[4,5)),
(1115K,[1,4))

Tom 

Network-speed_1

RK

(Vodafone,[2,∞))
(1003K,[6,∞)),
(1100K,[2,6))

Jim

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(1&1,[6,∞)),
(Telecom,[2,4))

(1120K,[6,∞)),
(1115K,[2,4))

Tom 

Network-speed_2

RK

–
c

=

Network:Supplier
ttl=∞

Network:Speed
ttl=∞

(Telecom,[4,5))
(Telecom,[1,2))

(920K,[4,5)),
(1115K,[1,2))

Tom 

Network-speed_3

RK

(Vodafone,[2,∞))
(1003K,[6,∞)),
(1100K,[2,6))

Jim

Figure 5.9: Example of CTO Difference operator

Figure 5.9 shows an example. Row ”Jim” in ”Network-speed 1” does not
match any tuples in ”Network-speed 2” with the same row key. In conse-
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quence, it can be directly included in the output result. However, for tuple
”Tom” t1 in ”Network-speed 1” and ”Tom” t2 in ”Network-speed 2”, we first
form two collections of TIs (TIs1 and TIs2) based on these two tuples. For
tuples t1 and t2, we get TIs1=[1,4), [4,5), [5,6), [6,∞) and TIs2=[2,4), [4,∞),
respectively. Then, we split t1 based on TIs1 and t2 based on TIs2. This
tuple split operation is necessary as we need to guarantee that data versions
are discarded only when both t1 and t2 share the same tuple values during
the same period time. As each tuple now has a TTR representation, we can
directly calculate r1 −T r2. Finally, we transform the TTR representation
back to EHR representation.

Algorithm 18 CTO Difference operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: res = RowResult+ tag;
3: emit(RowKey,res);
4: Reduce(RowKey, List of res)
5: SortedList sl1, sl2;
6: put TS in sl1 where res.tag == r1;
7: put TS in sl2 where res.tag == r2;
8: TI-Set s1, s2;
9: derive s1 from sl1;

10: derive s2 from sl2;
11: List l1, l2, l3;
12: derive tuples from t1 based on s1 and store in l1;
13: derive tuples from t2 based on s2 and store in l2;
14: for every element t1 in l1 do
15: for every element t2 in l2 do
16: if t1 ∼= t2 and overlap(t1, t2) 6= ∅ then
17: t1.T I = t1.T I − t2.T I;
18: end if
19: end for
20: l3.add(t1.T I + t1.V alue);
21: end for
22: HashMap < Col + CF + V al, SortedList < TI >> hms;
23: put each element in l3 to hms based on its column value;
24: Combine TIs in hms and insert into result table;

Algorithm 18 describes the implementation of −c which is a combination
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of Algorithm 6, Algorithm 10 and Algorithm 7. In the Reduce phase, we first
transform the EHR tuple into a set of TTR tuples (lines 5-13). Then we im-
plement the difference operation (lines 14-21). Finally, we create a Hashmap
to imitate the shuffle phase and combine TIs which are overlapping or ad-
jacent. Note that, although this implementation puts all these operations
in a single MapReduce procedure, it will need large memory size when the
number of data versions is large.

5.3.3 Intersection ∩c

Let r1 and r2 be two EHR tables which share the same schema definitions.
The definition of ∩c is derived from –c:

r1 ∩c r2 = r1 −c (r1 −c r2). (5.14)

In analogy to the −c operation, a data version D1 in r1 will only be
discarded if and only if:

• There exists a data version D2 in the same column in r2 in which
D1
∼= D2 and overlap(D1, D2) 6= ∅;

• For all Di in r1 where (Di.rk = D1.rk)∧ (overlap(Di, D1) 6= ∅), we can
guarantee that for all Dj ∈ r2 where (Dj.rk = D2.rk), the equation
(Dj
∼= Di) ∧ (overlap(Di, Dj) 6= ∅) will return true.

The implementation of ∩c based on MapReduce programming model is
almost the same as −c. Instead of calculating t1.T I = t1.T I − t2.T I (line 17
in Algorithm 18), t1.T I = t1.T I ∩ t2.T I is performed.

5.3.4 Projection πcA

Let r1 be an EHR table. πc
A(r1) will output the desired column values which

are specified in A and TI are also included in the result data versions.

πc
A(r1) = TTE(πT

A((TET (r1))). (5.15)

Different from the TTRO project operator πT
A:

1. Each column in the output of πc
A contains multiple data versions.
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2. TI is integrated into each data version instead of into the row key.

The implementation of πT
A is described as follows. As already described

in Section 2, the granularity of DML (data manipulation language) in WCS
is based on version. In consequence, a row-insertion is decomposed into a set
of version-insertions (line 2-4).

Algorithm 19 CTO Projection operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: for every data version D in A do
3: emit(RowKey, D);
4: end for

5.3.5 Filter σcp

Let r1 be an EHR table. Different from the filter operator proposed in
[Tan97], σc

p(r1) only outputs the data versions Df which satisfy the selection
predicate and the corresponding data versions Dc from the other columns in
which TI of Dc is adjusted based on Df . The definition of σc

p(r1) is given as
follows:

σc
p(r1) = TTE(σT

p′(TET (r1))). (5.16)

In the definition, the temporal comparisons in predicate p which are ap-
plied to EHR table has to be translated into p′ in the TTR context. The
reason is TI in the TTR table is integrated into the row key rather than
into each data version. Note that, this predicate transformation is merely
utilized to define the semantics of σc

p. The real CTO filter implementation
does not perform this transformation. The implementation of σc

p based on
MapReduce is described below.

The corresponding example is shown in Figure 4.3. To select the Internet
supplier whose speed has at any time been faster than 1000K, the data ver-
sions ”(1115K, [1, 2))”, ”(1855K, [2, 3))” and ”(1270K, [4, ∞))” satisfy the
selection predicate where ”(920K, [3, 4))” does not. To generate a complete
satisfied row, data versions ”[Vodafone, [4, ∞))” and ”[Telecom, [1, 3))” are
selected from the ”Network:Supplier” column.
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Algorithm 20 CTO Filter operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: for every data version D in RowResult do
3: if D satisfies p then
4: select Dc from the other columns as Dc.T I = Dc.T I ∩D.TI 6= ∅
5: emit(RowKey, D);
6: emit(RowKey, Dc);
7: end if
8: end for

5.3.6 Cartesian product �c

As the value of each column in EHR is non-atomic (multiple data versions),
the EHR tables satisfy NF 2. This property would suggest that it is possible
to do a Cartesian product at any nested level. However, different than the
general NF 2, the nested depth of any EHR table is fixed. This characteristic
prohibits doing Cartesian product at any arbitrary nested level. In conse-
quence, the output schema of �c is as same as �T . We define the Cartesian
product for EHR as:

r1 �
c r2 = TTE(TET (r1)�T TET (r2)),

where the group key for TTE is composed by r1.rk and r2.rk.
(5.17)

The implementation of r1 �c r2 based on MapReduce is described in Al-
gorithm 21. In the implementation, we assume the size of r2 is less than r1.
In consequence, we broadcast r2 in each Map Node (line 3). For each data
version D1 in r1, we find all the data versions in r2 which have TI overlapping
with D1 and are stored in s2 (lines 4-9). Finally, we concatenate the row keys
of D1 and D2 and emit the result data versions.

Note that we broadcast the smaller table among r1 and r2. However, it is
possible that the small table is far larger than the capacity of a Mapper node.
In consequence, we can first indicate start and stop-row 1 to horizontally
partition r2. Then, we run the previous algorithm several times based on the
number of partitions.

1For example, HBase provides setStartRow() and setStopRow() methods.
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Algorithm 21 CTO Cartesian operation

1: Map(RowKey, RowResult)
2: Set s2; // store data versions from r2

3: Tuples tsets = Scan(r2);
4: for each data versin D1 in RowResult do
5: for each data version D2 in tsets do
6: if overlap(D1, D2)6= ∅ then
7: s2.add(D2);
8: end if
9: end for

10: if s2 6= ∅ then
11: emit(D1.rk +D2.rk, D1);
12: emit(D1.rk +D2.rk,s2);
13: s2.setEmpty();
14: end if
15: end for

5.3.7 Theta-join onc
p

The definition of onc
p can be derived from �c and σc

p.

5.3.8 Temporal aggregation fA′(γc(A,TG,W ))

In the EHR context, tuples in an EHR table can be grouped based on:

1. Non-temporal attributes;

2. Temporal information;

3. Both.

The temporal aggregation based on EHR model are again classified as In-
stantaneous temporal aggregation and Moving-window temporal aggregation.

The definition of fA′(γc(A,TG,W )) is given as follows:

fA′(γc(A,TG,W ))(r
c) = TTE(fA′(γT(A,TG,W )(TET (rc))). (5.18)

Notice that when non-temporal attributes (denoted as A) are not spec-
ified, there is no necessary to perform TTE, as TI in the aggregation result
is unique. Otherwise, the value of A will be used as row key for the output
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Figure 5.10: Tabular and graphical representation of Network

of TTE. We utilize Query 4 and table ”Network” in Figure 5.10 to illustrate
the aforementioned description. For simplicity, we use notations ”Supplier”
and ”Speeed” to denote columns ”Network:Supplier” and ”Network:Speed”,
respectively.
• Query 3: What is the daily average network speed of different suppli-

ers?
The above query is specified as AV GSpeed(γ

c
(Supplier,DAY,0))(Network) and

the result is shown in Figure 5.11. The value of non-temporal grouped at-
tribute ”Supplier” (denoted as GP ) is used as the row key of the aggregation
result.

5.4 Output constraints of TTRO and CTO

operators

To define the semantics of ∪T , we made an assumption that no data conflict
occurs, namely, it does not exist a tuple t1 from table r1 and a tuple t2 from
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Figure 5.11: Results for CTO aggregation

r2 where (t1.rk = t2.rk)∧ (t1.value 6= t2.value). However, when such conflict
occurs, it is impossible to store t1 and t2 in a WCS based on the TTR model,
as each WCS (TTR) table requires a unique row key. Although we can store
the union results in a distributed file system, the union results do not satisfy
the TTR model anymore. In consequence, when the temporal conflict exists,
we cannot guarantee that the TTR tables are closed under the ∪T operator.
The same thing can also happen to ∪c operator.

Based on the data model of WCS, the column-family names must be
unique. Hence, it is impossible to store the results of self-join or self-Cartesian
product in a WCS.

5.5 Performance evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of the TTRO and CTO variants
to indicate which temporal operator model is more suitable for temporal
data processing for WCSs. The experiments are performed on a six-node
cluster (Xeon Quadcore CPU at 2.53GHz, 4GB RAM, 1TB SATA-II disk,
Gigabit Ethernet) running Hadoop (version 1.0.4) (Apache Hadoop) and
HBase (version 0.94), respectively.

Test data sets are generated through the workloada of YCSB (Yahoo
Cloud Service Benchmark) (YCSB) [YCS]. At the ”Loading” phase, one
million tuples are inserted into a predefined ”usertable” in HBase. The
”usertable” contains one column family named ”cf1” with 10 columns and
the ”requestdistribution” property is set to uniform. After the loading phase,
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the ”usertable” has the implicit history representation and each column only
contains a single data version. At the ”Transaction” phase, we set the prop-
erties of ”updateproportion” to 0.2 and ”insertproportion” to 0. This config-
uration denotes that certain columns of 0.2 million tuples in the ”usertable”
will contain two data versions. The reason for this configuration is based on
the consideration for studying the influence of different table representations
against the temporal query performance. Then, we perform two table trans-
formation operations, namely, TIE and TIT to generate the corresponding
EHR and TTR tables. Table 5.1 summarizes the number of tuples after two
table transformations.

Table name Table representation Number of tuples
usertable Implicit-history representation 1 million

usertable e Explicit-history representation 1 million
usertable t Tuple-timestamping representation 1.2 million

Table 5.1: Number of tuples from different table representations after various
table transformations

From the above table, we can notice that ”usertable e” has the same
number of tuples as ”usertable”. For table ”usertable t”, the update data
versions will cause the generation of 0.2 million tuples.

As we have already described in the previous chapter, when transforming
the IHR table, the corresponding TTR table will have a simple tuple repre-
sentation but usually contain more tuples (data redundancy) comparing the
EHR table. Hence, it is worth to compare the performance based on these
two table representations in a reasonable level. In an extreme situation, for
example, when each tuple in ”usertable” contains 100 data version, it im-
plies that the number of tuples in ”usertable t” can be hundred times more
than ”usertable e”. In our performance comparisons, we do not consider this
extreme situation.

As already described in the previous sections, each operator is imple-
mented by utilizing MapReduce (Hadoop). Unary operators, such as Project
(πT

A and πc
A) and Filter (σT

p and σc
p) can be implemented inside the Map

function. Binary operators, such as Union (∪T and ∪c), Difference (−T and
−c), Intersection (∩T and ∩c), Join (onT

p and onc
p) and temporal aggregations

(fA′(γT(A,TI)) and fA′(γc(A,TI))) need both Map and Reduce functions. We
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implement Cartesian product (�T and �c) with only the Map function by
broadcasting the ”small” table in each Map node.

Project
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Figure 5.12: Performance comparisons between different temporal operator
models

The performance of each TTRO operator and its corresponding CTO op-
erator is depicted in Figure 5.12. The picture shows the performance of each
individual temporal comparator over the test data. For every temporal op-
erator, CTO outperforms TTRO even though CTO needs more complicated
implementation logic.

For the project processing, TTRO will read 1.2 million tuples, output
the columns from 1 to 5 and insert 1.2 million tuples into the result table.
Comparing to TTRO, the CTO project operator only needs to read and
insert 1 million tuples. For the filter processing, 70% of the tuples satisfy the
selection predicate. Hence, TTRO will process 2.04 million tuples (read 1.2
million tuples and insert 0.84 million tuples) where CTO will only process
1.7 million tuples (read 1 million tuples and insert 0.7 million tuples).

For the binary operation, such as Union, Difference and Natural join, as
the Reduce phase is needed, the TTRO data processing needs more data-
shipping time comparing to the CTO. For example, the TTRO Union op-
erator will first scan 2.4 million tuples from two tables (in our performance
test, we implement ”usertable t” Union ”usertable t”). After the Map func-
tion finishes, these 2.4 million tuples will be delivered to the corresponding
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Reduce node.
In the performance chart, ”10%” for the Difference operator denotes that

10% of the tuples from ”usertable t” or ”usertable e” will be discarded and
”1:1” indicates that two join tables have a one to one relationship. For the
temporal aggregation, the Instantaneous temporal aggregation with AV G()
is evaluated.

In HBase, tuples are represented as key-value pairs stored in so-called
”HFiles”. Each HFile contains several data blocks and the length of each data
block is fixed (in default 64K). In consequence, to store the same information,
TTR will spend more I/O costs than EHR because of data redundancy. The
term ”same” means the TTR table and the EHR table are derived from the
same IHR table.

To handle the Put commands (result-tuple insertions) in HBase, when
the result table is empty, it will first route all the Put commands to the same
node. When that node reaches the configuration threshold or when all the
Put operations are done, HBase will automatically re-balance the data in
the cluster. During the data re-balancing, the corresponding data nodes will
then be off-line until the re-balance task is finished. Moreover, as HBase is
memory-intensive, when Garbage Collection is executed by the JVM (Java
Virtual Machine) during loading the results, any Put requests are stalled
and the server will pause for a significant amount of time. As the IHR
table contains more data volume than the EHR table, processing an IHR
table has a higher probability to trigger data re-balance processing and JVM
Garbage collection.

5.6 Summary

As we have already described in Chapter 4, IHR (implicit-history repre-
sentation) can cause wrong or misleading results during the temporal query
processing because of its implicit TI strategy. In consequence, to store the
temporal data in DW based on WCSs, we can either adopt EHR (explicit-
history representation) or TTR (tuple-timestamping representation).

For processing TTR tables, we introduced the TTRO operator model as
a minor extension of the temporal relational algebra. For processing EHR
tables, we proposed a novel temporal operator model called CTO. The CTO
model can be directly applied to the EHR tables without requiring the ad-
ditional table restructuring operations. Both TTRO and CTO include eight
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temporal operators, such as Union, Difference, Intersection, Project, Filter,
Cartesian product, Theta-Join and Group-by with a set of aggregation func-
tions, such as SUM , AV G, MAX and etc.

The TTR and EHR tables are closed under the TTRO model and the
CTO model, respectively, when no temporal conflicts exist. Otherwise, the
TTR and EHR are not closed under ∪T and ∪c.

IHR IHR

EHR EHR

TTR TTRTTRO

CTO

Figure 5.13: Data processing and table transformation stack

Figure 5.13 shows an overview of the temporal data processing and table
transformation stack which is a refinement of Figure 4.7. To process the
temporal data in WCSs, users can either write a script using CTO or TTRO
operators (the same strategy used by Pig Latin) or a SQL-like language can
be built on top of CTO or TTRO.

The performance chart shows that the CTO operator model outperforms
the TTRO operator model for the temporal query processing. The reason for
that is that the EHR contains less redundant data than TTR and the time
for table-scanning and result-tuple-insertion dominate the temporal query
processing when the temporal data volume is large.
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Chapter 6

Incremental data
recomputation - state of art

In this chapter, we first describe the motivation of incremental data recom-
putation and discuss how it can influence query response time. Then, we
discuss how incremental recomputation can be used in different contexts,
namely, for non-temporal databases and for temporal databases.

6.1 Motivation

When analyzing data, people usually specify a set of functions or rules to
obtain the desired results. For example, users utilize the SQL language to
process data stored in relational database systems. After query processing
is done, the query results are usually stored ”temporarily” (In the relational
database context, the query results can be treated as views [UW97]). The
term ”temporarily” here means:

• When query results are generated, they will only exist in the database
system for a short period of time.

• Query results are not persistent on disk and will get lost when, e.g.
database systems restart after database failures occur.

• No log entries in the database system will record query results.

Often, the same data analysis tasks are periodically repeated, while the
state of base data changes over time. In consequence, it may be better to
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cache or materialize query results to reduce query response time. To incor-
porate changes made at the base data, a complete query re-evaluation can
be performed (also known as ”start-from-scratch”). However, this approach
is time-consuming and inefficient when the size of change data (deltas) is
much smaller than the size of the whole base data. The more cost-effective
way is incremental recomputation [GM95, LMSS95, Gea95, BkLLT86, QW91,
ZGMHW95, JD09] by only propagating the deltas into the persistent query
results without re-evaluating unchanged data.

Data
Source

Change Data
Capture

Deltas

Incremental
application

Data
Target

Extract

Generate

Utilize

Propagate

Figure 6.1: Data flow of the incremental recomputation

Figure 6.1 describes the relationships between data source, change-data
capture (CDC), incremental application and data target. At first, CDC
detects and extracts data changes made at the data source. Then, the incre-
mental application utilizes the deltas to refresh the state of the data target.

In the relational database context, incremental recomputation has been
extensively studied and widely used to maintain so called ”Materialized views”
[GM95, LMSS95, Gea95, BkLLT86, QW91]. In the ETL/data warehouse
[KC04] context, incremental recomputation is also adopted to evaluate ETL
processing and refresh the state of data warehouses [ZGMHW95, LGm96b,
JD08, JD09].

In the following sections, we will first explain how incremental recompu-
tation can be utilized in the non-temporal data context. Then, we describe
the approaches which can be exploited to incrementally re-evaluate temporal
query results [YW98, YW00, JMRS93, Bea95].
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6.2 Incremental recomputation for non-temporal

data

In this section, we mainly focus on how incremental recomputation can be
applied to non-temporal data. We first describe approaches for materialized
view maintenance. Then, we illustrate how incremental recomputation can
be used in the ETL/Data warehousing (DW) context. Finally, we introduce
the approaches and frameworks which are currently used by large companies
for accelerating ”Big data” processing.

6.2.1 Materialized view maintenance

In a relational database system, a view is a virtual table which is derived
from a set of base tables. In general, users provide view definitions based on
relational algebra. Materialized views are a specific type of views in which
view data is persistent on disk. Although people can access materialized
views as normal tables, their content becomes stale when the underlying
base relations are changed. In consequence, materialized views need to be
updated to reflect the changes made at the base data.

To maintain the results of materialized views, two approaches can be
adopted. The first one is full recomputation which reevaluates the complete
query provided in the view definition. The second one is incremental recom-
putation which only propagates the data changes from base relations to the
materialized views without accessing and querying the unchanged data sets.
For performance reason, the latter approach is preferable, when the size of
the base relation is much larger than the size of the change data.

Incremental view maintenance has been extensively studied for decades
[GM95, LMSS95, Gea95, BkLLT86, QW91]. Generally, two methods can be
followed:

• Algorithmic approach: Designing specific algorithms for view main-
tenance.
Example 1: A Counting algorithm [BkLLT86] applies to SQL views
by explicitly or implicitly associating each derived tuple in the mate-
rialized view with its frequency of occurrence. A typical use case of
the counting algorithm is to incrementally maintain a view which in-
cludes the project operator. As the project operator (in a set context
when ”DISTINCT” is specified) will eliminate data duplicates, it is
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impossible to deduce the correct state of the view without additional
information. For data changes, insertions are represented with positive
counts and deletions with negative counts. To update the materialized
view, positive counts are added in and negative counts are subtracted.
A tuple with zero counts is discarded.

• Algebraic approach (also called algebraic differencing approach): Treat-
ing the view definition as a mathematical formula and deducing in-
cremental change data propagation equations (rules) [QW91, Gea95,
GM95]. Deltas are classified as insertions ∆ and deletions ∇ where
an update is modeled as a delete-insert pair. The new state of a view
is computed by discarding the deleted tuples and inserting the newly
generated ones, i.e. V new = V old −∇ ∪∆.
Example 2: Consider a view Stu − dep that is defined as an equi −
join of relations Student (stu no, stu name, dep no) and Department
(dep no, building):

Stu− dep = Student ondep no Department (6.1)

Let ∆(Student) and ∆(Department) represent the tuples which are
inserted into relations Student and Department, respectively. The
change data propagation rule for equi− join based on insertions is

(R ∪∆R) onp S = (R onp S) ∪ (∆R onp S) (6.2)

The corresponding modifications for view Stu−dep can be computed by
recursively applying the change data propagation rule until the original
view definition is met:

(Student ∪∆Student) ondep no (Department ∪∆Department) =

(Student ondep no Department)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Original view definition

∪(∆Student ondep no Department)∪

(Student ondep no ∆Department) ∪ (∆Student ondep no ∆Department)
(6.3)

Comparing these two approaches, the first one (algorithmic approach) is
used to deal with a specific incremental maintenance problem and in those
cases is more effective than the second approach. For example, in general,
the algebraic approach cannot deduce the incremental change data propaga-
tion rules for the project operator based on the set context. However, the
soundness of the algorithm approach is hard to prove and it is difficult for
the database system to optimize.
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6.2.2 Remote materialized view maintenance

A data warehouse (DW) is a data repository which stores integrated data
from one or more than one data source. Abstractly, the tables in a DW can
be considered as materialized views which are derived from multiple source
tables. However, different from the discussions made in the previous section,
a DW is usually an autonomous system which resides on different machines
than its data sources.

Base 
relations

Materailized 
views

.

.

.

RDBMS
DW

Materailized 
views

Local
Source 1

Base 
relations

Source n

Base 
relations

Remote

Figure 6.2: View maintenance in a local and a remote manner

Figure 6.2 describes the differences between view maintenance in a local
and a remote manner. The left side illustrates the traditional view mainte-
nance. It assumes that both base relations and materialized views are under
the control of a single database system. In the remote manner, base relations
and materialized views are managed by different systems residing on different
machines connected via a network.

When incrementally maintaining the tables in a DW, the traditional view
maintenance approaches have to deal with so called distributed incremental
view maintenance anomalies [ZGMHW95, JD09] or maintenance anomalies
in short. Maintenance anomalies occur as DW and data sources are both
autonomous systems. They happen when DW tries to update its state while
data sources are changing. Although data sources can report their changes
periodically or directly to the DW, as they generally do not understand the
view definition, the DW has to issue queries back to certain data sources.
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However, it is possible that data sources get modified while queries are sent
back to the sources. In consequence, maintenance anomalies occur.

To overcome maintenance anomalies, several approaches are proposed:

1. Distributed transaction. Putting change data reporting, queries send
back and view reevaluation in a single distributed transaction. Because
of the isolation property, no inconsistent states of source tables will be
read.

2. Source table duplication. The main reason for the maintenance anoma-
lies is that a DW has to send queries back to source tables to accomplish
view maintenance. To avoid that, the DW can make copies of source
tables based on the view definition. However, such an approach can
cause a considerable overhead. Moreover, the copies of source tables
in the DW or staging area also need to be updated in response to the
data modifications made at the data sources.

3. Compensating algorithm. Instead of explicitly issuing distributed trans-
action or making copies of relations involved in view definitions, authors
in [ZGMHW95] utilize so-called compensating queries to avoid main-
tenance anomalies. The basic idea is to send compensating queries
together with the usual queries back to data sources to offset the ef-
fects of concurrent updates. However, compensating queries can only
produce correct results when we assume the messages between data
sources and the DW are delivered in order and data sources have the
ability to evaluate the queries.

6.2.3 Incremental ETL processing

ETL [KC04] is a shorthand for Extract, Transform and Load. In general,
it describes a series of data processing steps, namely, extracting data from
homogeneous or heterogeneous data sources, transforming extracted data by
applying a set of rules or functions to generate proper format or structure
and loading the transformed results into the final target e.g. a file system or
data warehouse. Generally speaking, ETL processing can be considered as a
style of materialized data integration.

To incrementally recompute ETL processing, the change data propaga-
tion rules which are proposed for materialized view maintenance can be
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reused when ETL graphs (or processing operators) are represented by re-
lational algebra, namely, Algebraic differencing approaches [JD08, JD09].
However, as ETL tools usually access data from heterogeneous data sources,
data cleansing is a very important task. Due to a study made by [Jör13],
incremental ETL jobs may not even outperform the naive full recomputation
as it usually involves data cleansing operations. To accelerate incremental
ETL jobs, [Jör13] leverages the notion of safe delta propagation. Safe deltas
are a superset of true deltas and may be computed more efficiently with data
cleansing operators.

Generally, change data in view maintenance is classified as insertion and
deletion where update is represented as a deletion/insertion pair. In the
ETL/DW context, a so called ”Change-Data Capture” (CDC) is used to
detect data changes made at the data sources. In practice, different CDC
approaches can be utilized and not all of them can produce complete deltas.
Hence, [JD11] proposes approaches for incremental ETL processing with par-
tial change data (deltas) for a specific type of view, namely Dimension Views.
Dimension views are SPJ (Select-Project-Join) views in which each tuple in
the view must contain a unique identifier and the join predicates at least
references the primary key of one base table.

The partial delta sets are classified as insertion, deletion, updates, partial
updates, upserts and partial deletions. For propagating partial deltas, the
change data propagation rules proposed by [Gea95] are modified w.r.t. the
type of partial deltas. Moreover, a data target is assumed to have the ability
to handle ”partial” modifications, e.g. to support a MERGE operation when
”upserted” deltas are propagated.

6.2.4 Incremental recomputation for ”Big data” pro-
cessing

Incremental recomputation attracts more and more attention in the ”Big
data” context, as it can heavily reduce query response time. In the following,
we introduce several approaches or frameworks which attempt to implement
incremental recomputation.

• Incoop [BWR+11] was developed by Max Planck Institute. It extends
the Apache Hadoop framework in several ways. First, HDFS (Hadoop
distributed file system) is extended to Inc-HDFS which provides the
ability to identify similarities in the input data. Secondly, large task
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will be divided into a set of smaller tasks with a controlled granular-
ity. Thirdly, a new MapReduce scheduler called Memorization-aware
scheduler is proposed. The Memorization-aware scheduler will assign
the data analyzing tasks only to the needed machines (the machines
which contain the change data).

• DryadInc [PBYI09] is a system which is developed by UC Berkley and
Microsoft Research. To incrementally maintain query results, DryadInc
caches intermediate results from prior query executions and reuses them
when they occur unchanged in future computations.

• Percolator [PD10] is a system which is built by Google for processing
large data sets incrementally. Different from MapReduce, Percolator
is built on top of Google’s Big table. It provides a new programming
model called ”Observer”. An observer is similar to a trigger in rela-
tional database systems. It consists of a piece of code which is invoked
when a specific event occurs.

• CBP (Continuous bulk processing) [LOR+10] is a system which is de-
veloped by UC San Diego and Yahoo Research. CBP is inspired by
MapReduce and introduces several new primitives which can be used
to store and reuse prior results for incremental recomputation. In each
data transformation step, the input records are divided into several dis-
joint partitions and certain criteria can be specified to determine the
runnability of a transform step depending on its available input data.

• Marimba [JPYD11, SJHD14] is a framework which is proposed by TU
Kaiserslautern and addresses the maintainability of a specific MapRe-
duce jobs, namely, aggregate self-maintainable MapReduce jobs for a
wide range of data transformation and analysis tasks. The term ”self
- maintainable” denotes a specific type of materialized views (or query
results) in which the state of materialized views can be maintained
by only using the data changes and view itself. Marimba extends
MapReduce by adding new MapReduce classes to provide the system-
atic support for incremental MapReduce jobs. To deduce incremental
MapReduce jobs, each aggregate self-maintainable MapReduce job is
first abstractly represented as an Abelian group. The new query results
are calculated based on the types of the aggregation functions and the
neutral element of that Abelian group.
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To summarize the previous approaches, three categories can be classified.

1. Incoop and DryadInc use caching mechanisms. They attempt to reuse
the previous results. Although this approach is transparent to users
and no new programming model will be introduced, the overhead of
storage will be extremely high.

2. Percolator and CBP introduce new programming model primitives for
incremental recomputations. Although the storage overhead is avoided,
it requires programming skills and forces users to work at a very low
level of abstraction.

3. Marimba is inspired by the approaches of materialized views. It maps
each aggregate self-maintainable MapReduce jobs into an Abelian group.
Comparing to the former two categories, Marimba does not require to
cache the intermediate results or force programmers to use new pro-
gramming paradigms.

6.3 Incremental recomputation for temporal

data

Although incremental recomputation has been extensively studied for non-
temporal data for a long time, incremental temporal data processing has
only been addressed on some aspects. In general, incremental recomputation
based on temporal data can be tackled in two ways:

1. Transforming temporal data (including base data and change data) and
temporal queries into their non-temporal counterparts and reusing the
approaches which are designed for non-temporal data [JMRS93].

2. Propagating temporal data changes directly based on the predefined
temporal operators [YW98, YW00, Bea95].

6.3.1 Reusing non-temporal approaches for incremen-
tally recomputing temporal data

To guarantee the correctness of a temporal query when utilizing non-temporal
operators, e.g. relational algebra, people have proposed a notion called
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”Snapshot Reducibility”. Snapshot Reducibility describes that a temporal
query applied to the temporal relations can be evaluated based on each in-
dividual snapshot of those relations at each distinct time instant.

 S1,…,Sn R1,…,Rn

Stout

OpT

Rout

Op

Snapshot

Snapshot

Figure 6.3: Snapshot Reducibility

Figure 6.3 gives a graphical illustration of the Snapshot Reducibility.
S1, ..., Sn, OpT and Stout on the left denote temporal tables, temporal queries
and temporal results, respectively. R1, ...Rn, Op and Rout on the right in-
dicate the corresponding non-temporal data, non-temporal queries and non-
temporal results, respectively. To connect these two areas, Snapshots of each
Si ( where 1 ≤ i ≤ n) will be taken and temporal operators (queries) OpT
will be transformed to Op.

Authors in [JMRS93] propose an incremental implementation model for
relational databases with transaction time based on the notion of ”Snapshot
Reducibility”. Each table R in such model is correlated with a so called
”Backlog” BR. A Backlog BR stores the complete history of data modifi-
cations of table R. In general, the schema of a Backlog BR consists of all
the attributes of its corresponding relation R with additional three columns,
namely, Id, Op and Time.

Id can be considered as a surrogate key holding an automatically gener-
ated value. Op denotes what kind of data modification, namely, whether an
insertion, a deletion or a modification (update) was performed. Time indi-
cates the time instant when data modification is done, i.e. the time when its
corresponding transaction was committed.

With the help of BR, the state of a relation R at each distinct time
instant (each snapshot of R) can be represented as a vector (or an array)
in which each element in that vector is a pointer to a tuple of its Backlog.
In consequence, temporal results can be rebuilt based on its corresponding
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non-temporal results by using the Backlog.
To incrementally calculate temporal results based on non-temporal oper-

ators and Backlogs, the following steps will be performed:

1. Transforming temporal data (including both base relations and deltas)
and temporal queries into their non-temporal counterparts.

2. Reusing non-temporal incremental approaches, e.g. the strategies for
materialized view maintenance.

3. Utilizing Backlogs to transform non-temporal results to temporal re-
sults.

Although this approach can be seamlessly integrated with the existing
relational database systems, storing the whole data-change history (Backlog)
for each table will cause a huge storage overhead.

6.3.2 Propagating temporal deltas with temporal op-
erators

For a long time, there was no official standard for the temporal databases
1. Different research groups and companies proposed their own temporal
data models and temporal operators. Hence, in the following, we will intro-
duce approaches for incremental temporal recomputation based on various
temporal data models and temporal operators.

View maintenance for the chronicle data model

A transaction recording system is a system which records a stream of trans-
action information, such as telephone calls, stock trades and so on. To meet
the stringent performance requirement of such a system, AT&T Bell Labo-
ratories [JMS95] proposed a new temporal data model called Chronicle data
model to store transactional data.

A chronicle is similar to a relation, except that each tuple in a chronicle is
associated with a unique sequence. Normally, a sequence number is generated
by a chronicle database systems to guarantee that the sequence number of the

1Although SQL 2011 introduces the temporal features, not all companies implement
them.
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new generated tuples are greater than all existing ones. Moreover, each tuple
in a chronicle is associated with an explicit temporal instant (or chronon) to
indicate when that tuple was created.

Different from a normal relation, a chronicle can only be modified by
appending new tuples at the end of it. Data modifications such as update
and deletion are not supported.

To query a chronicle, a new temporal algebra called ”Summarized Chron-
icle Algebra” is defined. The summarized chronicle algebra can be considered
as an extension of relational algebra. It contains seven operators, such as Se-
lect, Project, Natural equijoin, Union, Difference, Group-by with aggregations
and Cartesian product. The semantics of each operator is constrained by the
sequencing information, e.g. a Cartesian product of two chronicles R and S
implicitly requires a temporal join on the sequencing numbers.

Authors in [JMS95] exploit the algebraic differencing method to deduce
temporal delta propagation rules based on the summarized chronicle algebra.
Due to the data modifications supported by the chronicle model, the updates
of chronicles can be represented as Cnew = Cold ∪ ∆C. Moreover, as the
chronicle model guarantees the sequence number of all inserted tuples will
be larger than existing ones, there will be no sequence-number equalities
between the old state of one chronicle and the new state of an other one.
Consequently, the change data propagation rules for binary operators are
simplified. For example, C1 onp C2 will only be updated when ∆C1 on ∆C2 6=
∅ (as both ∆C1 on C2 and ∆C2 on C1 are empty).

Temporal view maintenance with temporal relational model

A temporal data warehouse is a data repository which stores temporal and
time-related data for data analysis. A temporal data warehouse can be uti-
lized to e.g. keep track of marketing data, fraud detecting and personal
information. Each table in a temporal data warehouse can be considered
as a materialized temporal view which is derived from various data sources.
Note that data sources can be non-temporal database systems.

To model a temporal table in a data warehouse, researchers [YW98] at
Stanford University proposed a Bitemporal Conceptual Data Model (BCDM).
The BCDM model can be seen as an extension of the relational data model
in which each tuple is associated with an explicit temporal interval (TI).
However, different from the temporal data model used in SQL 2011 standard,
tuples in the same table which are value-equivalent will be represented as a
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single tuple in which the temporal interval (TI) of such tuple is a set of TIs
which denote when that tuple is valid. Moreover, the BCDM model requires
the TI to be included in the primary key.

The temporal query operators (for the BCDM model) are extensions of
the relational algebra. Six operators, such as Difference, Union, Projection,
Selection, Join and Cumulative temporal aggregation are defined. For Union
and Difference, duplicates or equivalent tuples will be removed when they
share the same values and are valid during the same period of time. For the
join operator, two tuples will be joined together when they satisfy the join
predicate and are valid during the same period of time.

To deduce the temporal change data propagation rules, temporal deltas
are represented as inserted and deleted sets and temporal queries are classified
into different categories based on their semantics. Before propagating tempo-
ral deltas, temporal queries are classified into τ -Reducible and θ-Reducible.
τ -Reducible denotes queries that have no explicit reference to temporal at-
tributes and θ-Reducible indicates that temporal attributes are referenced
in the query definition. Based on different types of temporal queries, the
corresponding temporal deltas need to be generated. The rules for propa-
gating temporal deltas looks the same as the rules for their non-temporal
counterparts [QW91].

Although this approach can propagate data changes incrementally, trans-
forming the suitable delta content based on the semantics of temporal queries
is cumbersome and time-consuming.

Temporal aggregation

In the non-temporal database context, view maintenance with aggregation
functions has been studied for a long time, see survey [GM95].

In the temporal database context, several approaches [KS95, YW03] ad-
dressed the incremental recomputations based on instantaneous temporal
aggregation (ITA) and moving-window or cumulative temporal aggregation
(CTA). Generally, temporal deltas are classified as deletion ∇ and insertion
∆ where an update is represented as a deletion/insertion pair. To imple-
ment the incremental recomputation, new index structures [KS95, YW03]
are introduced based on memory and disk.

[KS95] introduces an index structure called aggregation tree to achieve
the incremental recomputation based on ITA. The aggregation tree is an al-
ternative of segment tree [THC09]. It stores in main memory and maintains
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the hierarchy of TIs and partial aggregation results. To maintain the aggre-
gation tree, the starting- and ending-points of TIs in each inserted tuple are
used to split the tree. However, the paper lacks the discussion about how to
main the aggregation tree with deletions.

[YW03] proposes a disk-based index called SB-tree to incrementally cal-
culate CTA. A SB-tree combines the features of segment tree and B-tree
[THC09]. It stores a hierarchy of TIs and partial aggregation results. As
same as B-tree, each SB-tree is associated with an order b. b denotes that
each SB-tree node (except root node) should at least contains b − 1 keys
(time points) but not more than 2b. When a tuple is inserted, the TI of
that tuple is used to split the tree. The processing of SB-tree splitting is
as same as B-tree. When deletions occur, they will be treated as insertions
with ”negative” effect on the aggregation values. After SB-tree is updated,
a compact processing will be performed to merge intervals of the tree nodes.

For both approaches, as the index is built for the aggregation values, the
results of aggregation functions MIN and MAX cannot be incrementally
computed.
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Chapter 7

Temporal change-data capture

Change-data capture (CDC) [KC04] is a term used mostly in the data repli-
cation and ETL/DW context. It is a prerequisite task for incremental re-
computation and describes process of extracting data changes (deltas) made
at data sources. In this chapter, we illustrate how temporal deltas can be
modeled and extracted from data sources, i.e. wide-column stores (WCSs).

In general, CDC processing will include the following steps:

1. Detecting deltas.

2. Classifying delta items into appropriate categories based on the modi-
fication events.

3. Customizing delta outputs based on the application logic and the data
targets.

4. Delivering deltas.

As we will see in subsequent sections, each of these steps is influenced and
constrained by peculiarities of the data sources and characteristics of the
incremental applications. For example, to incrementally calculate the result
of an aggregation function, such as SUM , CDC should produce the before
and after state of updated tuples.

As we have already seen in Chapter 2, in contrast to relational database
systems, WCSs do not distinguish between update and insertion. New data
versions (values) will be generated through ”Put” commands. When issuing
a ”Put” command, users need to denote the parameters such as row key,
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column-family name, column name, value and timestamp (optional). Fol-
lowing the data model of WCS, data deletions can partially prune a row
by eliminating column values at various granularities, namely, data version,
column and column family. A row deletion will be represented as a number
of column-family deletions. Different from relational database systems, the
delete operations in WCSs will not delete data right away but insert a marker
called ”tombstone” to mask the data values whose TSs are less than or equal
to the TS of the tombstone. The actual data deletions take place at data
compaction time.

Although WCSs allow to manually assign and modify the value of TS,
it is not recommended by the WCS community [Hba]. As the timestamp
(TS) may be internally used by WCSs for some tasks, e.g. ttl (time-to-live)
calculation and stale data version deletion, manually modifying a TS without
careful considerations can easily cause confusion and unexpected behavior,
e.g. inserting an invisible tuple (if the new inserted tuple does not pass the
ttl constraint). In consequence, we assume that the TSs have the semantics
of transaction time and the values of TSs are automatically generated by the
database systems (WCSs).

Recall the architecture of a temporal data warehouse (DW) in Figure
5.1. Each data value in the data sources is associated with a TS where each
tuple (or data version) in the DW is associated with a temporal interval (TI).
Hence, it is the responsibility of CDC to translate the TS to a TI for each
delta item (we will illustrate how such translation can be done in Section
7.1).

In the following sections, we will first depict our logical temporal delta
model and its corresponding physical representations. Then, we describe
five feasible CDC approaches, namely, Timestamp-based approach, Audit-
column approach, Log-based approach, Trigger-based approach and Snapshot
differential approach and indicate their advantages and drawbacks. Finally,
we compare their performance.

7.1 Temporal delta model

In general, the design and the implementation of CDC is influenced by the
peculiarities of data sources and the characteristics of incremental applica-
tions. Maintenance of materialized views in relational databases (RDBMSs)
usually require a complete delta set and both data sources and data tar-
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gets are relational tables. Due to the data manipulation language (DML)
supported by RDBMS, change data is usually classified into insert deltas
and delete deltas (update deltas are represented as pairs of delete deltas and
insert deltas).

To incrementally load and recompute the transformation results in the
ETL/DW context, the strategies for maintaining materialized views are then
utilized in distributed environments. Normally, the captured deltas are often
”partial deltas” [JD11, HD13] due to

1. the data processing constraints of CDC approaches,

2. the data access restrictions of data sources, and

3. the efficiency of change data extraction mechanisms.

Partial deltas may lack attribute values, e.g. the previous state of an
updated tuple is unknown, or the type of partial deltas may be uncertain, e.g.
inserted tuples cannot be distinguished from updated ones. Although partial
delta lacks some kinds of information and cannot be utilized by maintaining
materialized view techniques, it is very useful to maintain an important type
of tables, i.e. dimension tables in DW [KC04].

Before going into the details of the logical delta model, let us indicate
what kinds of delta information is provided by WCSs right way. For recovery
concerns, each data node in a WCS maintains log information to record the
data modifications. As we have already seen in Chapter 2, WCSs support
two sorts of data modifications, namely, a ”Put” command which generates
a new data version for a denoted column and a ”Delete” command which
produces a ”tombstone” to mask the deleted data values. When any of these
operations occurs, it will be recorded in a log entry. Clearly, deltas provided
by WCSs are partial for following reasons.

1. The data modification type of a delta is ambiguous, i.e. an update
cannot be distinguished from insertion.

2. Before images of deleted data values are missing, i.e. a tombstone is
only a tag for masking the deleted data values.

Different from the general ETL/DW scenario, the partial nature of deltas is
caused by the characteristics of WCSs (e.g. DML operation semantics) rather
than a specific CDC approach or the access restrictions of data sources.
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Obviously, the usage of such partial deltas sets is very limited. For ex-
ample, as an insertion is not differentiated from an update, it is impossible
to incrementally calculate the aggregate values. Moreover, as each tuple (or
data version) in the DW contains an explicit temporal interval (TI), it is
unclear how each delta item extracted from the data source will affect the
TIs in the DW.

Hence, the aforementioned partial delta information has to be further
refined and a suitable delta model needs to be built. In the following sections,
we propose our logical delta model and describe the corresponding physical
delta representations.

7.1.1 Logical delta model

To generate delta sets which can be used by different incremental appli-
cations, each delta object derived from WCSs is modeled as a quadruplet:
(identifier, operation, time-dimension, value).

• Identifier includes information such as row key, column-family name
and column name which are derived from the source data.

• Operation indicates the type of data modification which was per-
formed. As WCSs do not distinguish between insertion and update
and supports various deletion granularities, the original (basic) opera-
tion types supported by WCSs are ”Put”, ”Delete” (version deletion),
”DeleteColumn” and ”DeleteFamily”. However, these operation types
reflect an incomplete delta set and lack the ability to work with diverse
incremental applications, e.g. a procedure which incrementally main-
tains aggregations cannot use the delta sets with ”Put” tag. Hence,
we further refine and extend the basic operation types into Insert,
Updateold/new, Updatepartial, Upsert and Deleteold/new. Insert indicates
that deltas are generated by insertion; Updateold/new denotes deltas
generated by updates and represents the state before and after an up-
date, respectively; Updatepartial only indicates the state after an update;
Upsert denotes the delta is produced via insertion or update. Differ-
ent from traditional database systems, WCSs support data deletions in
multiple granularities. Hence, it is possible that the tuple (columns)
still contain some data values after data deletions. Deleteold/new de-
notes that deltas are generated through deletions and depict the deleted
data values and the remaining data values after deletion, respectively.
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• Time-dimension contains an operation timestamp (OPTS) which de-
notes when a specific data modification occurs, a data version (tuple)
timestamp (V alTS ) which describes when that data version is gen-
erated and a temporal interval (TI) which indicates how long a data
version (tuple) is valid.

• Value represents the delta value based on the sort of data modification.

It is apparent that our logical delta model represents deltas at various
completeness levels. We refer to deltas which are incomplete as partial deltas.
A delta object may be partial delta because

1. the operation type is ambiguous, e.g. the delta operation type is Upsert,
or

2. the delta value is incomplete, e.g. a delta object which only contains
the after state for an update operation.

We give a formal definition for partial deltas for WCSs as follows:

Definition 7.1.1 (Partial Deltas). Let R(rk, cfs : cols) be a WCS table
with row key rk and a set of cfs:cols (column families:columns). For one rk,
each column may contain multiple data versions. Let Rold denote the state
of R at time point t1 and Rnew the state of R at time point t2, where t1 < t2.
During t1 and t2, several data modifications take place. Partial deltas of R
during time span t1 and t2 are a five-tuple of sets (Rins, Rupn/upo, Rpup, Rups,
Rdelo/deln) where:

• Rins ⊆ Rnew indicates a set of data values inserted into R; (insertion)

• Rupo/upn with Rupn ⊆ Rnew and Rupo ⊆ Rold denotes a set of tuples
updated in R; (update)

• Rpup ⊆ Rnew denotes a set of data values updated in R only with the
current state; (partial update)

• Rups ⊆ Rnew indicates a set of data values either inserted or updated
in R; (upsert)

• Rdelo/deln with Rdelo ⊆ Rold and Rdeln ⊆ Rnew indicates a set of data
values deleted from R and the rest of data values remaining in R,
respectively; (deletion)
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Based on the description of our temporal data warehouse (DW) architec-
ture in Section 5.1, each data value in the data source is associated with a TS
whereas each tuple (or data version) in DW carries in an explicit TI. CDC
therefore has to explicitly translate the TS of each delta item into its corre-
sponding TI. Moreover, each base relation in the data warehouse maintains a
version history and no current data will be ever deleted or overwritten. The
delta transformations are described as follows.

Definition 7.1.2 (Delta transformations). Let RI and RT denote a
source table and its corresponding base relation in DW. We utilize RI

ins,
RI

upo/upn, RI
ups, R

I
pup R

I
delo/deln, RT

ins, R
T
upo/upn, RT

ups and RT
pup to denote insert,

update, upsert, partial update and delete delta sets of RI and RT , respec-
tively. The deltas transformation between these two delta sets are given as
follows:

• RI
ins → RT

ins: For every tuple (version) s in RI
ins, TI of the correspond-

ing tuple s′ in RT
ins is represented as [s.TS,End) where End is ∞ or

calculated by ttl.

• RI
upo/upn → RT

upo/upn&RT
ins: An update occurs at RI will cause a tuple

insertion and a TI update of the corresponding tuples in RT . For each
tuple s in RI

upn, TI of the corresponding s′ in RT
ins is represented as

[s.TS,End). For each tuple t in RI
upo, it is translated to a TI update

(t1, t2) in RT
upo/upn. t1.T I = [t.TS,End) and t2.T I = [t.TS, UpTS)

where OpTS denotes that when the update occurred.

• RI
ups → RT

ups: For every tuple (version) s in RI
ups, TI of the correspond-

ing tuple s′ in RT
ups is represented as [s.TS,End).

• RI
pup → RT

pup: For every tuple (version) s in RI
pup, TI of the correspond-

ing tuple s′ in RT
pup is represented as [s.TS,End).

• RI
delo/deln → RT

upo/upn&RT
ins: As base relations in DW store the complete

historical data, no current data will be deleted. In consequence, a
deletion occurred at RI will be translated as a TI modification and
a tuple insertion. For each tuple s in RI

deln, TI of the corresponding
s′ in RT

ins is represented as [DelTS, End), where DelTS denotes that
when the deletion occurred. For each tuple t in RI

delo, it is translated
to a TI update (t1, t2) in RT

upo/upn. t1.T I = [t.TS,End) and t2.T I =

[t.TS,DelTS).
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Based on the delta transformations described above, partial deltas defined
in Definition 7.1.2 can be refined as a four-tuple of sets (Rins, Rupn/upo, Rpup,
Rups).

7.1.2 Delta representation

The delta representation is the actual representation of the logical delta
model which reflects the delta structures and the delta values. The generic
structure of a ”Delta” information item is shown in Figure 7.1:

Operation Metadata OpTS TI

Figure 7.1: Delta information per column

OpType Corresponding representations
1 Insertion
2 Update old
3 Update new
4 Upsert
5 Partial update

Table 7.1: Operation types

• The Operation column indicates how delta objects are generated. Val-
ues from 1 to 5 will be assigned to indicate the corresponding delta sets.
The meaning of each number is illustrated in Table 7.1.

• The Metadata column contains the information of source table such
as row key (Ide), column-family name (Cf) and column name (Col).

• The OpTS column denotes when a specific data modification took place.

• The TI column is represented as [Start, End) which denotes the valid
temporal interval.
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As described in Chapter 4, temporal data in a DW can be modeled using
the tuple-timestmaping representation (TTR) or the explicit history repre-
sentation (EHR). A TTR table appends each tuple with an explicit TI
where EHR attaches a TI to each data version. When TTR is adopted as
the temporal data model for DW, delta items have the same column-family
names and column names as its corresponding source table with an additional
TI column. Its row-key value of each delta item consists of row key from the
source table, OpTS and Operation. We call this temporal delta representa-
tion row-level-representation. However, when EHR is utilized, the row key of
each delta item is composed by Metadata, OpTS and Operation. To store the
value of each delta item, an additional ”Value” column is created. As TI is
associated with each data version, we call this temporal delta representation
attribute-level-representation.
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Figure 7.2: CDC examples
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Figure 7.2 shows two examples of row-level-representation (RLR) and
attribute-level-representation (ALR), respectively. The source table is called
”Web-surfing” which contains two columns ”Web: Page” and ”Network: Sup-
plier”. In the example, there is one ”Put” operation which generates a new
data version for row key ”Tom” and one ”Column-Delete” operation which
deletes all the data versions under ”Web:Page” column for ”Tom”. The first
”Put” operation is treated as an update as the row key ”Tom” and the cor-
responding column have already existed. 3 tuples will be inserted into both
RLR and ALR delta tables, namely, two for TI updates and one for inser-
tion. For processing the deletion, 3 tuples will be again inserted into RLR
where ALR only contains 2 tuples. For the ALR delta table, the deletion
will only affect the TI of ”Web:Page” column, and hence no changes will be
recorded for ”Network:Supplier” column.

Due to the previous example, it is obvious that the ALR maintains less
redundant data than RLR. For example, string ”Telecom” exists in every
tuple of RLR delta table.

As we have integrated OpTS which indicates when a specific data modifi-
cation took place into the row key, it’s very easy for an application to obtain
a desired delta set by checking if the TSs of row keys are included in a specific
time interval. Moreover, our Deltas table stores a historical delta set rather
than the latest data changes. In consequence, the incremental applications
and the data target (for example, DW) are capable to choose the desired
parts to work with.

7.1.3 Enhanced delta representation for attribute-level

Although attribute-level-representation (ALR) maintains less data redun-
dancy than row-level-representation (RLR), it leads to more data processing
when a complete tuple is needed as output. In Figure 7.2, suppose we wish
to select users who browse a specific web-site is less than 10 seconds (brows-
ing time is calculated as TI.End − TI.Start). Initially, the content of this
query is empty. At time point 4, user ”Tom” leaves ”Yahoo.com” and goes
to ”Spiegel.de”. In consequence, delta item ”Tom/4/3” (in RLR delta ta-
ble) or delta item ”4/Web/Page/Tom/3” (in ALR delta table) satisfies the
selection criterion. The delta item ”Tom/4/3” can be directly propagated to
the DW. However, for delta item ”4/Tom/Web/Page/3”, the output of the
incremental procedure contains only the partial row information as the delta
representation is based on individual attribute.
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Figure 7.3: Enhanced attribute-level-representation

To solve such issues, we can purse two options.

1. As the delta table maintains the history of data changes, the application
can utilize the current state of the source table and the change data
history to rebuild the state of a tuple at a specific time. For example, in
Figure 7.2, after the delta satisfies the filter predicate, the application
can use the row key derived from the delta object as a parameter for
issuing a ”Get” operation to the ”Web-surfing” table to obtain the
corresponding tuple value.

2. The other option is to include the unchanged data columns in the delta
output. Compared to Figure 7.1, the unchanged data columns, namely
the column names and the related values derived from the source table,
are appended to the delta results. We call this delta representation
”enhanced attribute-level-representation”. Figure 7.3 shows an example
of the enhanced delta representation.

In the example, one column (”Network:Supplier”) which denotes the
unchanged column derived from source table (”Web-surfing”) is ap-
pended to the Deltas table. Now the incremental application can di-
rectly generate the desired data output.
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7.2 Change-data-capture approaches

In this section, we describe five feasible CDC approaches, namely, Timestamp-
based approach, Audit-column approach, Log-based approach, Trigger-based
approach and Snapshot differential approach, which are exploited to detect
and extract deltas from WCSs. The Timestamp-based approach is a WCS-
specific approach. Although the other approaches are well known for RDBMS
or DW, their designs and implementations in the NoSQL context are re-
stricted by the MapReduce programming model and the characteristics of
the WCSs. Each CDC approach can only produce deltas at a certain level of
completeness and a corresponding delta history due to its inherent character-
istics, e.g. the Timestamp-based approach cannot generate inserted deltas
and could only produce a partial delta history. Moreover, the limitations
and pitfalls for each CDC approach will be discussed. For simplifying the
descriptions, we chose to use attribute-level-representation as the output for-
mat for each CDC approach in our examples. More implementations details
will be given in Section 7.3.

7.2.1 Timestamp-based approach

Web-surfing

Web:Page
ttl=10s

Tom
Google.de:6
Spiegel.de:4

MR table scan  
procedure filters 

table with 
[2, 7]

Deltas table

6/Web/Page/
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Value:
Content

6/Web/Page/
Tom/2

6/Web/Page/
Tom/3

4/Web/Page/
Tom/4
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[6, ∞)

Spiegel.de,
[4, ∞)

Spiegel.de,
[4, 6)

Spiegel.de,
[4, ∞)

 TS/Cf/Col/
Ide/Op

Figure 7.4: Timestamp-based approach

As we have already described in the previous chapters, each column of a
WCS table stores multiple data versions. Besides the data value, each data
version contains a TS which denotes when that data version was created by a
”Put” command. The multiple data versions in a column can also be viewed
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as a change data history for that column. For example, in Figure 7.4, the
current data version for column ”Web:Page” of row ”Tom” is ”Google.de:6”
while the older data version ”Spiegel.de:4” represents the data valid during
[4, 6). Hence, it is feasible to scan a table with a certain time interval as a
selection criterion to discover the delta candidates.

Figure 7.4 describes this approach. A MapReduce job is applied to scan
the table with timing constraint [2, 7], which indicates to return the data
values whose timestamps are larger than or equal to time point 2 and less than
or equal to time point 7. The corresponding output is shown at the right-
hand side of the figure. The data version ”Google.de:6” is treated as update,
as CDC can detect there already exists a data version, i.e. ”Spiegel.de:4”
before ”Google.de” is inserted into the ”Web:Page” column.
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Figure 7.5: Detecting the type of the oldest data version

Notice that, ”Spiegel.de:4” is classified as an upserted delta instead of
an inserted delta. The reason is that each column in a WCS table cannot
store infinite number of data versions. Take a look an example in Figure
7.5. Suppose the maximum data versions of column ”Web:Page” is 2 and
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we periodically copy the table values from data source to DW. If we prop-
agate ”(Google, [6, ∞)” as an insertion instead of an upsert. Web-surfing
table (denoted as ”Web-surfing-f”) will contain temporal conflict data, e.g.
”Tom/4/∞” and ”Tom/6/8”.

As there are no data versions older than ”Spiegel.de:4”, CDC cannot
decide whether it is generated via insertion or update.

Although the Timestamp-based approach is easy and straightforward,
there are several drawbacks. First, CDC cannot distinguish between update
and insertion (e.g. ”4/Web/Page/Tom/4”). Second, as deletions cannot be
detected, the Deltas table can only contain a partial change data history.

7.2.2 Audit-column approach
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MR table scan 
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Figure 7.6: Audit-column approach

The Audit-column approach can be used to address some drawbacks of
the Timestamp-based approach. Each source table is extended with auxiliary
columns to record the data insertion time. Figure 7.6 depicts this approach.
Now, ”Spiegel.de:4” is categorized as Rpup (partial update) rather than Rups

(in Figure 7.4). Although this approach can differentiate update from inser-
tion, deletions still cannot be detected and the delta history could be still
partial. Moreover, unless such a column is already part of the database de-
sign for auditing process, the application logic needs to be added or changed
to maintain the audit column.
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7.2.3 Log-based approach

For recovery and durability reasons, each work node in WCSs maintains a
WAL (Write-Ahead Log). A WAL is a form of redo log which requires all
the data modifications applied to the database must be deferred until those
changes have been recorded in the log file. When a crash happens, the
database system can exploit the log entries to rebuild the state before the
crash occurred. The content of the WAL can also be used to extract deltas.
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Log-key: 16/d7ca/4/Web-surfing
Log-value: Tom/Web/Page/4/put/Spiegel.de 
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…...

…...
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[2, 7]
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 TS/Cf/Col/
Ide/Op

Figure 7.7: Log-based approach

The left hand side of Figure 7.7 shows a WAL segment for the ”Web-
surfing” table. Each log entry is organized as a key-value pair. The key
part is composed of a log sequence number, node ID, log writing time and
table name. The value part contains the information of the data modification.
Different from RDBMS, a WAL in WCSs doesn’t distinguish between update
and insertion and only records ”tombstones” for deletions.

Log entries may be automatically deleted by WCS when the data modi-
fications have been made persistent on disk. Hence, without a specific con-
figuration, CDC may only get a partial WAL for analysis. In Figure 7.7,
we use tcre, told and tlat to denote the creation time of the log, the oldest
and the latest timestamps among the existing log entries, respectively. [tsta,
tend] indicates the time interval in which CDC wishes to capture deltas. A
MapReduce log analysis procedure is applied to scan the partial WAL of
the ”Web-surfing” table with [ tsta = 2; tend = 7]. Notice that log analysis
procedure cannot decide whether ”Spiegel.de:4” is generated via insertion or
update, as it is the oldest log entry for row ”Tom” under the ”Web:Page”
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column. The intuitive solution is to extend the scanning time interval from
[tsta, tend] to [told, tend]. Nevertheless, as the WAL remains partial, it is still
impossible to detect the inserted deltas. Hence, a full WAL needs to be saved
if the complete delta sets are required. However, as WAL records the log in-
formation for every table residing on a cluster node, saving and analyzing
the whole WAL will be space-consuming and time-consuming.

7.2.4 Trigger-based approach
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Figure 7.8: Trigger-based approach

A database trigger allows to automatically execute data manipulation
language or other operations in response to certain events on a particular
table. Hence, detecting and storing deltas can be easily implemented by
triggers, if they are supported by the WCS.

Figure 7.8 shows an example of the Trigger-based approach. Two triggers
are defined to monitor ”Put” and ”Delete” events on the ”Web-surfing” table.
After a ”Put” command is performed, the ”Put” trigger will first access the
related column on the source table to check whether data versions already
existed before the ”Put” is executed. If yes, the new generated data version
is considered as update. Otherwise, it is treated as insertion. For monitoring
the ”Delete” operation, the ”Delete” trigger needs to first detect the deletion
granularity, i.e. data version, column or column family. Then it accesses the
source table to find the matching deleted tuples.
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7.2.5 Snapshot differential approach
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Figure 7.9: Snapshot differential approach

The Snapshot differential approach is typically utilized to capture deltas
from legacy system or unsophisticated system. However, this approach can
also be seen as a possible CDC candidate to detect and capture deltas from
WCSs. Snapshot differential processing generally contains two phases:

1. Taking snapshots from data source at different timestamps.

2. Comparing snapshots to extract change data.

For backup purposes, most WCSs support commands (e.g. the ”export”
command of HBase) to dump valid content into the distributed file system.
By ”valid content”, we mean data values which are not masked by tombstones
or have expired.

Figure 7.9 describes this approach. First, two snapshots of the ”Web-
surfing” table are taken at t1 and t2, respectively. Then, two snapshot images
are sent to the comparison procedure. In the snapshot comparison phase, all
tuples which appear in S2 but not in S1 are considered as insertion deltas.
In contrast, tuples which exist in S1 but not in S2 are treated as deletion
deltas. Tuples which exist in both S1 and S2 but differ from each other
are considered as update deltas. However, as the snapshot content doesn’t
contain any tombstone information, CDC cannot decide whether a data value
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is deleted by ”Delete” command or ttl expiration if t2 is greater than the time
of ttl expiration. When this situation occurs, we always assume the deleted
data changes are generated via ttl expiration, namely, the End point of its
TI is calculated by ttl. Moreover, it is possible that the Deltas table only
represents a partial delta history, e.g. a data version which is inserted into
the ”Web-surfing” table after t1, and is deleted due to ttl expiration or delete
command before t2 will not be captured.

7.3 Performance and implementation

In this section, we describe implementation details based on different delta
representations, namely, row-level-representation, attribute-level representa-
tion and enhanced attribute-level representation. Moreover, we show perfor-
mance charts to indicate the processing speed of each CDC approach. The
experiments are performed on a six-node cluster (Xeon Quadcore CPU at
2.53GHz, 4GB RAM, 1TB SATA-II disk, Gigabit Ethernet) running Hadoop
(version 2.0.2-appending) and HBase (version 0.92), respectively.

Test data sets are generated through the ”workloada” of YCSB (Yahoo
Cloud Service Benchmark). At the ”Loading” phase, 10 million tuples are
inserted into a predefined ”usertable” in HBase. The ”usertable” contains
one column family named ”cf1” with 10 columns. The ttl property for ”cf1”
is set to 60 minutes and the data replication factor is 3. To avoid the ”hot
spot” issue (one node will receive a significant amount of data processing
tasks while the other nodes are idle) in the cluster, the value of ”requestdis-
tribution” property is set to ”uniform” which indicates that data are evenly
distributed in the cluster. At the ”Transaction” phase, we vary the propor-
tion of data modifications applied to ”usertable” through the properties of
”updateproportion” and ”insertproportion”. As we can only indicate data
modification based on update and insertion inside workloada, we write our
own program to generate the delete operations.

7.3.1 Row-level-representation

The MapReduce framework is adopted as the application layer to implement
the CDC approaches except for Trigger-based approach. The Time-based
approach and the Audit-column approach are implemented only in the Map
function by scanning the source table with certain time spans. Each TS in a
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row indicates when the data modification, namely, update, upsert or partial
update occurs. To maintain the audit columns, we define a ”preCheck”
trigger at the WCSs server side to monitor each ”Put” command. When WCS
receives a Put command, the ”preCheck” will first check the corresponding
columns. If no values exist, the insertion time for such a column is created.

For the Log-based approach, the whole WAL is maintained. To achieve
that, we set the property ”hbase.master.logcleaner.ttl” (used to define the
life cycle of log) to a long time and incrementally copy the HBase log into
a specific archive. To obtain the freshness of the ”Deltas” table, we set
the property ”hbase.regionserver.logroll.period” to 1 min 1. The log analysis
procedure is implemented via Map and Reduce functions. The Map func-
tion reads the log entries as input and generates the intermediate key, which
is the row key and the intermediate value, which consists of the column-
family name, column name and the data value for each data modification.
The Reduce function sorts the data value based on the TS in ascending or-
der and treat the data values which belong to the oldest TS as insert delta
where the other values will be treated as update or deletion. For implement-
ing the Trigger-based approach, two RegionObservers [Hba] ”postPut” and
”preDelete” are defined. The RegionObserver provides hooks for data ma-
nipulation events, e.g. Put and Delete and is executed when certain events
occurred. The ”postPut” RegionObserver is executed after a Put command
is finished and the ”preDelete” RegionObserver is executed before execut-
ing a delete command. The functionality of these two RegionObservers have
been described in Section 7.2.

We utilize two separate charts to depict the CDC performance for data
generation and data deletion in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 respectively,
as the Timestamp-based approach and the Audit-column approach are not
capable to detect deletions. The range of execution time of the five CDC ap-
proaches is between 3.7 to 60 minutes which consists of initializing MapRe-
duce jobs, scanning WCS tables (or log files), CDC data processing and
loading CDC results. Normally, we need 30s to 40s to initialize MapRe-

1The value of log-roll period can be configured at the granularity of milli-second. How-
ever, the shorter the period, the smaller the log files that will be produced. For example,
if the period is set to 1 second, HBase will generate 395 log files (from 2M to 5M) when
inserting one million rows. In contrast, if the period is set to 1 minute, HBase will generate
130 log files (from 8M to 19M). Although the short log-roll period can guarantee the delta
freshness, MapReducek is not suitable to process a large amount of small files. Hence,
there is a trade-off between the delta freshness and the performance of MapReduce jobs.
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Figure 7.10: Update+Insertion (row-level-representation)

duce jobs in the cluster. The low performance of scanning HBase tables via
MapReduce have the following causes:

1. Even if data locality is guaranteed, local reads in HBase are handled
the same way as remote reads.

2. As valid data versions of one column could be distributed across mul-
tiple HFiles (one HFile consists of a set of key-value pairs and it is a
basic storage unit for HBase), merging HFiles through table scan will
take a long time.

3. HBase does not support data prefetch mechanisms when utilizing MapRe-
duce.

4. It is possible that the scan performed by a TaskTracker (a MapReduce
slave node which executes Map and Reduce function) would like to
access data hosted on other nodes. Hence, data shipping is needed to
process the table scan.
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Figure 7.11: Deletion (row-level-representation)

As HBase is memory-intensive, when Garbage Collection is executed by the
JVM (Java Virtual Machine) during loading CDC results, any client requests
are stalled and the server will pause for a significant amount of time [Hba].

In both charts, the Trigger-based approach shows the best performance
if the fraction of change data is small. The reason is that the triggers do not
cache any table locations. Hence, triggers have to find the correlated working
regions for every invocation. In Figure 7.10, the Audit-column approach
is slower than the Timestamp-based approach as it needs to process the
audit columns. For both figures, it is at first surprising to see that the Log-
based approach shows a better performance than the other approaches for
the middle and high percentages of data modifications, despite the fact that
it needs to process more data (in our experiment, WAL contains the log
information for a ”usertable” table and a ”Deltas” table). The reason is that
reading data from HDFS is approximately 5 times [Hba] (in our experiment,
the ratio is 2.3) faster than reading the same amount of data from HBase
when utilizing the MapReduce framework. Moreover, the header of each
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WAL fragment maintains metadata, such as table name and log creation
time. Hence, the log analysis procedure can filter unnecessary log entries
very rapidly. The Snapshot differential approach shows a bad performance
compared to the Log-based approach, as it needs to scan the whole table to
produce a new snapshot and one MapReduce snapshot comparison needs to
be executed.

7.3.2 Attribute-level-representation
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Figure 7.12: Update+Insertion (attribute-level-representation)

Different from the row-level-representation, the attribute-level-represen-
tation stores deltas based on each individual column. To implement the
Timestamp-based approach and the Audit-column approach, the TSs of each
individual column will be considered as time points when data modifications
occur. In contrast to the row-level-representation, the access of the other
columns to extract the complete row (in which its column values are valid
during the same period) is not needed. When the Reduce phase is needed
(for the Log-based approach and Snapshot differential approach), the inter-
mediate key of Map function is composed by row key, column-family name
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and column name, and the intermediate value consists of the data value for
each data modification.
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Figure 7.13: Deletion (attribute-level-representation)

Again, we separate the performance charts into two. Figure 7.12 shows
the performance for updated and inserted data and Figure 7.13 depicts the
deleted data. The delta extraction time ranges between 1.8 to 50 minutes.
Clearly, generating the attribute-level-representation is faster than producing
the row-level-representation, as the attribute-level-represen-tation maintains
less redundant data.

7.3.3 Enhanced attribute-level-representation

In contrast to the attribute-level-representation, each CDC approach has
to generate the corresponding unchanged data columns in the enhanced
attribute-level-representation. For implementing the Timestamp-based ap-
proach and the Audit-column approach, we need to use the temporal interval
(TI) of each changed data version as a selection criterion to retrieve the re-
lated unchanged data versions from the other columns. For implementing
the Log-based approach, the output key of the Map function is the row key
itself rather than the combination of row key and column-family name. The
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Reduce function will rebuild the row, detect the changed data and find the
corresponding data versions of unchanged columns.

The Snapshot differential approach is also implemented through Map and
Reduce functions. The Map function reads two snapshots as inputs and the
data processing logic of the Reduce function is the same as for the Log-based
approach. For implementing the Trigger-based approach, as the trigger will
issue a ”Get” command to the data source to obtain the row information
when a ”Put” or ”Delete” command occurs, it can directly obtain the data
versions from unchanged columns without additional comparison processing.

Again, we separate the performance charts into two. Figure 7.14 shows
the performance for updated and inserted data and Figure 7.15 depicts the
deleted data. The delta extraction time ranges from 2.2 to 60 minutes.
The data processing time consists of initializing MapReduce jobs, detection
of changed data, extraction of unchanged data and delta loading. We can
notice that extracting unchanged data has heavily influenced the performance
compared to Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.14: Update+Insertion (enhanced attribute-level-representation)

In our experiment, the source table contains one column family with 10
columns. Hence, to generate the corresponding unchanged columns for every
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delta object, the CDC has to use the TS of that delta as a selection criterion
to retrieve the remaining 9 columns.
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Figure 7.15: Deletion (enhanced attribute-level-representation)

For both charts, the Trigger-based approach is still the best one when
the data modification rate is low. Different from the Figure 7.12, the Log-
based approach is not the fastest approach any more for generating inserted
and updated deltas. The Timestamp-based approach is faster than the Log-
based approach when the data modification rate is high. The reason is that
after the Map function accomplishes its task, the Reduce function needs to
build the row information from multiple entries as each log entry only records
the data modification at the data version level. When the number of data
modifications increases, the Reduce function needs a long time to build the
rows. For capturing deleted deltas, the Log-based approach is still the best
when the data modification rate is high.

7.4 Summary

Change-data capture (CDC) is a prerequisite data processing task of the
incremental maintenance of data warehouses or data transformation results.
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In this chapter, we described our generic logical delta model and the cor-
responding delta representations. Moreover, we discussed how incremental
applications can utilize deltas to refresh the data target. Due to the various
temporal delta models utilized in WCSs, each delta item can be represented
using row-level-representation or attribute-level-representation. When the
attribute-level-representation is used, a tuple reconstruction is needed for
certain incremental applications, e.g. a filter operation. To achieve that, we
could either let the applications rebuild the row or append the unchanged
data columns to the delta output (enhanced attribute-level-representation).
The drawback of the first strategy is that it increases the processing over-
head of incremental applications. Although the second approach facilitates
the data processing task, it increases the delta extraction time and disk usage.

To extract temporal deltas from WCSs, five CDC approaches, namely,
Timestamp-based approach, Audit-column approach, Log-based approach, Tri-
gger-based approach and Snapshot differential approach, can be used.

Based on the discussions made in Section 7.2, we notice that the Timestamp-
based approach is the most convenient approach by only scanning the source
table with the denoted time spans. However, this approach cannot distin-
guish between insertion and update. The Audit-column approach is an im-
provement of the Timestamp-based approach but auxiliary columns need to
be created to record the data insertion time. The problems with these two
approaches are: First, both lack the ability to extract delete deltas. Second,
a full table scan will be very inefficient if only a small portion of the source
table is modified. In the Log-based approach, the completeness of deltas
depends on the completeness of the WAL (write-ahead log). However, stor-
ing and analyzing the whole WAL is space-consuming and time-consuming.
When a WCS provides active capabilities such as triggers, the Trigger-based
approach can be adopted as an alternative to the Log-based approach. The
Snapshot differential approach is usually seen as ”a last resort” for capturing
deltas. As the volume of source data grows, more and more data has to be
extracted and larger and larger comparisons have to be performed.

We summarize the kinds of deltas which can be extracted by our CDC
approaches in Figure 7.16 . The first column indicates the name of each
CDC approach and the remaining columns denote the different delta sets. A
check mark (X) in the table denotes the CDC approach has the ability to
extract the corresponding delta set. For the “Delta His” column, ”P” and
”C” denote partial and complete delta history, respectively.

For comparing the performance of different CDC approaches, we consid-
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CDC approaches Rins Rupo/upn Rups Rpup Delta his 

Timestamp-based approach     P 

Audit-column approach     P 

Log-based approach (partial)     P 

Log-based approach (complete)     C 

Trigger-based approach     C 

Snapshot differential approach     P 

 

Figure 7.16: Summarization of delta sets for various CDC approaches

ered three different delta formats. For all three, the Trigger-based approach is
always the best option when the data modification rate is low. When the data
modification rate is high and the CDC uses the attribute-level-representation,
the Log-based approach is faster than the other approaches. However, if
the CDC utilizes the row-level-representation and enhanced attribute-level-
representation, the Timestamp-based approach is faster than the Log-based
approach for generating inserted and updated deltas. Nevertheless, even
though the Log-based approach is slightly slower at a high data modification
rate, it is still preferable as it can generate a complete delta history.
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Chapter 8

Incremental temporal data
recomputation with complete
temporal deltas

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we have introduced how temporal data can be
modeled and processed in WCSs, namely, the tuple-timestamp model which
is processed by the TTRO temporal operator model and the explicit history
representation which is handled by the CTO temporal operator model.

Before focusing on incremental propagation of temporal deltas based on
these two temporal data models (and their corresponding operators), we de-
scribed in Chapter 7 how temporal change data (deltas) can be modeled and
introduced their corresponding physical representations, namely, row-level-
representation, attribute-level-representation and enhanced attribute-level- rep-
resentation. According to our previous discussions, not every change-data
capture (CDC) approach is able to generate complete delta sets, i.e. insert
and delete delta sets where update is represented as a pair of deletion and
insertion.

In general, incremental temporal recomputation can be achieved in two
different ways:

1. Transform temporal data (including both temporal base data and change
data) and temporal queries into their non-temporal counterparts and
reuse the view maintenance approaches for non-temporal data [GM95].

2. Directly propagate temporal deltas based on the temporal operators.
Generally, temporal deltas are classified as insertion and deletion where
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the update is represented as a deletion/insertion pair. As already de-
scribed in Section 6.3.2, [YW98] defined a set of temporal delta propa-
gation rules based on the tuple-timestamping model and the temporal
relational algebra. Temporal queries are classified into different cate-
gories according to their semantics and corresponding temporal deltas
are generated. The temporal delta propagation rules look the same as
their non-temporal counterparts [QW91].

Although the first approach can be seamlessly integrated with existing
database systems, e.g. relational database systems, transforming temporal
data can heavily decrease query performance [DBG12]. Moreover, transfor-
mations between temporal and non-temporal queries are non-trivial. In con-
sequence, for incrementally recomputating temporal query results, we adopt
the second approach.

In this chapter, we introduce how to incrementally propagate the com-
plete temporal deltas based on the TTRO and CTO models. To achieve that,
several challenges arise.

• When propagating temporal data changes (deltas), the traditional way
is to treat an update as a deletion/insertion pair. However, as a WCS
usually maintains a large number of columns, such an approach is in-
efficient when only a small number of columns are changed. Hence, a
better way is to treat the update as an individual case.

• As a DW often maintains the complete source data history, no cur-
rent data in base relations (see DW architecture in Section 5.1) will be
deleted or overwritten. Hence, the extracted deltas from data sources
are represented as insertions and TI-updates. However, during tempo-
ral delta propagation, a TI-update can cause a deletion. For example,
the before-state of a TI-update tuple satisfies the temporal predicate
but its after-state not. Consequently, the temporal delta propagation
is not closed. We say a delta propagation is closed when the input and
output of that delta propagation have the same delta types, i.e. no new
delta types are generated during delta propagation.

• For the explicit history representation and CTO operator model, as
temporal deltas are represented at attribute-level, a set of new temporal
propagation rules need to be defined.
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• According to Section 6.3.2, the incremental recomputation of tempo-
ral aggregations can be achieved using different types of indices, e.g.
”aggregation-tree” [KS95] or ”SB-tree” [YW03]. Although the previous
approaches can be used by WCSs, new data structures and functional-
ity are needed. Moreover, as data in the WCS is normally distributed in
a cluster, maintaining a distributed index (e.g. B-tree in a distributed
fashion) is time-consuming and non-trivial.

The rest of sections addresses the issues mentioned above. We first intro-
duce a new representation of the complete temporal delta set and describe
how temporal queries can be classified. Then, we describe how temporal
delta propagation rules can be defined based on TTRO and CTO operators,
respectively.

8.1 New complete temporal delta represen-

tation and temporal query classifications

For maintaining temporal views [YW98], temporal deltas are propagated
based on deletions ∇ and insertions ∆, with updates represented as dele-
tion/insertion pairs. However, as a WCS table usually contains a large num-
ber of columns, this strategy can be inefficient when only a small number of
columns are changed/updated. The more cost-effective way is to explicitly
introduce update deltas in the delta representation model.

As already described in Section 7, we represent the complete temporal
deltas extracted from data sources as insertions ∆ and TI-updates �. � is
represented as a pair which contains the before �− and after state �+ of the
TI-update tuples. However, during temporal delta propagations, � can cause
deletions ∇ which are not defined in our complete temporal delta sets. For
example, the before-state �− satisfies the predicate and the after-state �+

not. In consequence, the temporal delta propagation is not closed, namely,
a new delta type is generated through delta propagation. Figure 8.1 shows
this example. Suppose we have the following query.

Query 1. Select Network suppliers whose speed are greater than or equal
to 1000K and are used currently by users:
σT
N.Speed≥1000K∧TI.Start≤NOW<TI.End(N). N is an alias of ”Network”. Symbol
NOW represents the current time.
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In Figure 8.1, the tuple-timestamping model is used. ”Network” is a ta-
ble to record Internet information about users and temporal interval (TI)
denotes how long a user uses the service of a specific Internet supplier. The
initial state of ”Network” is described at the left-top. V1 denotes the initial
state of the temporal view. ∆ and � represent deltas which are generated by
an update that modifies column ”Network:Speed” at time point 10. When
propagating those temporal deltas, �+ and ∆ do not satisfy the filter pred-
icate but �− does. In consequence, tuple ”Tom/5/∞” in V1 needs to be
deleted (V3 represents the new state of view). In this situation, a new delta
type deletion ∇ is generated.
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Figure 8.1: New generated delta types

Nevertheless, if we modify the previous query to σT
N.Speed≥1000K(N), �

will not cause tuple deletion. Instead, TI-update can be directly propagated.
Corresponding query result is shown in V2.

Due to the above example, we can notice that � can be handled as an
individual class when temporal query does not have the explicit references
to time [YW98]. Otherwise, a new delta type ∇ can be generated. Analogy
to [YW98], we classify the temporal queries to Snapshot-reducible [SAea94]
and Extended Snapshot-reducible [DBG12]

Definition 8.1.1 (Snapshot Reducibility). Let r1, ..., rn be temporal re-
lations, qt a temporal query and q the corresponding non-temporal query,
TI = r1.T I ∪ ... ∪ rn.T I, Sp(r) the timeslice operator. Query qt is snapshot-
reducible iff ∀ti ∈ TI|Sti(q

t(r1, ..., rn)) = q(Sti(r1)..., Sti(rn)).

In general, snapshot reducibility does not apply to temporal queries with
predicates which explicitly reference to time (since TI is removed by Sp(r)
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[SAea94]). To overcome such issue, we can propagate TI as non-temporal
attributes and attach it to each snapshot [DBG12]. To generate an extended
snapshot, we define a new operator κp(r) where κp(r) = (Sp(r), r.T I). The
definition of extended snapshot reducibility is given as follows.

Definition 8.1.2 (Extended Snapshot Reducibility). Let r1, ..., rn be
temporal relations, qt a temporal query and q the corresponding non-temporal
query, TI = r1.T I ∪ ... ∪ rn.T I. Query qt is extended snapshot-reducible iff
∀ti ∈ TI|κti(qt(r1, ..., rn)) = q(κti(r1)..., κti(rn)). When transforming qt to
q, additional non-temporal predicates need to be specified in q. For exam-
ple, when transforming temporal join predicates, an explicit TI-overlapping
constraint needs to be added in the non-temporal predicate.

Lemma 8.1.3. Let q(r) be a temporal query. ∆ and � represent insert and
TI-update deltas extracted from r.

• � can be propagated as update if q is snapshot-reducible.

• � has to be propagated as deletion/insertion pairs when q is extended
snapshot-reducible.

Proof. When q is snapshot-reducible, only non-temporal comparisons exist
in q. As � represents TI-updates, it can only affect the temporal view if
the non-temporal attributes of � satisfy the predicates in q. Hence, � can
be propagated as update. When q is extended snapshot-reducible, � can
generate deleted deltas during delta propagation(see example in Figure 8.1).
Consequently, the temporal delta propagation is not closed, namely, the tem-
poral delta propagation generates a new delta type which is not defined in its
input. Hence, � should be represented and propagated as deletion/insertion
pairs.

For the extended snapshot reducible queries, as symbol NOW can be
included in the predicate, the temporal predicate varies from time to time.
In consequence, not every extended snapshot reducible query can be incre-
mentally recomputed. Figure 8.2 shows this example. Suppose we have the
following query.

Query 2. Select all new users within the past 2 days:
σT
NOW−2≤TI.Start≤NOW (N). N is an alias of ”Network”. Symbol NOW rep-

resents the current time.
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In Figure 8.2, V6 and V8 represents the query results which are executed
at day 6 and day 8, respectively. At day 6, interval [NOW − 2, NOW ] is
evaluated as [4, 6]. In consequence, tuple ”Jim/5/∞” is included in V6. When
executing temporal query at day 8, as value of [NOW −2, NOW ] is changed
to [6, 8], no tuples in Network table satisfy the temporal predicate and V8

is empty. However, it is impossible to use the incremental recomputation
strategy to refresh the results of Query 2 namely, from V6 to V8, as no data
changes are made to the base relation (”Network”). To obtain the current
state of the query results, a full recomputation needs to be performed.
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1&1Jim/5/∞ 900K
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Network:
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RK/TI
Network:

Speed

Figure 8.2: Temporal query which cannot be incrementally recomputed

Due to the previous example, the extended snapshot reducible queries are
further classified based on whether they are idempotent or not. Idempotence
is a property which describes that with the same input, a function can be
applied multiple times (at different time points) without changing the result.
For example, the number 1 is an idempotent of multiplication ×: 12 = 13 =
14 = 1. We use notation E(q, r, t) to represent the result of temporal query
q which is executed against table r at time t. We say q is idempotent if and
only if with same r, E(q, r, ti) = E(q, r, tj), where ti 6= tj, namely, no matter
when q is executed, its result is always the same.

Lemma 8.1.4. Let q(r) be an extended snapshot reducible query. The result
of q(r) can be incrementally maintained when q is idempotent.

Proof. When q(r) is not idempotent, its result can be changed without mod-
ifying r. In consequence, to obtain the current state of q(r), only full recom-
putation is feasible.

To use Lemma 8.1.4, we can detect that Query 2 is not idempotent, as
V6 6= V8. In consequence, it cannot be incrementally maintained.

In the following sections, we give the temporal propagation rules based on
the snapshot-reducible and extended snapshot-reducible queries, respectively.
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Notice that, when the extended snapshot-reducible queries are used in the
following sections, we mean the extended snapshot-reducible queries which
are idempotent.

8.2 Incremental temporal data recomputation

with TTRO operators

The TTRO operator model is used when temporal data is modeled using
tuple-timestamping. It is an extension of temporal relational algebra with
minor modifications. In this section, we introduce how incremental temporal
propagation rules can be defined based on Project πT

A, Filter σT
p , Join onT

p and
Group-by fA′(γT(A,TG,W )) with the snapshot-reducible and extended snapshot-
reducible queries.

8.2.1 Snapshot-reducible queries

The characteristics of snapshot-reducible queries is that temporal query does
not have the explicit reference to time and TI-updates � can be directly
propagated (see Lemma 8.1.3).

Project πT
A

πT
A returns columns which are denoted as projection attributes A. Based on

the data model requirements of WCSs, the row key column must be included
in the final results even if it is not specified as a desired projection attribute.
In consequence, πT

A satisfies the key-preserving property. The change data
propagation rules of πT

A are described in Table 8.1.

Delta type Modifications
∆ πT

A(∆)
� πT

A(�)

Table 8.1: Incremental procedure for πT
A

In Table 8.1, the left side represents the delta type and the right side
denotes the corresponding output. To apply modifications to the materialized
πT
A result, insertions and TI-updates will be performed.
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Filter σT
p

Delta type Modifications
∆ σT

p (∆)

� σT
p (�)

Table 8.2: Incremental procedure for σT
p

σT
p selects the tuples which satisfy the filter predicate and discards all

others. The selection predicate p has a form, such as p1 ◦ ... ◦ pn where
each pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a non-temporal comparison and ◦ represents the
logical connectives, such as ∧, ∨ or ¬. The incremental procedure for σT

p is
described in Table 8.2.

Join onT
p

ST RT Modifications
S0 R0

S0 ∆R S0 onT
p ∆R

S0 �R S0 onT
p �R

∆S R0 ∆S onT
p R0

�S R0 �S onT
p R0

∆S ∆R ∆S onT
p ∆R

∆S �R ∆S onT
p �

+
R

�S ∆R �+
S onT

p ∆R

�S �R �S onT
p �R

Table 8.3: Incremental procedure for onT
p

When joining two temporal tables ST and RT , tuples in the result table
are generated when two joining tuples satisfy the join predicate and are valid
during the same period of time. We decompose two join tables as R0, ∆R,
�R, S0, ∆S and �S where R0 and S0 represent the unchanged data of R
and S, respectively. The incremental procedure for onT

p is described in Table
8.3. When propagating ∆R or ∆S, the types of modification required on
the join result table are always insertions (rows 2, 4 and 6-8). A TI-update
will be applied to the join result when the data modification types of both
join operands are TI-update (row 9) or one is TI-update and the other is
unchanged (rows 3 and 5).

We use an example in Figure 8.3 to illustrate how the above procedures
can be used. Suppose we have N onT

N.Supplier=C.RK C, where N and C denote
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”Network” and ”Company”, respectively. Qo represents the initial join result.
To calculate the updates for Qo,

• ∆n onc ∆c = ∅.

• ∆n onc �+
c = ∅.

• �+
n onc ∆c = ∆v. An inserted tuple ”Tom/1&1/9/1” is generated.

• �n onc �c = �v. The TI of tuple ”Tom/1&1” will be modified from
[5,∞) to [5, 9).
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Figure 8.3: Example for incremental join procedures

8.2.2 Extended snapshot-reducible queries

When temporal query q is extended snapshot-reducible, q has an explicit
reference to time, i.e. predicates in q have temporal comparisons. In con-
sequence, � can cause deletions and temporal delta propagations are not
closed. To overcome such issue, we represent the extracted deltas as dele-
tions ∇ and insertions ∆. Delta transformation between (∆,�) and (∆,∇)
is given as follows:

• ∆ = ∆ ∪�+.

• ∇ = �−.

In the following, we give the algorithms for incrementally maintaining
temporal views based on ∇ and ∆.
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Project πT
A

The incremental procedures for πc
A operator is described in Table 8.4.

Delta type Modifications
∆ πT

A(∆)
∇ πT

A(∇)

Table 8.4: Incremental procedure for πT
A

Filter σT
p

The incremental procedures for πc
A operator is described in Table 8.5.

Delta type Modifications
∆ σT

p (∆)

∇ σT
p (∇)

Table 8.5: Incremental procedure for σT
p

Join onT
p

The incremental procedure for R onc
p S is described in Table 8.6.

ST RT Modifications
S0 R0

S0 ∆R S0 onT
p ∆R

S0 ∇R S0 onT
p ∇R

∆S R0 R0 onT
p ∆S

∇S R0 ∇S onT
p R0

∆S ∆R ∆S onT
p ∆R

∆S ∇R

∇S ∇R ∇S onT
p ∇R

∇S ∆R

Table 8.6: Incremental procedure for onT
p
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8.2.3 Working together

In this section, we give an example to combine various incremental procedures
together. Suppose we have two tables ”Network” (N) and ”Company” (C)
(See Figure 8.4) and the following temporal view definition:
V = σT

N.Speed<1000∧duration(TI)<10(N) onT
N.Supplier=C.RK C.
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Figure 8.4: Example of temporal view maintenance with ATM

The abstract syntax tree and the corresponding data (including base re-
lations and temporal deltas) are shown in Figure 8.4. As the view definition
contains a temporal comparison (duration(TI)), it is classified as an ex-
tended snapshot-reducible query. Hence, temporal deltas are represented as
∇ and ∆. Initially, V is empty. At time point 10, 1000K is updated to 900K.
For the filter operation, delta item ”Tom/10/3” satisfies the predicate (re-
sult is denoted as ∆nf ). For the temporal join operation, table ”Company”
is viewed as unchanged data, i.e. C0. We calculate ∆nf onT C0 and ∆j is
generated.

8.2.4 Temporal aggregation fA′(γT(A,TG,W ))

In the temporal context, data can be grouped based on non-temporal at-
tributes, temporal attributes (temporal instance or temporal interval) or
both. To represent non-temporal aggregation, TG and W are not set (or
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set to null). To specify Instantaneous temporal aggregation (ITA), TG is
set to the finest granularity of the temporal table and W is set to 0. When
specifying cumulative temporal aggregation (CTA), W is set to a positive
integer.

In the non-temporal database context, view maintenance with aggrega-
tion functions has been studied for a long time, see [GM95]. In the tem-
poral context, several approaches [KS95, YW03] addressed the incremental
recomputations based on ITA and CTA. Generally, temporal deltas are clas-
sified as deletion ∇ and insertion ∆ where an update is represented as a
deletion/insertion pair. To implement the incremental recomputation, new
index structures [KS95, YW03] are introduced based on memory or disk.
More details can be found in Section 6.3.2.

Although the previous approaches can be adopted by WCSs, new data
structures and functionalities are needed. Moreover, as data in the WCS is
normally distributed in cluster, maintaining a distributed index (e.g. B-tree
in a distributed fashion) is time-consuming and non-trivial.

As described in Section 5.2, calculating temporal aggregation with ITA
and CTA needs three steps. The first one is to compute the temporal ag-
gregation groups based on the non-temporal grouping attributes and time
instants. Then, the aggregation function is applied to each group. Finally,
identical aggregation values with consecutive time points are coalesced to-
gether to generate so-called constant interval [JG09]. A constant interval is
a maximal interval in which all values in that interval are identical. Instead
of constructing the constant intervals after evaluating the aggregation func-
tion, we can also build the constant intervals after generating the aggregation
groups. In consequence, each aggregation group is associated with a TI in-
stead of a time instant. In some literatures [Tum92, JG09], such approach is
called ”Two-scans”.

To incrementally recompute the temporal aggregation results, we can
first incrementally update the aggregation groups, and then recompute the
aggregation values based on modified groups. To achieve that, we utilize a
data structure called ”inverted index”. The inverted index is mostly used
for search engine indexing. It denotes which keywords contain in which files
(web pages). Abstractly, an inverted index can be considered as a variant
of hash-map in which the key is the content and the value is a list of its
locations. In a WCS, an inverted index can be stored as a normal WCS
table. Figure 8.5 shows its structure.

In Figure 8.5, the row key of the inverted index is composed by the non-
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Value:
Keys

GP/TI
Value:
Changed

Figure 8.5: Structure of the inverted index

temporal grouped attributes (denoted as GP ) and TI. Column ”Value:Keys”
maintains a list of srk#V alue(A′) where srk denotes row key of the base
relation and V alue(A′) indicates value of non-temporal attribute (A′) (which
the aggregation function is later applied to). ”Value:Changed” is utilized
to indicate whether the aggregation group is modified. For incrementally
maintaining the aggregation values, we first select the aggregation groups
which are tagged as ”modified” and then update the aggregation values based
on each changed group.

In the following sections, we will introduce how to use the ”inverted index”
to incrementally maintain the aggregation groups based on instantaneous
temporal aggregation (ITA) and cumulative temporal aggregation (CTA).
Temporal deltas are classified as deletions ∇ and insertions ∆.
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Figure 8.6: Initial state of Network and inverted index

Suppose we have a table ”Network” (shown in Figure 8.6) and want to
calculate the daily average Internet speed of different Internet suppliers. Such
query is represented as AV GSpeedγ

T
(Supplier,DAY,0) (Network) and its result is

stored in ”AVG” table.
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Initially, there is only one tuple in ”Network” table and the timeline of
Internet supplier ”1&1” is divided into two parts, namely, [1, 5) and [5,∞).
Correspondingly, the inverted index contains two entries, namely ”1&1/1/5”
and ”1&1/5/∞”. We set the contents of ”Value:Changed” column to F
to denote no change has been made. At a certain time, an insertion ∆ is
detected and ”Network” is updated to ”Networkn”.

To update the inverted index, Algorithm 22 is performed. For each delta
item t in ∆, when it contains the same non-temporal grouped attributes (de-
noted as A) with GP (line 7), three different situations can be distinguished.

1. t.T I and i.T I completely overlap.

2. t.T I and i.T I partially overlap.

3. t.T I and i.T I have no overlap.

For the first situation, we delete the contents of column ”Value:Keys”
and set the value of column ”Value:Changed” to T (lines 8-10). For the
second situation, it denotes the index entry i needs to be split. To split i,
we distinguish whether ts or te is contained in [is, ie) (lines 11-20). For the
third situation, no changes are made to such group.

When t finds no index entries which share the same non-temporal grouped
attributes (line 22), the whole timeline based on t.A will be split (lines 23-
26). Finally, for each index entry whose ”Value:Changed” is T , contents of
column ”Value:Keys” will be updated (lines 30-34).

After updating the inverted index, the next step is to modify the temporal
aggregation values. To achieve that, Algorithm 23 is used. We first choose
the index entries which are tagged as changed (lines 1-2). For each changed
index entry i, when a tuple t in the aggregation values has TI-overlapping
with i and share the same non-temporal grouped attributes (t.GP = i.GP ),
t will be deleted and a new aggregation value based on i is produced (lines
4-8). Otherwise, new aggregation value is generated without discarding any
old values (lines 10-12).

Figure 8.7 shows how to use the previous algorithms to incrementally
maintain the temporal aggregation based on Figure 8.6. The numbers rep-
resent the order of the processing tasks.

Algorithm 24 describes how to maintain the inverted index based on dele-
tions ∇. For each index entry i, when it has TI-overlapping with t and share
the same value with t.A, value srk#V alue(A′) will be deleted from column
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Algorithm 22 Maintaining inverted index (insertion)

1: for each tuple t in ∆ do
2: ts = t.T I.Start;
3: te = t.T I.End;
4: for each index entry i in Index do
5: is = i.T I.Start;
6: ie = i.T I.End;
7: if i.GP = t.A then
8: if ts 5 is ∧ ie 5 te then
9: Delete the contents of column ”Value:Keys”;

10: Set column ”Value:Changed” to T (true);
11: else if is < ts < ie ∧ te > ie then
12: Delete i;
13: Insert a new tuple with row key i.GP/is/ts;
14: Insert a new tuple with row key i.GP/ts/ie;
15: Set column ”Value:Changed” for both tuples to T ;
16: else if is < te < ie ∧ ts < is then
17: Delete i;
18: Insert a new tuple with row key i.GP/is/te;
19: Insert a new tuple with row key i.GP/te/ie;
20: Set column ”Value:Changed” for both tuples to T ;
21: end if
22: else
23: Insert a new tuple with row key t.A/1/ts;
24: Insert a new tuple with row key t.A/ts/te;
25: Insert a new tuple with row key t.A/te/∞;
26: Set column ”Value:Changed” for these three tuples to T ;
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: for each index entry i in index do
31: if i[V alue : Changed] = T then
32: Fetching srk#V alue(A′) from updated base relations;
33: end if
34: end for
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Algorithm 23 Updating aggregation functions

1: for each index entry i in index do
2: if i[V alue : Changed] = T then
3: for each t in aggregation values do
4: if t.T I ∩ i.T I 6= ∅ ∧ t.GP = i.GP then
5: Delete t;
6: Calculate aggregation values based on i;
7: Insert new generated aggregation value based on i;
8: Reset i[V alue : Changed] to F (false);
9: else

10: Calculate aggregation values based on i;
11: Insert new generated aggregation value based on i;
12: Reset i[V alue : Changed] to F (false);
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: end for
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Figure 8.7: Example of incremental recomputation of ∆

”Value:Keys” (lines 5-8). After index entries are updated, an ”index-merge”
operation is performed to combine the index entries which share the same
non-temporal values (except the ”Value:Changed” column) and their TIs are
adjacent. At last, Algorithm 23 can be utilized to update the aggregation
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Algorithm 24 Maintaining inverted index (deletion)

1: for each tuple t in ∇ do
2: s = t.T I.Start;
3: e = t.T I.End;
4: for each index entry i in Index do
5: is = i.T I.Start;
6: ie = i.T I.End;
7: if (ts 5 ie ∧ is 5 te) ∧ i.GP = t.A then
8: Delete srk#V alue(A′) in column ”Value:Keys”;
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: Merging index entries and set column ”Value:Changed” in new index

entries to T ;

values.

3. Modify the aggregation 
values

1. Update index entries
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Figure 8.8: Example of incremental recomputation of ∇

Figure 8.8 shows an example of how to use Algorithm 24 incrementally
recompute the temporal aggregation values. After updating the inverted
index, two index entries ”1&1/4/5” and ”1&1/5/7” share the same non-
temporal attribute values (except column ”Value:Changed”) and their TIs
are adjacent. Consequently, these two index entries will be coalesced into
one. For column ”Value:Changed”, its value in tuple ”1&1/4/5” is F and in
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tuple ”1&1/5/7” is T . For coalesced tuple ”1&1/4/7”, we set its value to T
(this is done by using logical operator or).

Cumulative temporal aggregation

To specify cumulative temporal aggregation (CTA), users need to set a mov-
ing window w. For each time instant t, its aggregation value is evaluated
based on tuples which are valid during [t − w, t + 1) (To be consistent with
our TI representation, we represent [t−w, t] as [t−w, t+1)). In consequence,
when a tuple t is inserted into or deleted from a temporal table, it will af-
fect time points during [t.T I.Start, t.T I.End+w). For example, when tuple
”(Jim/4/7, 900K, 1&1)” is inserted into ”Network” table (shown in Figure
8.6) and w is set to 2. Obviously, time points during [4, 7) are affected. For
time points 7 and 8, we should choose tuples which are valid during [5, 8)
and [6, 9). As tuple ”Jim/4/7” has TI-overlapping with them, it is also valid
at time instants 7 and 8. Hence, it affects time points during [4, 9).
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Figure 8.9: Example of incremental recomputation of CTA

Based on the previous example, incrementally maintaining CTA can be
transformed to incrementally maintaining ITA. To achieve that, we transform
the TI of each inserted or deleted tuple t into [t.T I.Start, t.T I.End + w)
where w denotes the moving window. Suppose we have the following query
and Figure 8.9 shows the delta processing steps.
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Query 3. What is the average Internet speed of different Internet sup-
pliers last two days?

This query is specified as AV GSpeedγ
T
(Supplier,DAY,2) (Network). The initial

state of ”Network” and query result can be found in Figure 8.6. For inserted
tuple ”(Jim/4/7, 900K, 1&1)”, we transform its TI based on w, namely,
[4, 7 + 2). Logically, we can consider that a new tuple ”(Jim/4/9, 900K,
1&1)” is inserted into ”Network” table. When processing such insertion,
Algorithms 22 and 23 can be reused.

8.2.5 Performance

The experiments are performed on a six-node cluster (Xeon QuadcoreCPU at
2.53GHz, 4GB RAM, 1TB SATA-II disk, Gigabit Ethernet) running Hadoop
(version 1.0.4) and HBase (version 0.94), respectively. Two temporal tables,
namely, Customers (C) and Orders (O) (drawn in Figure 8.10) are generated
based on a temporal data benchmark [KFea14] which is an extension of TPC-
H. Initially, both tables contains 1 million rows.

Order

Filter

Join

Customer

AGG

Result

Meta:
City

Customer
CustName/

TI
Meta:
Name

Infor:
CustName

Infor:
TotalPrice

Order
OrderKey/

TI
Infor:
Status

Figure 8.10: Schema definition and the abstract syntax tree

We evaluate the performance comparisons of full recomputation and in-
cremental recomputation based on the following query.
Query 4. Display the average daily consumption for various cities in which
each individual order is paid and greater than 80 euro. The corresponding
TTRO representation is as follows:

1. S = C onT
C.CustName=O.CustName (σT

(O.Status=1)∧(O.Price>80)(O);
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2. AV Gpriceγ
T
(City,day,0)(S).

As temporal aggregation is contained in the query, temporal deltas are
classified as deletions ∇ and insertions ∆. Initially, the result of such query
is calculated by three MapReduce jobs. The first one is to perform filter and
join operation and the second and third ones are calculating the aggregation
function.

To incrementally recompute the join operation, 6 MapRduce jobs need to
be executed for calculating ∆C onT ∆N , ∆C onT N0, C0 onT ∆N , ∇C onT ∇N ,
∇C onT N0 and C0 onT ∇N . For the temporal aggregation, two MapReduce
jobs are implemented, namely, one for maintaining the inverted index and
the other for updating the aggregation values. The performance comparisons
of the incremental recomputation and the full recomputation is depicted in
Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Performance between full recomputation and incremental re-
computation

The incremental recomputation outperforms the full recomputation when
the percentage of modified tuples is less than 12%. For the incremental re-
computation, even with a small amount deltas (with 1%), its execution time
is more than 6 minutes. The reason is that the incremental recomputa-
tion includes totally 9 MapReduce jobs, i.e. one for filter, six for join and
two for aggregation. In our cluster, delivering MapReduce jar files into the
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corresponding nodes needs 30-40 seconds. In consequence, only delivering
MapReduce jar files in the cluster costs 4-5.4 minutes. Notice that, we use
simple table-scan to implement the incremental and full recomputations. The
main purpose of this performance comparison is to show the correctness of
our algorithms and heuristic query optimization, e.g. predicate push-down,
is performed.

8.3 Incremental temporal recomputation with

CTO operators

In the previous section, we introduced the incremental temporal recompu-
tation with TTRO operators. To make delta propagation closed, tempo-
ral queries are classified into ”snapshot-reducible” and ”extended snapshot-
reducible”, respectively. For the snapshot-reducible queries, TI-updates �
can be propagated as update. For the extended-snapshot reducible queries,
� needs to be treated as deletion/insertion pairs.

In this section, we look at how to incrementally recalculate results eval-
uated by CTO operators. The CTO operator model is proposed to process
the explicit history representation in which each data version is associated
with an explicit temporal interval (TI) (attribute-timestamping model). To
incrementally maintain temporal query results based on the CTO operator
model, three approaches are possible:

1. Transform the explicit history representation and CTO operators into
their non-temporal counterparts and reuse non-temporal view mainte-
nance approaches. To achieve that, we can utilize the tuple-timestamping
representation and TTRO operators as the intermediate layer.

2. Transform the explicit history representation and CTO operators into
tuple-timestamping representation and TTRO operators and reuse the
approaches described in Section 8.2.

3. Directly propagate attribute-timestamping deltas without additional
temporal data (including both base tables and data changes) and tem-
poral query transformations.

Clearly, the first and second approaches can lead to expensive temporal data
transformations and complicated temporal query translations. Hence, we
prefer the third one.
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For incremental recomputation based on the CTO operators, enhanced
attribute-level delta representation is used. In a highly abstract level, the
enhanced attribute-level delta representation can be considered as an alter-
native of the row-level delta representation. Hence, it is possible to reuse
some of the temporal delta propagation rules defined for tuple-timestamping
representation. However, several new challenges and optimization opportu-
nities arise.

• As enhanced attribute-level representation maintains meta-data for
each changed column, we can utilize this information to optimize the
delta propagation. For example, when a new generated data version is
not included in the projection attribute, there is no need to perform
the incremental view maintenance procedure over that data.

• Based on the state of materialized view and temporal query predicates,
a version modification can cause either a version modification or mod-
ifications for multi-versions, e.g. a version deletion can lead to a tuple
deletion. In consequence, delta propagation procedures should distin-
guish those different types of outputs.

• As temporal delta is represented at the attribute-level, a mixed output
will be generated for join operator, e.g. a combination of a version-
insertion and a version-TI-update.

The following sections address the issues mentioned above and describe
the algorithms for incrementally maintaining the temporal views based on the
snapshot-reducible and extended snapshot-reducible queries, respectively.

8.3.1 Snapshot-reducible queries

The main characteristics of a snapshot-reducible query is that it does not
explicitly reference the time in the predicate. In consequence, � can be
propagated as update itself.

Project πc
A

To incrementally recompute πc
A operator, we introduce a new function Check.

The functionality of Check is to test whether the modified column is refer-
enced in projection attributes A. When Check returns true, ∆ and � can
be propagated as πc

A(∆) and πc
A(�), respectively. Otherwise, no output will

be generated. Table 8.7 shows the incremental procedures for πc
A.
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Delta Type Check Modifications
∆ F
∆ T πc

A(∆)
� T πc

A(�)
� F

Table 8.7: Procedures for maintaining πc
A

Filter σc
p

Different from πc
A, we cannot simply discard the delta items when they are

not referenced in the filter predicate p. The reason is that it is possible that
its correlated unchanged columns are satisfied with p. When Check(∆) and
Check(�) are false, such delta item can only cause single version-insertion
or single version-TI-update.

However, when Check(∆) and Check(�) are true, a version-insertion and
a version-TI-update can cause insertions and TI-updates for multi-versions.
In consequence, to distinguish those different operations, we use Imv and
µmv to denote view modifications for multiple versions and Iv and µv for
single version. I and µ represent insertion and TI-update, respectively. The
incremental procedures of σc

p is described in Table 8.8.
After executing the incremental temporal delta processing, coalesce oper-

ation � (defined in Section 5) should be performed to combined data versions
in each column which are value-equivalent and their TIs are adjacent.

Delta Type Check Modifications
∆ T Imv(σ

c
p(∆))

∆ F Iv(σ
c
p(∆))

� T µmv(σ
c
p(�))

� F µv(σ
c
p(�))

Table 8.8: Procedures for maintaining σc
p

Figure 8.12 shows this example. Suppose we select Internet suppliers
whose speed is greater than or equal to 1000K. Q0 denotes the initial state.
At time point 10, ”1000K” is updated into ”1100K”. Check(∆n) = T
and Check(�n) = T . In consequence, ∆mv and �mv are generated. No-
tice that, for better understanding, ∆mv and �mv are represented at row-
level. Qou denotes the state of Qo after performing the updates. For col-
umn ”Network:Supplier” in Qou, versions ”1&1:[5,10)” and ”1&1:[10,∞)”
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Figure 8.12: Performing � after executing incremental procedures

are value-equivalent and their TIs are adjacent. Hence, they are combined
to ”1&1:[5,∞)”.
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Figure 8.13: Example for incremental join procedures

To incrementally maintain the temporal view R onc
p S, two join tables are
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decomposed as R0, ∆R, �R, S0, ∆S and �S where R0 and S0 represent the
unchanged data from R and S, respectively. The incremental procedure for
R onc

p S is described in Table 8.9. For better readability, we use Schema(onc
p)

to denote the schema of R onc
p S and CC is a shorthand to reference the

name of the changed column.
In Table 8.9, three different situations are distinguished:

1. In both operands, join columns were modified.

2. Only in one operand, a join column was modified.

3. No join columns were modified.

R S CheckR CheckS Modifications
R0 S0

R0 ∆S T T Imv(R0 onc
p ∆S)

R0 ∆S T F Iv(R0 onc
p ∆S)

R0 �S T T µmv(R0 onc
p �S)

R0 �S T F µv(R0 onc
p �S)

∆R ∆S T T Imv(∆R onc
p ∆S)

∆R ∆S T F Imv(∆R onc
p ∆S)

∆R ∆S F T Imv(∆R onc
p ∆S)

∆R ∆S F F Imv(π
c
∆R.CC,∆S .CC(∆R onc

p ∆S))

∆R �S T T Imv(∆R onc
p �

+
S )

∆R �S T F Imv(∆R onc
p �

+
S )

∆R �S F T
µmv(π

c
Schema(onc

p)−∆R.CC(∆R onc
p �S)),

Iv(π
c
∆R.CC(∆R onc

p �
+
S ))

∆R �S F F
µv(π

c
�R.CC(∆R onc

p �S)),
Iv(π

c
∆S .CC(∆R onc

p �
+
S ))

�R �S T T µmv(�R onc
p �S)

�R �S T F µmv(�R onc
p �S)

�R �S F T µmv(�R onc
p �S)

�R �S F F µmv(π
c
�R.CC,�S .CC(�R onc

p �S))

Table 8.9: Procedures for maintaining onc
p

We use an example in Figure 8.13 to illustrate how the procedures in Table
8.9 can be used. Suppose we have N onc

N.Supplier=C.RK C, where N and C de-
note ”Network” and ”Company”, respectively. Qo represents the initial join
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result. For table ”Network”, Check(∆n) = T and Check(�n) = T . As row
key of ”Company” is used in join predicate, every version-modification will
implicitly modify the TI of the row key, Check(∆c) = T and Check(�c) = T .

To calculate the inserted and TI-updated values for Qo,

• ∆n onc ∆c = ∅.

• ∆n onc �+
c = ∅.

• �+
n onc ∆c = ∆v. Multi-version insertions ”Anna:[9,10)”, ”1&1:[9,10)”

and ”1000K:[9,10)” are generated.

• �n onc �c = �mv. TIs of all data versions belong to tuple ”Tom/1&1”
will be modified from [5,∞) to [5, 9).

As same discussions made for σc
p, coalesce operation � will be performed

after executing the incremental temporal delta processing.

8.3.2 Extended Snapshot-reducible queries

When temporal query q is extended snapshot-reducible, q has an explicit
reference to time and the temporal delta propagations are not closed. To
overcome such issue, we represent the extracted deltas as deletions ∇ and
insertions ∆.

Project πc
A

The incremental procedures for πc
A operator is described in Table 8.10.

Delta Type Check Modifications
∆ F
∆ T πc

A(∆)
∇ T πc

A(∇)
∇ F

Table 8.10: Procedures for maintaining πc
A
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Filter σc
p

The incremental procedures for σc
p operator is described in Table 8.11. As

same as the version-insertion, a version deletion can also cause deletions for
multi-versions. In consequence, we useDmv andDv to represent multi-version
deletions and single version deletion, respectively.

Delta Type Check Modifications
∆ T Imv(σ

c
p(∆))

∆ F Iv(σ
c
p(∆))

∇ T Dmv(σ
c
p(∇))

∇ F Dv(σ
c
p(∇))

Table 8.11: Procedures for maintaining σc
p

Join onc
p

To incrementally maintain the temporal join views R onc
p S, the join operands

are decomposed as R0, ∆R, ∇R, S0, ∆S and ∇S. The incremental procedure
for R onc

p S is described in Table 8.12.

R S CheckR CheckS Modifications
R0 ∇S T T Dmv(R0 onc

p ∇S)

R0 ∇S T F Dv(π
c
∇S .CC(R0 onc

p ∇S))

∆R ∇S T T
∆R ∇S T F Imv(π

c
schema(onc

p)−∇S .CC(∆R onc
p ∇S))

∆R ∇S F T Dmv(π
c
schema(onc

p)−∆R.CC(∆R onc
p ∇S))

∆R ∇S F F
Iv(π

c
∆R.CC(∆R onc

p ∇S)),
Dv(π

c
∇S .CC(∆R onc

p ∇S))

∇R ∇S T T Dmv(∇R onc
p ∇S)

∇R ∇S T F Dmv(∇R onc
p ∇S)

∇R ∇S F T Dmv(∇R onc
p ∇S)

∇R ∇S F F
Dv(π

c
∇R.CC(∇R onc

p ∇S)),
Dv(π

c
∇S .CC(∇R onc

p ∇S))

Table 8.12: Procedures for maintaining onc
p
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The temporal delta propagation procedures for R0 onc
p ∆S, S0 onc

p ∆R and
∆R onc

p ∆S can be found in Table 8.9. After the incremental delta processing
is performed, coalesce operation � will be executed.

8.3.3 Example

In this section, we give an example to combine various incremental procedures
together. Suppose we have two tables ”Network” (N) and ”Company” (C)
(See Figure 8.14) and the following temporal view definition:
V = σc

N.Speed<1000∧duration(N.Speed.T I)<10(N) onc
N.Supplier=C.RK C.

Network

Filter

Join

Company

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/1

Value:
Content

900K:
[10, ∞)

OpTS/Cf/Col/
Ide/Op

Value:
Content

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/3

1000K:
[5, ∞)

OpTS/Cf/Col/
Ide/Op

Network:
Supplier

1&1:[5,∞
)

Network:
Supplier

1&1:[5,∞
)

∇n∆n

∆nf

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/2

Value:
Content

10/Network/
Supplier/Tom/2

1000K:
[5, 10)

1&1:
[5,10)

OpTS/Cf/Col/
Ide/Op

Network:
Supplier

1&1:
[5,10)

Network:
Speed

1000K:

[5, 10)

10/Network/Speed/
Tom/1&1/2

Value:
Content

10/Network/
Supplier/Tom/1&1/2

1000K:

[5, 10)
1&1:
[5,10)

OpTS/Cf/Col/Ide/
Op

Network:
Supplier

1&1:
[5,10)

Network:
Speed

1000K:
[5, 10)

Info:
Manager

Lea:
[5,10)
Lea:

[5,10)

10/Inof/Manager/
Tom/1&1/2

Lea:
[5,10)

1&1:
[5,10)

1000K:
[5, 10)

∆j

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/2

1000K:

[5, 10)
1&1:[5,∞

)

Network:
Supplier

Network:
Speed

1&1:[5,∞)
1000K:[5,

∞)
Tom

RK

Info:
Manager

Lea:[3,∞)1&1

RK

(Ida:[8,∞)),
(Anna:[1,8))

Telecom

Figure 8.14: Example of temporal view maintenance with ATM

The abstract syntax tree and the corresponding data (including base re-
lations and temporal deltas) are shown in Figure 8.14. As the view def-
inition contains the temporal comparisons (duration(TI)), it is classified
to the extended snapshot-reducible. Hence, the temporal deltas are rep-
resented as deletion ∇ and insertion ∆. Initially, V is empty. At time
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point 10, 1000K is updated to 900K. To propagate such delta, Check(∆n) =
true and Check(∇n) = true. For the filter operation, delta item ”10/Net-
work/Speed/Tom/2” satisfies the predicate and multi-version insertions are
produced (the results are denoted as ∆nf ). For the temporal join operation,
Check(∆nf ) = true. Table ”Company” is viewed as unchanged data, i.e. C0.
We calculate ∆nf onc C0 and ∆j is generated.

8.3.4 Temporal aggregation fA′(γc(A,TG,W ))

To incrementally recompute temporal aggregation fA′(γc(A,TG,W )), inverted
index described in Section 8.2.4 can be reused.

Figure 8.15 shows an example based on an instantaneous temporal ag-
gregation AV GSpeed(γ

c
(Supplier,day,0)). For every index entry i which is tagged

as ”T”, we first locate tuple ”1&1” in ”AVG” (using i.GP ). Data value
”(1000K:[5,∞)” in column ”Speed:AVG” is deleted as it has TI overlapping
with ”1&1/5/10” in inverted index. At last, new aggregation values based
on index entries ”1&1/5/10” and ”1&1/10/∞” are generated.

Network:
Supplier

Network:
Speed

1&1:[5,∞) 1000K:[5, ∞)Tom

RK

Network

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/3

Value:
Content

1000K:
[5, 10)

OpTS/Cf/Col/Ide/
Op

∆

10/Network/
Supplier/Tom/2

Value:
Content
1000K:
[5, ∞)

OpTS/Cf/Col/Ide/
Op

Network:
Supplier

1&1:[5,∞)

Network:
Supplier

1&1:[5,∞)

∇

10/Network/
Speed/Tom/1

900K:
[5, ∞)

1&1:[5,∞)

Inverted index

Value:
Keys

GP/TI

1&1/1/5

Value:
Changed

F

Tom#1000K1&1/5/∞ F

AVG

Speed:
AVG

GP

(0:[1,5)),
(1000K:[5, ∞))

1&1

Value:
Keys

GP/TI

1&1/1/5

Value:
Changed

F

Tom#1000K1&1/5/10 T

Tom#900K1&1/10/∞ T

Update inverted index Update AVG

Speed:
AVG

GP

(0:[1,5)),
(1000K:[5, 10)),

(900K:[10, ∞))

1&1

Figure 8.15: Incremental recomputation for AV GSpeed(γ
c
(Supplier,day,0))

Similar to Project πc
A, when the modified columns of delta items are not

referenced in A or A′, those data changes can be ignored.

8.3.5 Performance

We utilize the same hardware configurations and temporal query described in
Section 8.2.5 to evaluate the performance of the incremental recomputation
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with CTO operators. The enhanced attribute-level-representation is used to
represent each delta item.
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Figure 8.16: Performance comparisons between the incremental reocmputa-
tion and the full recomputation based on CTO operators

Figure 8.16 shows the performance comparisons between the incremental
reocmputation and the full recomputation. The incremental recomputation
outperforms the full recomputation when the portion of change data is less
than 10%.

8.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the temporal delta propagation rules based on
TTRO and CTO operators. Instead of representing the complete temporal
deltas as deletions ∇ and insertions ∆, we represent the complete deltas as
insertions ∆ and TI updates �. As a WCS table usually maintains a large
number of columns, treating the update as an individual class can be more
efficient when only a small number of columns are modified/updated.

However, as already shown in Section 8.1, propagating � can cause dele-
tions which lead to the delta propagation not closed, namely, a new delta
type is generated through delta propagation. To solve such problem, we
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classified temporal queries as ”snapshot-reducible” and ”extended snapshot-
reducible”. To maintain the snapshot-reducible queries, an update can be
propagated as update itself. For the extended snapshot-reducible queries, an
update needs to be propagated as a deletion/insertion pair.

For propagating temporal deltas, row-level-representation and enhanced
attribute-level-representation are used for TTRO and CTO operator models,
respectively. At a highly abstract level, both represent deltas in a row-
oriented way. In consequence, change data propagation rules proposed for
the TTRO operators are also feasible for the CTO operators.

However, for the CTO operators, as enhanced attribute-level-representation
contains the name of the modified column in row key, we can optimize the
incremental algorithms by first checking whether the modified columns are
referenced in the temporal query. Moreover, as a version-modification can
cause either a version-modification or modifications of multiple versions, we
classified the types of temporal view modification as single version-insertion
Iv, single version-update µv, single version-deletion Dv, multi-version inser-
tions Imv, multi-version updates µmv and multi-version deletions Dmv. After
executing the incremental delta processing, coalesce operation� is performed
to combine data versions which are value-equivalent and TIs are adjacent.

To incrementally maintain the temporal aggregation based on instanta-
neous temporal aggregation and cumulative temporal aggregation, we ex-
plored a data structure called inverted index. Each inverted index can be
stored as a normal WCS table and no additional modifications are needed.
Comparing to the existed approaches, maintaining inverted index is straight-
forward and easier.

The performance charts (based on TTRO and CTO operator models)
have shown that the incremental recomputation outperforms the full recom-
putation when the portion of change data is less than 15%.
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Chapter 9

Incremental temporal data
recomputation with partial
temporal deltas

In general, change-data capture (CDC) approaches cannot always generate
complete delta sets because of their limitations, the available information
provided by the data sources and the performance requirements (see descrip-
tions in Chapter 7).

In the previous chapter, we introduced how to incrementally recompute
materialized temporal query results based on complete temporal deltas. In
this chapter, we will address these issues for (partially) incomplete deltas.
We first introduce three general methods for propagating partial temporal
deltas and discuss their limitations and drawbacks. Then, we explain how to
propagate partial temporal deltas based on the TTRO and CTO operator
models, respectively.

9.1 Propagating methods

Traditional incremental recomputation approaches for both non-temporal
and temporal deltas require complete delta sets. However, as we have already
seen in Chapter 7, complete delta sets cannot always be generated. Gener-
ally, propagating partial (incomplete) deltas is only possible when certain
information is provided. For example, suppose we maintain a materialized
view V = πA(R) where π is the non-temporal Project operator. Our CDC
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approach detects a partial update delta item tpup. tpup can only be propagated
if the row key is included in the projected results. In commercial database
systems, e.g. MySQL, such functionality can be performed via ”INSERT ...
ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE” syntax. However, when the row key is
updated, previous partial delta processing is impossible.

In the non-temporal context, authors in [JD11] studied how to main-
tain the state of a data warehouse (DW) based on the partial non-temporal
deltas. They proposed an incremental maintenance approach with partial
deltas for a specific type of view called Dimension View. A dimension view
is a SPJ (Select-Project-Join) view in which each tuple in the view contains
a unique identifier, i.e. a primary key (or composite primary key) and the
join predicates should at least reference the primary keys of the base tables.

To propagate partial deltas into the dimension views, [JD11] first defines
a set of transformation rules to transform partial deltas into complete deltas.
After delta transformation is done, the existing view maintenance approaches
are reused. Finally, the results of change data propagation will be converted
back into the partial format.

When propagating partial deltas in the temporal context, three alterna-
tive approaches can be followed:

1. Transform temporal data (including partial temporal deltas and the
corresponding base tables) and temporal queries into their non-temporal
counterparts and reuse the approaches proposed by [JD11].

2. Transform the partial temporal deltas into complete temporal deltas
by utilizing the temporal base relations stored in the data warehouse
or external look-up tables, and then reuse the incremental approaches
described in Chapter 8.

3. Propagate partial temporal deltas directly without additional temporal
delta and temporal query transformations.

Although the third approach can be utilized in non-temporal databases,
it turns out to be unsuitable for temporal data.

An example is shown in Figure 9.1. Suppose each column in ”Net-
work” table (at Source side) can only contain 2 data versions and we uti-
lize the Audit-column approach (Suppose the insertion time for row ”Tom”
is 2) to extract deltas. The view definition is given as Fast-network =
σT
Network:Speed≥1000(Network), i.e. select Network suppliers whose speed is
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Network

Network:
Supplier

Tom 1&1:2

Network:
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6

8 Network
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Tom/6/5
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1&1

 Ide/OpTS/
Op

Network:
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1100K

TI:
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[6, 8)

Fast-network

Network:
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Tom/2/∞ 1&1

RK/Sta/
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TS scan with TI 
[5,10]
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Network:
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Tom/2/∞ 1&1

RK/Sta/
End

Network:
Speed
1000K

Tom/6/8 1&1 1100K

Source

Figure 9.1: A counterexample for directly propagating partial temporal
deltas

greater than or equal to 1000K. As ”1&1” is the oldest data version in
tuple ”Tom”, ”1100K:6” is treated as a partial update (denoted as tuple
”Tom/6/5”). To process delta item ”Tom/6/5”, it satisfies filter predicate
and shares no row key with tuples in ”Fast-network” table. Consequently,
tuple ”Tom/6/8” is inserted into the view. However, after insertion, tuple
”Tom/2/∞” and tuple ”Tom/6/8” have temporal conflicts.

As shown in the previous example, directly propagating partial temporal
deltas without temporal delta transformation can lead to the wrong state of
the result table. Hence, to incrementally propagate temporal partial deltas,
we adopt the second of the above described approach.

Recall the definition of partial temporal delta set in Chapter 7. An in-
serted tuple which is detected at the data source will lead to an insertion for
its corresponding base relation in data warehouse. An update and a deletion
made at the data source will cause an insertion with a TI-update. Partial
update means that CDC can only obtain the current state of the updated
tuple whereas its previous state is unknown. Hence, we can transform the
partial-update deltas as insert deltas in which the corresponding TI-update
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deltas are unknown (or partially known). For transforming the upsert deltas,
the same method as for partial-updates are used.

Based on the previous description, partial-update delta ”6/Tom/5” in
Figure 9.1 can be represented as insertion ∆ and partial TI-update �p in
Figure 9.2.

Tom/6/5

Network:
Supplier

Tom/6/2

Tom/6/3

1&1

 Ide/OpTS/
Op

Network:
Speed

1100K

TI:
Conetents

[6, 8)

[t, ∞)

[t, 6)

Network:
Supplier

 Ide/OpTS/
Op

Network:
Speed

TI:
Conetents

∆

□p

Tom/6/5

Network:
Supplier

1&1

 Ide/OpTS/
Op

Network:
Speed

1100K

TI:
Conetents

[6, 8)

Fast-network

Network:
Supplier

Tom/2/6 1&1

RK/Sta/
End

Network:
Speed
1000K

Figure 9.2: Partial temporal deltas transformation

In Figure 9.2, �p is represented as a pair �p−/�p+. Values of column
”Network:Speed” are empty and the starting-point of TI is tagged as un-
known t. Clearly, both tuples in �p cannot be checked by the filter predicate
as values of ”Network:Speed” are missing. However, we can use time point
6 with identifier ”Tom” to update ”Fast-network” table. As we find tuple
”Tom/2/∞” in ”Fast-network” which contains ”Tom” in its row keys and
time 6 is included in its TI, TI.End of ”Tom/2/∞” is updated to 6.

However, when temporal query contains temporal predicates, the previ-
ous strategy cannot be used, as the starting-point of TI is unknown. In
consequence, partial TI-updates �p need to be transformed into complete
TI-updates � using contents of base relations in the data warehouse (DW).

Lemma 9.1.1. Partial TI-updates �p can be propagated by using the contents
of materialized temporal views when temporal queries are snapshot-reducible.
Otherwise, contents of base relations in the DW are needed for partial delta
transformation.

Proof. When q is snapshot-reducible, only non-temporal comparisons exist in
q. Hence, �p will only affect tuple t in materialized view when t.T I contains
�p+.T I.End and share the same srk (row key from the source table). When
such tuple t exists, t.T I.End is modified to �p+.T I.End. As TIs in �p are
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unknown, when q is extended snapshot-reducible, it is impossible to evaluate
temporal predicates in q. Hence, �p needs to be translated into �.

In the following sections, we describe how partial TI-update �p can be
propagated based on TTRO and CTO operators. Temporal delta propaga-
tion rules for insertions ∆ can be found in Chapter 8.

9.2 Incremental temporal data recomputation

with TTRO operators

Based on lemma 9.1.1, temporal queries are classified as snapshot reducible
and extended snapshot-reducible.

9.2.1 Snapshot-reducible queries

For the snapshot-reducible queries, �p can be propagated with the contents
of materialized view.

Project πT
A and Filter σT

p

Algorithm 25 Processing �p with πT
A and σT

A

1: for each tuple s in �p+ do
2: for each tuple t in view do
3: if s.srk = t.srk ∧ t.T I.Start 5 s.T I.End < t.TI.End then
4: t.T I.End = s.T I.End;
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for

Algorithm 25 describes how�p can be processed with πT
A and σT

A. For each
tuple s in the after-state �p+, we utilize s.srk and s.T I.End as a selection
criteria to search tuples in the materialized views. When such tuple t is
found, t.T I.End is updated to s.T I.End. Corresponding example can be
found in Figure 9.2.

Notice that, for σT
p , as delta values are missing (see Figure 9.2), Algo-

rithm 25 is not net-effect, namely, it is possible that tuple s in �p+ finds no
corresponding tuple in the materialized view.
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Join onT
p

Algorithm 26 Processing �p with onT
p

1: for each tuple s in �p+ do
2: for each tuple t in view do
3: if t.srk.contains(s.srk) ∧ t.T I.Start 5 s.T I.End < t.TI.End

then
4: t.T I.End = s.T I.End;
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for

Algorithm 26 describes how �p can be processed based on JoinT
p . As onT

p

has two operands, Algorithm 26 will be performed twice.
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Figure 9.3: Processing �p with onT
p

We use an example in Figure 9.3 to illustrate Algorithm 26. Suppose we
join tables ”Network” and ”Company” based on the name of network sup-
plier. ”V old” denotes the initial state of the join result. To propagate partial
TI-updates, we first run Algorithm 26 against �p+

n (for ”Network”) (inter-
mediate results stored in ”V int”), and then against �p+

c (for ”Company”).
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For delta item ”18/Joe/3”, TI of tuple ”Joe/Telecom/12/∞” is updated to
[12, 18). For delta item ”15/Telecom/3”, TI of tuple ”Joe/Telecom/12/18”
(in table ”V int”) is changed to [12, 15).

9.2.2 Extended snapshot-reducible queries

For the extended snapshot-reducible queries, �p needs to be transformed to
� using the contents of base relations in DW. Algorithm 27 describes how
�p can be transformed to �. (p1, p2) represents the before- and after-state
of partial TI-update. For each tuple t in base relation, we detect whether t
shares the same row key with p2 and p2.T I.End is contained in t.T I (line
3). When t is found, p1 = t. For p2, we assign the values of non-temporal
attributes of t to p2 and change p2.T I.Start to t.T I.Start (line 5).

Algorithm 27 Transforming �p to �
1: for each pair (p1, p2) in �p do
2: for each tuple t in the corresponding base relation in DW do
3: if p2.srk = t.srk ∧ t.T I.Start 5 p2.T I.End < t.TI.End then
4: p1 = t;
5: p2.value = t.value and p2.T I = [t.T I.Start, p2.T I.End);
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for

For example, suppose we transform the partial-update delta item (”6/Tom
/2”, ”6/Tom/3”) in Figure 9.2. In ”Network” table (on DW side), tuple
”Tom/2/ ∞” shares the same srk ”Tom” with ”6/Tom/3” and its TI con-
tains time 6. Hence, the before-state �− is (Tom/2/∞, 1&1, 1000K) and
the after-state �+ is (Tom/2/6, 1&1, 1000K). After partial temporal deltas
are transformed into the complete temporal deltas, algorithms described in
Chapter 8 can be used.

9.3 Incremental temporal data recomputation

with CTO operators

When incrementally processing partial temporal deltas with CTO operators,
temporal queries are classified as snapshot-reducible and extended snapshot-
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reducible. As each delta item is represented at the level of attribute, we use
function Check to detect whether the modified column (denoted as CC in
the following sections) is referenced in projection attributes or predicates.

9.3.1 Snapshot-reducible queries

Project πc
A

Algorithm 28 Processing �p with πc
A

1: for each tuple s in �p+ do
2: if Check(s) = true then
3: for each tuple t in view do
4: if t.srk = s.srk then
5: for each data version d in t[CC] do
6: if d.TI.Start 5 s.T I.End < d.TI.End then
7: d.TI.End = s.T I.End;
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for

For each delta item s in �p+, when Check(s) is true (line 2), we first
locate tuple t which share the same srk with s (lines 3-4). Then, for each
data version d in t[CC], if d.TI contains s.T I.End, d.TI.End is updated to
s.T I.End (lines 5-9).

Filter σc
p and Join onc

p

As same discussions made in Section 8.3, even if CC of a delta item is not
referenced in p, the value of the materialized views can still be modified.
Moreover, a version-modification can cause modifications of multiple data
versions.

In Algorithm 29, we distinguish if CC in s is referenced in predicate p
(lines 2-11) or not (lines 12-22). When CC is referenced in p, it denotes that
data versions in t which contains s.T I.End should be modified. When CC
is not referenced in p, only single data version will be changed.
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Algorithm 29 Processing �p with σc
p and onc

p

1: for each tuple s in �p+ do
2: if Check(s) = true then
3: for each tuple t in view do
4: if t.srk.contains(s.srk) then
5: for each data version d in t do
6: if d.TI.Start 5 s.T I.End < d.TI.End then
7: d.TI.End = s.T I.End;
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
12: else
13: for each tuple t in view do
14: if t.srk.contains(s.srk) then
15: for each data version d in t[CC] do
16: if d.TI.Start 5 s.T I.End < d.TI.End then
17: d.TI.End = s.T I.End;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: end for
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Network:
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Figure 9.4: Processing �p with σc
p
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Figure 9.4 shows an example about how to propagate partial TI-update
�p with filter operator. Suppose we want to select the network suppliers
whose speed is greater than or equal to 1000K , i.e. σc

Network:Speed=1000(Network).
Table ”Fast-network” denotes the initial state of such query. To propagate
�p, CC in delta item ”6/Network/Speed/Tom/3” is referenced in predicate.
Hence, all TIs in tuple ”Tom” will be updated.

9.3.2 Extended snapshot-reducible queries

As same discussions made in Section 9.2.2, �p has to be transformed into the
complete TI-update deltas � for the extended snapshot-reducible queries. To
achieve that, Algorithm 27 can be performed based on each column. After
partial temporal deltas are transformed into the complete temporal deltas,
algorithms described in Section 8 can be used.

9.4 Summary

In this chapter, we studied the problem of maintaining materialized temporal
results with partial temporal deltas based on TTRO and CTO operators, re-
spectively. For propagating partial deltas, three approaches can be adopted.

However, according to our example (see the example in Section 9.1), di-
rectly propagating partial temporal deltas can lead to a wrong state of the
result table. In consequence, partial temporal deltas need to be transformed
into the complete temporal deltas. During delta transformation, upsert deltas
and partial update deltas will be treated as insertions ∆ where the values
of TI-updates � are partially available. To propagate partial TI-update
deltas �p, temporal queries are classified into snapshot-reducible and ex-
tended snapshot-reducible. For the snapshot-reducible queries, �p can be
propagated without requiring the contents of base relations. However, as
delta values are missing (or partially available), such delta propagation is
not net-effect. For the extended snapshot-reducible queries, as the starting-
point of TI in �p is missing, it is impossible to evaluate temporal predicates.
In consequence, �p are translated into � using base relations in DW. Af-
ter partial delta transformation is done, incremental procedures described in
Section 8 can be used.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, we first summarize the work and contributions of this thesis.
Then, we give an outlook on the related issues that are left open.

10.1 Conclusion and summary

NoSQL databases emerge with the wave of Web 2.0. They claim to handle
large amount of data with support of elastic scalability, high availability, high
throughput, sophisticated data distribution and replication, schema flexibil-
ity and tunable data consistency.

Wide-column store (WCS) is one type of NoSQL databases. It organizes
the data in a structured way. In contrast to the traditional database systems
(RDBMSs), WCSs introduce a new concept called ”column-family” besides
the notion of row, column and table. The ”column-family” can be seen as a
prefix of columns and it denotes all the columns which belong to the same
column-family will be stored contiguously on disk. Moreover, each column
can store multiple data versions with their corresponding timestamps (TSs).

In recent years, there is a trend to build data warehouses (DWs) based on
NoSQL databases. Besides storing the current data, DW also maintains the
temporal and time-related data. To keep the state of DW up-to-date, DW
frequently extracts data changes from various data sources and incrementally
applying such changes to the data warehouse. Although both the incremental
DW maintenance and temporal data management and processing have been
the subjects of extensive research, no such capabilities have been explored
systematically for today’s WCSs.
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In this thesis, we summarize our findings and proposals over the past
years of research which mainly focuses on the following two aspects:

1. How to effectively manage and process temporal data in wide-column
stores.

2. How to incrementally re-compute materialized temporal computation
results in wide-column stores.

We started with a short description of WCS’s history and proposed how
temporal data can be stored and processed in the context of WCS. Then, we
described how temporal data results (based on various temporal data models
and temporal operator models) can be incrementally recomputed.

Temporal data modeling with WCSs

Although each column in a WCS table can maintain multiple data versions,
its implicit temporal interval (TI) representation can cause wrong or mis-
leading temporal query results. In consequence, we proposed two alternative
table representations, namely, tuple-timestamping representation (TTR) and
explicit-history representation (EHR). TTR appends each tuple with an
explicit TI where EHR attaches TI to each data version.

Temporal data processing with WCSs

To analyze data in wide-column stores, users can either write low-level pro-
grams, such as MapReduce procedures or utilize high-level languages, such
as Pig Latin or Hive. Nevertheless, all of these approaches require users
to explicitly implement the desired semantics of temporal query processing.
Hence, two temporal operator models (based on the previous two tempo-
ral table representations), i.e. TTRO and CTO are defined to facilitate the
temporal query specifications. For processing TTR tables, we extended the
temporal relational algebra to the TTRO operator model (based on the data
model of WCS). For the EHR tables, a new temporal data model called CTO
was proposed. Both TTRO and CTO models contain 8 operators, namely,
Union, Difference, Intersection, Project, Filter, Cartesian product, Theta-
Join and Group by with a set of aggregation functions, such as SUM , AV G,
MAX and etc. The performance comparison has shown that the CTO op-
erator model outperforms the TTRO operator model for the temporal query
processing.
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Temporal change-data capture

To incrementally maintain the temporal query results in a WCS, we first de-
scribed how temporal delta can be logically modeled. Due to various tempo-
ral delta models utilized in WCSs, a delta item can be represented using row-
level-representation or attribute-level-representation. When the attribute-
level-representation is used, a tuple reconstruction is needed for certain incre-
mental applications, e.g. a filter operation. To achieve that, we could either
let the applications rebuild the row or append the unchanged data columns
to the delta output (enhanced attribute-level-representation). The drawback
of the first strategy is that it increases the processing overhead of incremental
applications. Although the second approach facilitates the data processing
task, it increases the delta extraction time and disk usage. To extract tempo-
ral deltas from WCSs, five CDC approaches, namely, Timestamp-based ap-
proach, Audit-column approach, Log-based approach, Trigger-based approach
and Snapshot differential approach can be used.

For comparing the performance of different CDC approaches, we consid-
ered three different delta formats. For all three, the Trigger-based approach is
always the best option when the data modification rate is low. When the data
modification rate is high and CDC uses the attribute-level-representation,
the Log-based approach is faster than the other approaches. However, if
the CDC utilizes the row-level-representation and enhanced attribute-level-
representation, the Timestamp-based approach is faster than the Log-based
approach. Nevertheless, even though the Log-based approach is slightly
slower at a high data modification rate, it is still preferable as it can generate
a complete delta history.

Incremental temporal delta propagation with complete temporal
deltas

As CDC approaches can produce temporal deltas at different completeness
level, namely, not all the CDC approaches can generate a complete temporal
delta set, we have described the incremental temporal change data propaga-
tion rules for the complete temporal deltas and the partial temporal deltas,
respectively.

In contrast to representing the complete temporal deltas as insertions and
deletions, we represent the complete temporal deltas as insertions ∆ and TI-
updates �. As a WCS table usually maintains a large number of columns,
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treating update as an individual class can be more efficient when only a small
number of columns are modified/updated.

However, when propagating �, it can cause deletions which lead to delta
propagation unclosed. In consequence, we classified temporal queries as
”snapshot-reducible” and ”extended snapshot-reducible”. To maintain the
snapshot-reducible queries, an update can be propagated as update itself. For
the extended snapshot-reducible queries, an update needs to be propagated
as a deletion/insertion pair.

For propagating temporal deltas, row-level-representation and enhanced
attribute-level-representation are used for TTRO and CTO operator models,
respectively. At a highly abstract level, both represent deltas in a row-
oriented way. In consequence, the change data propagation rules proposed
for TTRO operators are also feasible for CTO operators.

However, for CTO operators, as the enhanced attribute-level-representation
contains the name of modified column in row key, we can optimize the in-
cremental algorithms by first checking whether the modified columns are
referenced in the projection attributes or predicates. Moreover, as a version-
modification can cause either a version-modification or modifications of mul-
tiple versions, we classified the types of temporal view modification as sin-
gle version-insertion Iv, single version-update µv, single version-deletion Dv,
multi-version insertions Imv, multi-version updates µmv and multi-version
deletions Dmv.

To incrementally maintain the temporal aggregation, we explored a data
structure called inverted index. Each inverted index can be stored as a normal
WCS table and no additional modifications of WCSs are needed. Comparing
to the existed approaches, maintaining inverted index is straightforward and
easier.

Incremental temporal delta propagation with partial temporal deltas

For partial temporal delta propagation, we have indicated that directly prop-
agating partial temporal delta (without the partial temporal delta transfor-
mation) is impossible. In consequence, partial temporal deltas are trans-
formed into the complete temporal deltas. During delta transformation, up-
sert and partial update deltas will be treated as insertions ∆ where the
values of TI-updates � are partially available. To propagate partial TI-
update deltas �p, temporal queries are classified into snapshot-reducible and
extended snapshot-reducible. For the snapshot-reducible queries, �p can be
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propagated without requiring the contents of base relations. However, as
delta values are missing (or partially available), such delta propagation is
not net-effect. For the extended snapshot-reducible queries, as the starting-
point of TI in �p is missing, it is impossible to evaluate temporal predicates.
Hence, �p are translated into � using the base relations in DW. After par-
tial delta transformation is done, incremental procedures described for the
complete deltas can be used.

10.2 Outlook and future work

Although this thesis has extensively studied the issues of temporal data
management and incremental data recomputation with Wide-column stores
(WCSs) and MapReduce, it is impossible to cover and discuss all the related
topics. In consequence, we describe some untouched topics which are left
open for future work and improvements.

Temporal data modeling

In our thesis, two table representations are proposed to store temporal data
in WCSs. In our consideration, we assume that the users or applications are
aware of the correctness of temporal data.

However, when applications depend on WCSs to guarantee the data cor-
rectness, more system-supports need to be added. For example, users are
able to specify temporal integrity constraints when issuing the create table
command.

Enhanced temporal operators

We defined two temporal operator models in this thesis and each of them
contains 8 temporal operators. In general, these temporal operators are
able to support basic query specifications and various aggregations which
are sufficient to run temporal benchmark.

Nevertheless, to support more complex queries, e.g. TOP operation and
partial temporal join, more enhanced temporal operators need to be added.
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Flexible schema support

One of the main benefits supported by WCSs is schema flexibility, namely,
users can modify the table schema on the fly. However, it is very hard to give
a formal definition of an operator based on schema flexibility, as the domains
of tables vary from time to time and hence the set theory is broken.

Although several proposals address such problems, e.g. Pig Latin [PUn]
requires users to explicitly specify the input and output schemata of Union
operator, there is no good solution until now.

Query implementation and optimization

In our experiment, each temporal operator is implemented by utilizing the
MapReduce Framework and the optimization of temporal query execution is
done manually, e.g. predicate push-down.

In the future work, we can replace the MapReduce framework by another
popular data parallel processing frameworks, e.g. Spark [Spa]. Comparing
to MapReduce, Spark will not store the intermediate results on disk and
can hence increase the query performance. For optimizing the temporal
query execution, we can build secondary index to accelerate the processing
of temporal filter and temporal join. Moreover, a cost-based model can be
built for the temporal query optimization.

Incremental recomputation with valid time

In this thesis, we mainly focused on the transaction time, namely, time infor-
mation is automatically generated by a WCS. Although our temporal oper-
ator models do not depend on the semantics of timestamp, CDC approaches
and the corresponding CDC outputs can be heavily affected. For example,
when users can arbitrarily modify the time information, an update occurred
in WCSs can overwrite the old value. In consequence, the timestamp of each
data version does not indicate the time of data modification anymore and
Timestamp-based approach is infeasible.

Data consistency

In our implementation, ”HBase” is adopted as the data storage layer. It
sacrifices system availability to support data consistency and partition toler-
ance.
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However, for the other WCSs, e.g. ”Cassandra”, it chooses to support
partition tolerance and system availability and sacrifices data consistency. In
consequence, when Cassandra is utilized as the storage layer, a suitable data
consistency model needs to be built.
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